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ABSTRACT 
 

This thesis research investigates and documents how individuals within the 

African American settlement communities of Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, 

and Sol Legare define the boundaries and important sites of their community. The 

purpose of the study is to better understand how individuals define their community’s 

boundaries, rather than historic preservation and planning professionals defining them. It 

seeks to determine the importance of factors such as houses, churches, schools, streets, 

farm lands, cemeteries, and community gathering spaces to boundary drawings as well as 

the influence of current address, age, and time spent in the community on participants’ 

boundaries. Before this information was collected, historic maps and aerial photographs 

were analyzed from 1780 to 1977 to best understand how the three communities were 

represented in the past in order to compare to current community-defined boundaries and 

important sites. A survey was employed for participants to complete a boundary drawing 

for their community and answer questions about what might have factored into or 

influenced their boundary. The historic maps showed geographic features tied to the 

community names of Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut and Sol Legare. However, 

they visually showed the history of segregation and discrimination and little official 

recognition of distinct communities. The survey showed there is moderate agreement 

between individuals within and across communities about what factors were most and 

least important to their boundary drawings, while the ranking of factors against each 

other for importance was much more individualized. This research is important because 
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boundaries are one of the main steps to defining and determining a historic resource’s 

significance at the local, state, or federal level. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The historic preservation field used to focus on singular grand buildings, typically 

associated with well-to-do individuals. In recent years, the field has sought to focus on 

wider historic landscapes and histories of people that have been underrepresented. As 

part of the process of identifying historically significant areas or districts, professionals in 

the field typically prescribed boundaries based on their own conceptions rather than 

relying upon members of the community. This top-down approach to outlining 

boundaries and significance for historic sites ignores the knowledge and experiences of 

the people whose histories have long been overlooked. The histories and historic 

landscapes of many of these overlooked communities face destruction from development 

pressures. Therefore, in order to protect this invaluable heritage from erasure, it is 

important to engage people about how they view the boundaries and significance of their 

community. Historic preservation as a field possesses the opportunity to help scrutinize 

and curtail the rampant development occurring throughout the United States and 

threatening to erase historic places.1  

In 2021, the City of Charleston adopted the Charleston City Plan of 2020, which 

sought to prioritize natural and cultural resources in the face of present and future 

developments in and around the city.2 The plan acknowledged that past cultural heritage 

 
1 Max Page and Randall Mason, “Introduction: Rethinking the Roots of the Historic Preservation 
Movement,” in Giving Preservation a History: Histories of Historic Preservation in the United States 
(New York: Routledge, 2004). 
2 City of Charleston Department of Planning, Charleston City Plan (Charleston, S.C.: City of Charleston, 
2020), 48-53. https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/31227/Final-City-Plan-Adopted-
October-12-2021. 
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preservation efforts had overlooked the experiences and contributions of African 

American people and communities in and around Charleston.3 It also identified a pressing 

need and an opportunity to recognize and preserve historic African American settlement 

communities as a way “to protect and elevate African-American cultural heritage in 

Charleston.”4 Fifty-six historic African American settlement communities and 

neighborhoods were identified within and adjacent to the City of Charleston’s Urban 

Growth Boundary (UGB); numerous are outside City limits in the Town of James Island, 

unincorporated Charleston County, Berkeley County.5 From the end of the Civil War in 

1865 until the early twentieth century, freed enslaved people and their descendants 

established communities throughout rural areas. These communities remain today as 

African American settlement communities.6 The defining features of African American 

settlement communities include shared identity, history, and cultural institutions such as 

schools, churches, and businesses.7 

Thirteen of the fifty-six African American settlement communities identified in 

the Charleston City Plan of 2020 are on James Island, South Carolina.8 James Island is 

one of many sea islands along the South Carolina coast and is located across the Ashley 

River from the peninsula of Charleston. This thesis seeks to engage individuals within the 

African American settlement communities of Ferguson Village/Down Cut, Cross Cut, 

and Sol Legare on James Island to answer the question of this thesis - How do individuals 

 
3 City of Charleston, Charleston City Plan, 47. 
4 Ibid., 48. 
5 Ibid., 50-52. 
6 Ibid., 49. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid., 50-51. 
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within a community define the boundaries and important sites of their respective 

communities?  

This thesis research will contribute to scholarship in historic preservation that 

advocates for communities to dictate and lead what landmarks and edges define their 

community. Documenting edges, or boundaries, is one of the main aspects required by 

recognizing historic significance for properties, especially on the federal level with the 

National Register of Historic Places.9 The resources within those boundaries are subject 

to some protection and level of review when Federal agencies have to investigate their 

impact on the affected historic resources to comply with Section 106 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act of 1966.10 Charleston County’s Historic Preservation 

Ordinance offers a local level of protection through the designation of a historic district. 

When there is an application for zoning or building permits for new construction or 

changes to existing structures within the district, it requires there be a Certificate of 

Historic Appropriateness to ensure that the development is “keeping with the historical, 

cultural, and architectural character of the Historic Property or District.”11 The product of 

recording the boundaries of Ferguson Village/Down Cut, Cross Cut, and Sol Legare as 

defined by community members will form the foundation of efforts to further engage 

 
9 Donna J. Seifert, et al., “National Register Bulletin: Defining Boundaries for National Register 
Properties” (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, 1997), 2-3, 
https://home.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/ 
upload/Boundaries-Completed.pdf. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Charleston County, “Charleston County Historic Preservation Ordinance (Chapter 21 of the County’s  
Code of Ordinances),” adopted 2018, 1-2, https://www.charlestoncounty.org/departments/zoning-
planning/files/Historic-Preservation-Ordinance.pdf?r=279. 
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with municipal and county planning processes to protect heritage-related built 

environment from development.12  

In Chapter Two, the research will be put into context through a review of recent 

literature and relevant sources related to the imposition of boundaries and significance in 

the historic preservation field, the shift to engaging communities about their own 

boundaries and significance in the historic preservation field and methods to do so in this 

field of study and others, and the location and history of James Island, South Carolina. 

The progression of the historic preservation movement and field away from imposing 

boundaries and significance onto communities of people towards engaging with people 

within communities about their knowledge and perspectives on the boundaries, important 

sites, and significance of the community. 

Chapter Three explains the methodology used to answer the research question of 

this thesis. The methods outlined include the study and analysis of historic maps and 

aerial photographs of how the three communities have been represented in the past.  In 

addition, it outlines a survey with qualitative and quantitative questions to produce data 

about how individuals view the boundaries and important sites of their community. The 

responses to the survey questions also will quantify what factors are most important to 

boundaries as well as collect qualitative data on specific names and locations of the 

houses, churches, schools, streets, farmlands, rivers and creeks, cemeteries, and 

community gathering spaces that were important to the boundaries.  
 

12 Behre, Robert. “As development races ahead, so do efforts to save African-American settlement 
communities,” Post and Courier (Charleston, South Carolina), March 9, 2018, 
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/as 
-development-races-ahead-so-do-efforts-to-save-african-american-settlement-
communities/article_bb2869c0-1e2b-11e8-bf8a-932dd8caaa92.html. 
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The results gathered using the methodology previously described in Chapter 

Three will be presented and analyzed in Chapter Four. In Chapter Four, the information 

collected from the historic map analysis method showed a lack of boundaries and 

“official” identification of these communities. The analysis of the U.S.D.A. aerial maps 

showed the passage of time in the areas of the communities, especially the development 

of former farmlands around Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut discussed by two 

Cross Cut participants. The survey demonstrated that each individual drew their 

community's boundaries and ranked the importance of factors differently. Although 

individuals within a community defined their boundaries and ranked factors differently, 

there was moderate agreement on what factors were most and least important both within 

and across all three communities. The thesis will conclude with a discussion of the 

broader implications of the information gathered from the survey, how this study can 

inform future practices of community-defined boundaries for historic preservation or 

planning purposes, and recommendations for future study of community engagement in 

the historic preservation and planning fields in Chapter Five. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter begins with a broad historical discussion of the preservation 

movement’s ethos on imposing boundaries and significance on communities before 

delving into the Charleston preservation movement specifically. Then, it examines the 

literature that represents a recent shift in the Charleston preservation movement’s 

perspective toward recognizing the sovereignty of communities to define their own 

boundaries and significance. Next, it reviews the literature on various methods used to 

facilitate and document community-defined boundaries and significance from the historic 

preservation field and adjacent fields of study. The chapter concludes by reviewing the 

literature about the history of James Island, which is the setting for this research study, 

and the African American settlement communities of James Island, specifically Cross 

Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare. 

 

Imposed Boundaries and Significance Evaluations and Their Effects 

Numerous scholars in the preservation field have criticized the beginning of the 

historic preservation movement for focusing on the high-style architecture of the well-to-

do and overlooking and undervaluing the histories and heritage of historically 

marginalized groups. In Place, Race, and Story: Essays on the Past and Future of 

Historic Preservation, Ned Kaufman calls the historic preservation field’s past an “elite 

curatorial practice related to the care of ornate mansions and national shrines” that lacked 
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racial diversity and understanding of heritage issues of communities of color.13 Kaufman 

further states that historic preservationists and their supporters have been known for 

making certain histories invisible to the public as well as continue to “undervalue the 

experiences and contributions of immigrants, working people, and communities of 

color.”14 Therefore, he writes that historic preservationists and the field need to better 

protect these undervalued histories by not only looking at the physical sites, but also the 

“living heritage of communities.”15  

Kaufman is not the only one criticizing the early and current historic preservation 

movement. Scholar David Brown writes that the preservation movement changed its 

focus in the mid-twentieth century from high-style architectural landmarks to activism 

and grassroots preservation in his chapter titled “A Preservation Movement For All 

Americans.”16 Brown writes that the democratization of historic preservation is still in 

progress and needs improvement in how the field engages with the public, especially in 

giving people a voice in deciding what is considered worth preserving in their 

community.17 A few years later, historic preservationist Priya Chhaya characterizes the 

movement of the preservation field away from simply documenting and preserving the 

big and ornate buildings of the affluent towards documenting and preserving the 

historically marginalized groups’ stories and places. In this post for the “The Inclusive 

 
13 Ned Kaufman, Place, Race, and Story: Essays on the Past and Future of Historic Preservation (New 
York: Routledge, 2009), 2. 
14 Kaufman, Place, Race, and Story, 7-11. 
15 Ibid., 17. 
16 David J. Brown, “A Preservation Movement For All Americans,” in Bending the Future: Fifty Ideas for 
the Next Fifty Years of Historic Preservation in the United States, ed. Max Page and Marla R. Miller 
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2016), 57. 
17 Brown, “Preservation Movement For All,” 59. 
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Historian’s Handbook,” Chhaya advocates for practicing a more “people-centered 

preservation movement” that teaches to preserve, not just places, but the people’s stories 

that made it the place it is today.18  

An important aspect of continuing to move towards a more “people-centered 

preservation movement” that engages with the public and protects “the living heritage of 

communities” are boundaries. Boundaries are important in defining a historic district for 

protection, whether at the federal, state, or local level. The National Register of Historic 

Places guidelines, which structure most preservation planning efforts, define historic 

districts as sites, structures, buildings, or objects that derive their identity from historic or 

aesthetic links between all the resources.19 Most importantly, the district must be “a 

definable geographic area” through boundaries.20 According to the National Park Service 

bulletin, the main guidance for selecting boundaries is to make “a judgment based on the 

nature of the property's significance, integrity, and physical setting” as well as to take 

into consideration the distribution of resources, historic boundaries, natural features, 

cultural features, cartographic features, and reasonable limits.21 For most of the 

preservation field’s short history in the United States and Charleston specifically, 

preservation professionals have defined boundaries rather than people who will be 

affected by the boundaries. The only time communities are consulted about boundaries is 

when a historic resource or a group of resources are eligible for the National Register of 

 
18 Priya Chhaya, “Historic Preservation,” The Inclusive Historian’s Handbook (blog), June 4, 2019, 
https://inclusivehistorian.com/historic-preservation/. 
19 “National Register Bulletin: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation” (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior), 5, https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/upload/NRB-
15_web508.pdf. 
20 “How to Apply the National Register,” 6. 
21 Seifert, et al., “Defining Boundaries,” 2-3. 
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Historic Places as a Traditional Cultural Property (TCP),.22 During the process, 

professionals are recommended to consult the “traditional group or community that 

ascribes value to the property” in addition to the State historic preservation office and any 

Native American tribal preservation program.23 TCPs are rarely listed on the National 

Register due to a number of reasons such as confusion about the requirements for 

nomination of TCPs to the National Register and lack of engagement between 

preservation professionals and communities to name a few.24 They represent a small 

percentage of historic resources on the National Register and there were no TCPs located 

in South Carolina until recently with the nomination of the African American settlement 

community of Phillips as the first TCP listing on the National Register for the state. 

 In the historic preservation field, Charleston is considered a model for the efforts 

of local people and groups influencing preservation throughout the rest of the country.25 

However, as Stephanie Yuhl describes in her book A Golden Haze of Memory and 

Association, the historic preservation movement in Charleston originally began on the 

premise of preserving a “highly selective historical memory” with the founding of the 

Society for the Preservation of Old Dwellings (SPOD) in 1920.26 Yuhl outlines how the 

preservation advocated for by SPOD reflected the members’ interpretation of the past in 

 
22 Ibid., 27. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Thomas F. King, Places That Count : Traditional Cultural Properties in Cultural Resource Management 
(Walnut Creek, CA: Altamira Press, 2003), 175. 
25 Diane Lea, “America’s Preservation Ethos: A Tribute to Enduring Ideals,” in A Richer Heritage : 
Historic Preservation in the Twenty-First Century, ed. Robert E. Stipe (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2003), 7. 
26 Stephanie Yuhl, “A Golden Haze of Memory and Association: The Creation of a Historic Charleston 
Landscape,” in A Golden Haze of Memory: The Making of Historic Charleston (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 21. 
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Charleston with their attendant racial and class biases.27 The organization’s limited 

interpretation and biases led to the protection of the grand homes built by the former 

planter class in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, while ignoring completely or 

prescribing the rehabilitation of buildings that were more modest and typically occupied 

by black people.28 SPOD remained the leader of the preservation movement in 

Charleston throughout the 1920s, but Yuhl explains that by the early 1930s, the City of 

Charleston and the Board of Architectural Review (BAR) largely took over the 

preservation effort.29 Although advocates in the preservation movement changed with the 

advent of an all-male city and board staff, the preservation advocated for by SPOD 

(including its limits and biases) remained.30 Further, boundaries were not drawn or used 

by SPOD but the buildings lauded as worthy of preservation by the organization greatly 

informed the eventual boundaries of the Old and Historic District by the City of 

Charleston.31 In addition to the change in preservation advocates, the preservation focus 

expanded from only single buildings to an entire historic district with the passage of the 

nation’s first preservation ordinance in 1931.32 In only one chapter of A Golden Haze of 

Memory and Association, Yuhl summarizes an often overlooked and poignant aspect of 

Charleston’s preservation history, which demonstrates the past imposition of biases by a 

select group of people of what historic and architectural heritage is important and worthy 

to preserve. 

 
27 Yuhl, “Golden Haze of Memory,” 24. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid., 22-23. 
32 Ibid. 
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The shift to preserving a bounded historic district began with the City of 

Charleston’s 1931 City Planning Report. The planning firm Morris Knowles, Inc. 

completed the report for the City Planning and Zoning Commission. It includes a 

comprehensive survey to prioritize buildings to preserve, demographic information, and a 

plan for major thoroughfares with areas of further investigation for the plan.33 It 

demonstrates bias in encouraging the cooperation between the property owners near 

Calhoun Street and public authorities to allow for the possible maintenance of “the white 

occupancy of this section and bring about a desirable improvement in the present type of 

development.”34 Also, the placement of schools and parks is recommended to be used 

strategically to “influence the desirable development of the surrounding territory.”35 

There was also bias in the survey because it only surveyed buildings in the oldest part of 

the city.36 The survey results led to the establishment of the twenty-three-block Old and 

Historic District to be protected and preserved as part of the landmark zoning ordinance 

in October of 1931.37 The ordinance has undergone numerous revisions and additions 

over the years. Still, the original limitations of SPOD’s preservation efforts and the Old 

and Historic District’s boundaries are worth noting as evidence of preservation 

professionals imposing class and racial biases through boundaries which excluded a 

significant portion of Charleston’s built heritage.  

 
33 Morris Knowles, et al.,  City of Charleston, S.C.: Report of the City Planning and Zoning Commission 
Upon a Program for the Development of a City Plan with Specific Studies of Certain Features Thereof 
(Pittsburgh: Morris Knowles, Inc., 1931), 10-13. Lowcountry Digital Library. 
https://lcdl.library.cofc.edu/lcdl/catalog/264657. 
34 Morris Knowles, et al., City of Charleston, S.C.: Report, 10-13. 
35 Ibid., 17. 
36 Yuhl, “Golden Haze of Memory,” 43. 
37 “Year Book 1932-1935 City of Charleston, South Carolina” (Charleston, S.C.: Walker, Evans & 
Cogswell Co.), 191. 
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Intertwined with the history of imposing boundaries and significance in the 

historic preservation movement is the history of planning, particularly urban renewal and 

redlining. Richard Rothstein describes governments using racial zoning and redlining 

nationwide after the end of the Reconstruction Era in his book The Color of Law: A 

Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America.38 Racial zoning and 

redlining imposed mapped boundaries to restrict African American people to a specific 

area and limit the economic and housing opportunities offered to them.39 Although the 

Supreme Court ruled Louisville, Kentucky’s racial zoning ordinance was unconstitutional 

in the 1917 case Buchanan v. Warley and set precedence, many neighboring and often 

Southern cities ignored this decision, fought legally to keep their ordinance or sought less 

explicit ways to segregate black and white people.40 Charleston is cited as one of the 

cities that adopted a racial zoning ordinance before the Buchanan decision that would not 

allow African American people to buy houses in blocks where white people were the 

majority.41 By the time the Morris Knowles report was published, explicitly racial zoning 

had been ruled illegal and unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of the United States. In 

1917, the Supreme Court had ruled against it in Buchanan v. Warley. Therefore, language 

that was explicitly racist was often not used, but the actions taken by many cities such as 

Charleston often was in fact racially discriminatory. The City of Charleston scrutinized 

urban renewal projects to protect certain historic resources within the Old and Historic 

District with the authority of the Board of Architectural Review (BAR). However, the 
 

38 Richard Rothstein, The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America 
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2018), 75. 
39 Rothstein, The Color of Law, 75. 
40 Ibid., 45-48. 
41 Ibid., 44. 
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planners and influential citizens in Charleston and the state decided certain buildings 

outside of the Old and Historic District were not to be protected and preserved.  

In her book Root Shock: How Tearing up City Neighborhoods Hurts America, 

and What We Can Do About It, Dr. Mindy Thompson Fullilove describes the effects of 

urban renewal on cities and the people within them, specifically certain groups of people 

and specifically in the United States. Fullilove describes “urban renewal” as the term used 

to describe improvements in cities.42 Yet, with the advent of the Housing Acts of 1949 

and 1954 in the United States, she explains it became synonymous with “progress.”43 

“Blighted” areas identified and reclaimed per the Housing Act of 1949 were to be 

redeveloped, which resembles the language used to identify “blighted”  areas in the 1931 

Morris Knowles report.44 After imposing boundaries to identify these “blighted” areas, 

whole communities were demolished by the federal, state, and local governments for 

developers using the power of eminent domain to obtain ownership of the built 

environment.45 The imposition of boundaries, shown on paper in maps and physically in 

infrastructure such as the highways, was used to further this erasure task. The physical 

expansion of Highway 17, officially named the Septima P. Clark Parkway and commonly 

referred to as the Crosstown, across the peninsula in the 1960s acted as a physical 

manifestation of urban renewal in Charleston specifically. The effect of urban renewal 

can be seen within the built environment with the loss of 150 buildings from the 

construction of the Crosstown and an entire neighborhood from the construction of the 
 

42 Mindy Thompson Fullilove, Root Shock : How Tearing up City Neighborhoods Hurts America, and What 
We Can Do About It, 1st ed. (New York: One World/Ballantine Books, 2004), 57. 
43 Fullilove, Root Shock, 57. 
44 Ibid., 58. 
45 Ibid., 59. 
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Gaillard Center.46 Surveys are often a method employed to identify resources that are 

considered historic and significant in Charleston and throughout the United States, but 

the resources examined through the survey are often limited to the boundaries set out 

before the survey even begins. Beginning with the survey done for the 1931 Morris 

Knowles Report and continuing through the years, the boundaries of what is surveyed is 

set by the preservation professionals and has slowly expanded beyond just the Old and 

Historic District. In the surveys and inventories of historic and architectural heritage 

following the 1931 City Planning Report and the 1931 Ordinance, the preservation 

choices, community engagement, and boundaries varied. The survey conducted by the 

Carolina Art Association in 1941 was the first comprehensive effort to survey historic 

resources.47 The survey boundaries were the City of Charleston’s boundaries at the time, 

not just the Old and Historic District.48 By expanding the boundaries of the survey, it 

allowed for the documentation of buildings outside of the Old and Historic District and 

not under its protections. As shown in the analysis section of the survey, there is a 

significant gap between the estimated 1,122 buildings surveyed within the Old and 

Historic District general boundaries compared to the estimated 218 buildings surveyed 

outside of the Old and Historic District boundaries (North of Calhoun) and still within the 

survey boundaries.49 When the 1941 survey was conducted, it was before the Crosstown 

 
46 Melissa Mann Roach, "The Crosstown: Physical Effects of the Expansion of Highway 17 Across the 
Charleston Peninsula" (2014) All Theses, 1967, 36, 65, https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/all_theses/1967. 
47 Samuel Gaillard Stoney, This Is Charleston: a Survey of the Architectural Heritage of a Unique 
American City, 3rd ed. (Charleston, S.C.: Carolina Art Association, 1964), ix. 
48 Stoney, This is Charleston, 125. 
49 Ibid., 119. 
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and only fourteen buildings were surveyed north of its future location.50 The gap suggests 

the surveyors ignored a substantial number of buildings outside of the Old and Historic 

District’s boundaries. This gap in geographic distribution within the bounds of the survey 

suggests a continued prioritization and imposition of a certain type of historic and 

architectural heritage and boundaries south of Calhoun Street.  

The next survey of Charleston’s historic and architectural heritage was done as 

part of the Historic Preservation Plan done by City Planning and Architectural 

Associates, Russell Wright, Carl Feiss, and National Heritage Cooperation for the City of 

Charleston in 1974. The Historic Architecture Inventory conducted a survey of the 

resources south of the Septima P. Clark Parkway and Spring Street, while also ascribing 

ratings from “Contributory” to “Exceptional” of the buildings thought to have 

“architectural or visual significance.”51 The boundaries of the inventory were changed 

from 1941 Carolina Art Association survey to be only south of parkway, also known as 

the Crosstown, which was completed in 1967.52 Although the plan did not explicitly 

claim to ignore the history and communities around and north of the Crosstown, the 

inventory was missing documentation of historic resources and arguments for the 

preservation of resources in that area because of its limited boundaries imposed by the 

plan for the city.  

In 1985, Geier Brown Renfrow Architects completed a historic and architectural 

survey of 1964 properties in Charleston, prepared National Register nominations for a 
 

50 Stoney, This is Charleston, 137. 
51 City Planning and Architectural Associates, Russell Wright, Carl Feiss, and National Heritage 
Cooperation, Historic Preservation Plan, prepared for the City of Charleston (Chapel Hill: City Planning 
and Architectural Associates, 1974), 5. 
52 Roach, "The Crosstown," 1. 
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portion of the resources identified for the City of Charleston, and completed a South 

Carolina Department of Archives and History survey card with a photo for each 

property.53 The chosen boundaries of the survey area included the Old and Historic 

District, but expanded to the north side of Calhoun Street in the south, south edge of the 

Crosstown in the north, west bank of the Cooper River in the east, and east bank of the 

Ashley River in the west.54 One of the objectives was to redefine the boundaries of the 

architectural survey done in 1974, but a similar rating system was assigned by a jury of 

three experts, which included Russell Wright who had participated and contributed to the 

1974 survey.55 Although the survey seeks to expand and update the 1974 survey, it is still 

surveying a limited historic and architectural heritage of Charleston. 

Preservation Consultants, Inc. completed a survey report on the architecture of 

James and Johns Island for the South Carolina Department of Archives and History, City 

of Charleston, and Charleston County in 1989.56 The report demonstrated inclusion of 

important histories and sites outside of the Charleston peninsula; it provided a detailed 

and comprehensive history of James Island and completed a survey of sites listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places as well as sites eligible for the National Register.57 

The Seashore Farmers’ Lodge and the Mosquito Beach Oyster Factory within the Sol 

Legare community were identified to be evaluated as “Potential National Register 

 
53 Russell V. Keune, Robert A. Warnock, Randolph Martz, and Robert Stockton, South Carolina Inventory 
of Historic Places Survey Report, prepared for the City of Charleston (Alexandria, V.A.: Geier Brown 
Renfrow Architects, LLC, 1985), 1. 
54 Keune, et al., South Carolina Inventory, 1. 
55 Ibid., 2. 
56 Sarah Fick, David Schneider, and Robert P. Stockton, James Island and Johns Island Historical and 
Architectural Survey (Charleston, S.C.: Preservation Consultants, Inc., 1989), 2. 
57 Fick, Schneider, and Stockton, Historical and Architectural Survey, 4. 
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Properties” and “Sites Worthy of Further Investigation to Determine Potential National 

Register Eligibility,” but there did not appear to be a direct reference related to sites 

within the Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities – the focus of the 

current study.58 However, it is possible Lodge #3 on Riverland Drive is identified for the 

communities and there are resources surveyed on important roads such as Central Park, 

Camp, and Riverland.59 When taken together, these surveys demonstrate that preservation 

professionals in Charleston expanded both the criteria for significance and the physical 

boundaries of historic areas through time. 

 

A Recent Shift in Perspective 

Despite the beginning of the historic preservation movement in Charleston and 

the wider United States, the preservation movement has been progressing slowly from its 

past exclusive focus towards a more inclusive focus since the late-twentieth century.60 

The preservation field has been evolving slowly towards the moment we are in now - the 

moment of engaging with previously underrepresented communities and preserving their 

boundaries and significance as defined by them. We are in that moment today because of 

advocacy for change by professionals in the field such as Mike Allen, formerly with the 

National Park Service, who was integral in interpreting the full history of the Charles 

Pinckney National Historic Site and establishing the Gullah Geechee Cultural Heritage 

Corridor, as well as by people in local communities advocated for the preservation of 

 
58 Ibid., 54. 
59 Ibid., 54, 63-70. 
60 Conversation between Mike Allen and author, March 17, 2022. 
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their own history and significance.61 Community-led efforts in Charleston are directly 

responsible for the 2016 update to the historic resources survey done for Charleston 

County that represents the shift in focus.  The “2016 Charleston County Historic 

Resources Survey Update” by New South Associates cites the loss of an important 

building called the Limehouse Produce Shed in West Ashley as the catalyst for the 

Charleston County Planning Commission to review its preservation ordinance and 

identify changes that needed to be made.62 In addition to reviewing the ordinance, the 

focus of the survey became the history and significance of Charleston County’s African 

American communities. There was a public workshop with leaders and members of 

Charleston County’s African American communities who sought to be documented in the 

survey to offer potential protection in the face of development pressures and increasing 

property values and taxes.63  

There have been more recent projects that seek to engage with communities about 

their history such as the “2020 Research Study of the Historic Stoney Community” done 

by New South Associates. The goal of the study was to determine whether Stoney 

Community, a historic African American community on Hilton Head Island, was eligible 

for the National Register of Historic Places as a Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) 

through archival research, interviews with residents, historic map analysis, and survey of 

 
61 Conversation between Mike Allen and author, March 17, 2022.  
There is a long list of professionals and community members across the United States and within the 
historic preservation field that have been integral for preservation efforts to be more inclusive and engaging 
of communities about their histories. This section focuses only on a one of those individuals integral to the 
moment in the Charleston area.  
62 Mary Beth Reed, Summer Ciomek, and Patrick Sullivan, Charleston County Historic Resources Survey 
Update (Stone Mountain, G.A.: New South Associates, Inc., 2016), 2-3. 
63 Reed, Ciomek, and Sullivan, Charleston County Historic Resources, 5. 
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architectural resources.64 The project was done in compliance with Section 106 review 

for the South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) project to improve parts 

of U.S. 278 Corridor.65 The conclusion of the draft was that the Stoney Community was 

not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places because it was considered a 

commercial center among the local Gullah communities historically and it did not retain 

integrity into present day. Integrity, or the ability of a property to convey its significance, 

is a key part of the process for nomination to the National Register.66 If a historic 

resource does not retain a significant portion of its integrity, it greatly reduces the 

likelihood for its nomination. New South did not identify continuity from that history as a 

commercial center to modern day as well as structures relating to that history were no 

longer existing, which resulted in the determination of a lack of integrity.67  

Despite using oral histories to engage with people within the Stoney Community, 

the interviewers initially went into the interviews with preconceived notions of the 

Stoney Community being a commercial center within the built environment and the 

community lacking integrity as Heather Hodges critiqued.68 Hodges also cites that there 

is little evidence and integrity in the built environment because modern development and 

the placement of historic and cultural significance only in the built environment 

 
64 Mary Beth Reed, Velma Fann, and Patrick Sullivan, Research Study of the Historic Stoney Community 
Beaufort County, South Carolina, Draft (Stone Mountain, G.A.: New South Associates, Inc., 2020), 60. 
65 Reed, Fann, and Sullivan, Study of the Historic Stoney Community, 60. 
66 John H. Sprinkle, Jr., Crafting Preservation Criteria: The National Register of Historic Places and 
American Historic Preservation (New York: Routledge, 2014), 45. 
67 Reed, Fann, and Sullivan, Study of the Historic Stoney Community, 61. 
68 Correspondence between Heather Hodges, then Director of the Gullah Geechee Cultural Heritage 
Corridor Commission, and the South Carolina Department of Transportation, 2020. 
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overlooked much of the continuity in the Stoney Community.69 The expression of the 

traditional cultural and historic belief of collective land ownership and economic self-

sufficiency within the Stoney community was overlooked as being very much still in 

existence.70 The conclusions New South Associates drew in their draft study about the 

Stoney Community and Heather Hodges' comments taught that using an etic framework 

when determining historic significance and eligibility can overlook the lived history of a 

community.  

 After SCDOT and New South received Heather Hodges and community 

member’s comments about the draft, New South reevaluated their methods, study area, 

and conclusions about the Stoney Community’s eligibility for the National Register as a 

TCP by conducting a second round of interviews over the phone in 2020.71 For this final 

study, the interview eligibility was expanded to include persons born and/or raised on 

Hilton Head Island in response to feedback from the island’s residents that Stoney was 

important in the larger context of the island and much more than just a commercial 

center, so six new interviews were conducted.72 By incorporating feedback from island 

residents tied to the community and the wider Gullah community into the final, New 

South was able to fully evaluate the Stoney Community’s history and significance and 

conclude that it is eligible for the National Register as a TCP. Oral history interviews 

with people tied to the Stoney Community and historic research informed New South’s 

 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Mary Beth Reed, Velma Fann, and Patrick Sullivan, First Step on Home Soil: A Preliminary Traditional 
Cultural Property Evaluation of the Stoney Community Beaufort County, South Carolina, Final (Stone 
Mountain, G.A.: New South Associates, Inc., 2021), 3-4. 
72 Reed, Fann, and Sullivan, First Step on Home Soil, 4. 
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argument for the community’s significance. Still, the boundary proposed by the report is 

informed solely by features in the landscape such as U.S. Highway 278 and Skull Creek 

water and marshes.73  

Adopted in 2021 by the City of Charleston, the Charleston City Plan of 2020 was 

a recent effort by the city to have natural and cultural resources be a priority in the 

present and future developments in and around the city, especially the resources related 

and important to African American settlement communities.74 The City of Charleston 

worked with settlement communities such as Ferguson Village/Down Cut, which have 

been historically underrepresented in preservation efforts because most were unknown to 

decision-makers and planners in the documentation of their community’s boundaries and 

history.75 Further, the plan addresses that cultural heritage preservation efforts have long 

overlooked the experiences and contributions of African American people and 

communities in and around Charleston.76 The officials realized that a piece of 

Charleston's history has been overlooked and a substantial amount of work is still needed 

to engage community members about how communities define their own boundaries and 

important sites. The City of Charleston completed preliminary research into the 

boundaries of a few settlement communities by interviewing individuals within the 

community and cross-referencing the information gathered with current property owners 

and historic surveys to better inform the estimated boundaries.77 In conversation with the 

author, a city planner spoke on how the City of Charleston continued these efforts by 
 

73 Ibid., 70. 
74 City of Charleston, Charleston City Plan, 48-53.  
75 Ibid., 49. 
76 Ibid., 47. 
77 Ibid., 49. 
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conducting Zoom meetings with residents of Ferguson Village/Down Cut and Cross Cut 

to draw out the boundaries of the neighborhood as seen by individuals within the 

communities at the beginning of the COVID-19 Pandemic.78 This was done in 

conjunction with the City’s larger objective of engaging and preserving the history of 

African American settlement communities, but there were difficulties understanding the 

boundaries as defined by residents in-depth due to it being over Zoom.79 

The Charleston City Plan of 2020 identified numerous African American 

settlement communities and inspired even more recent efforts to document and protect 

these communities on their own terms. One of those such efforts is by New South 

Associates, who cited the City Plan of 2020 as an “important starting point” for their 

study.80 In 2022, New South finished a research study of several James and Johns Island 

African American settlement communities for the South Carolina Department of 

Transportation (SCDOT)’s Mark Clark Expressway Expansion Project.81 Through oral 

history interviews and archival research, the project aimed to bring together and create a 

visual and narrative “cultural atlas” of the African American settlement communities 

identified.82 The study represents an improvement in the methodology for providing 

historic context from a community perspective by marrying oral history interviews of 

community members without preconceived notions and archival research. It also 

represents an improvement in the aim of the study not solely to be for the Mark Clark 

 
78 Conversation between the author and city official, October 20, 2022. 
79 City of Charleston, Charleston City Plan, 49. 
80 Jackie Tyson, et al., Come Back to the Land: An Exploration of James and Johns Islands African 
American Settlement Communities (Stone Mountain, G.A.: New South Associates, Inc., 2022), 3. 
81 Tyson, et al., Come Back to the Land, 1. 
82 Ibid. 
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Expressway Expansion Project, but to provide a tangible resource, in the form of a 

“cultural atlas,” for each respective community to use for any future preservation 

efforts.83  

The nomination of the Phillips Community Historic District to the National 

Register of Historic Places by Brittany V. Lavelle Tulla represents another example of 

using historical and ethnographic methods to write a statement of significance and 

boundaries for a community.84 The district boundaries were informed not only by historic 

plats representing the original settlement area, but also from oral history interviews of 

community members.85 The Phillips Community Historic District had been established 

with Charleston County, which paved the way for African American settlement 

communities like the Beefield Community on James Island to also be established as 

historic districts with the county. Efforts by Mr. George Richardson, the Battery Island 

Drive Neighborhood Association, and Historic Charleston Foundation with the Beefield 

Community resulted in the Beefield Community being the second African American 

settlement community established as a historic district with Charleston County.86 The 

New South research study of James and Johns Island communities, the Phillips 

Community Historic District establishment, and the Beefield Community Historic 

District establishment all represent the continuing work of engaging community members 

about their history and boundaries, instead of imposing those two upon the communities. 

 
83 Ibid. 
84 Brittany V. Lavelle Tulla, “Phillips Community Historic District,” Draft National Register Nomination 
Form, State Historic Preservation Office, 2022, 74. 
85 Lavelle Tulla, “Phillips Community Historic District,” 74. 
86 “Beefield Community: Advocacy Update,” Historic Charleston Foundation (blog), 
https://www.historiccharleston.org/blog/beefield-community-advocacy-update/. 
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A Community-Based Perspective on Boundaries and Significance 

The most common method of engaging people about their history is through 

interviews, also known as oral histories. It is a very effective method as it is used in the 

fields of anthropology, folklore studies, and history when there is ample time to build a 

relationship with people to slowly gain more information about their lives and the history 

that is important to them. An example of this is folklorist Tina Bucuvalas’s work to 

nominate the long-overlooked Greektown to the National Register of Historic Places as a 

Traditional Cultural Property.87 Bucuvalas documented the stories and history of 

Greektown through interviews, allowing the community to voice what stories and 

histories were important to them to be preserved.88 However, there are several other 

methods that do not require as much of people’s time (5 years in the case of Bucuvalas) 

and energy as well as eliminate more of the researcher’s biases, so they do not drive the 

results and conclusions such as in the case of the draft report done on the Stoney 

Community. Researcher fellow Na Li explains the importance of public participation in 

historic preservation and the ease with which it can be impacted by professionals who 

have preconceived expectations for what people will say.89 Li outlines how power 

structures and cultural norms-informed emotional sensitivity is key, but more 

specifically, a culturally sensitive narrative approach (CSNA) that is described.90 

 
87 Tina Bucuvalas. “The Tarpon Springs Greektown Traditional Cultural District: The National Register 
Nomination and the Battle of the Sponge Docks.” The Journal of American Folklore 132, no. 526 (2019): 
452–71, https://doi.org/10.5406/jamerfolk.132.526.0452. 
88 Bucuvalas, “Tarpon Springs Greektown,” 452-71. 
89 Na Li, “Whose History, Whose Memory?: A Culturally Sensitive Narrative Approach,” in Bending the 
Future: Fifty Ideas for the Next Fifty Years of Historic Preservation in the United States, ed. Max Page and 
Marla R. Miller (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2016), 136-139. 
90 Li, “Whose History,”136-139. 
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Another group of methods go by different names depending on the discipline and 

researcher such as social cartography, counter-mapping, and deep mapping; most 

basically, it empowers people to explore the connection between them, other people in 

their community, and place visually to understand what is valued. According to urban 

researcher Laura Vaughan, there is not exactly any one definition, researcher, or 

discipline to attribute the method she calls social cartography, but it actually can be 

traced as early as the 1790s to the social reformer Charles Booth to visualize social 

dynamics in response to urbanization and industrialization.91 Staples of the social 

cartography method are the works of researchers such as geographer J.B. Harley who 

uses social cartography to focus on systematically neglected perspectives like that of 

homeless people or social scientists Rolland Paulston and Martin Liebman who use social 

cartography to visualize social relationships (instead of dynamics) to lend to educational 

policy.92  

Another notable user of the method, although he does not explicitly use the same 

name, was the planner Kevin Lynch’s book The Image of the City where he interviewed a 

small sample of citizens in various cities about their image of the environment in 1960.93 

Lynch based this method on the idea that current experience of place is impacted by past 

experiences and their image of the city is “soaked in memories and meanings.”94  

 
91 Laura Vaughan, “Mapping the Spatial Logic of Society,” in Mapping Society: The Spatial Dimensions of 
Social Cartography, (London, UK: UCL Press, 2018), 2.  https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv550dcj6. 
92 J.B. Harley, “Deconstructing the Map,” in Classics in Cartography (Chichester, U.K.: John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd, 2011), 271–294; Martin Liebman and Rolland G. Paulston, “Social cartography: A new 
methodology for comparative studies,” Compare: A Journal of Comparative and International Education, 
24(3), 1994, 233–245, https://doi.org/10.1080/0305792940240304. 
93 Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1960). 
94 Lynch, Image of the City, 1. 
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Interviewees were asked to sketch maps of the city and describe their routes throughout 

the city as well as describe parts of the city that felt distinctive to them.95 The problem 

with Lynch’s methodology was that there was a class and occupation bias in the people 

chosen to be interviewed as well as a very small sample size of fewer than thirty people.96  

It has been over sixty years since The Image of the City was written, so there has 

been ample time for other scholars to build on this method with the new survey and 

mapping technologies at their disposal. An example of this recent scholarship is the 

article “A computational approach to ‘The Image of the City’” by Gabriele Filomena, 

Judith A. Verstegen, and Ed Manley. In the article, the authors explore the possibilities of 

using “GISScience” to investigate how the varied mental images people have of the city 

can be overlaid on top of one another to make a “community cognitive map.”97 Although 

the quantifying and mapping of the memorability and urban features of people is valuable 

research to further Lynch’s ideas of experiences impacting imageability, the researchers 

use Lynch’s original samples instead of attempting to gather a wider and more varied 

sample of people to see how their respective image of the city fits together.  

There are scholars who are more engaged with the people who they interview and 

use the resulting map as political capital such as geography scholar Nancy Lee Peluso. 

Peluso uses a similar method to Lynch, but calls it counter-mapping in her article “Whose 

Woods Are These? Counter Mapping Forest Territories in Kalimantan, Indonesia.” 

Through counter-mapping, Peluso shows that maps sketched by members of indigenous 
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groups in the forests of Kalimantan show a long history of land ownership and disputes 

between people in contrast to the Indonesian government and timber industry who had 

produced blank maps, ignoring owners for their own benefit.98 

Within the discipline of anthropology, there is an extensive discussion of social, 

cultural, and political boundaries and borders.99 Similar to Nancy Lee Peluso, scholars 

Hastings Donnan and Thomas M. Wilson noted that borders are not only a spatial record 

of relationships between local communities and states, but also a temporal record.100 

Furthermore, Donnan and Wilson write that investigating the intersection between 

“symbolic” and “state” boundaries can tell the role cultures and communities were given 

in the policy-making process.101 Not only can boundaries and borders inform the history 

of whether communities were engaged in the policy-making process, but anthropologist 

Ira Bashkow also writes that boundaries and borders can provide an opportunity to 

challenge and work to deconstruct the hegemonic assumptions about that culture and 

community by those outside of it.102 

Building from Peluso’s idea of counter-mapping as well as the social sciences 

discipline’s idea of social cartography, cartographer Talitta Reitz writes about social 

cartography and deep mapping as methods to solve traditional problems of cartography’s 

supposed objectiveness and take back the “partial, subjective nature of maps” in her 
 

98 Nancy Lee Peluso, “WHOSE WOODS ARE THESE? COUNTER-MAPPING FOREST TERRITORIES 
IN KALIMANTAN, INDONESIA,” Antipode: A Radical Journal of Geography, 1995, 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-8330.1995.tb00286.x. 
99 Ira Bashkow, “A Neo-Boasian Conception of Cultural Boundaries,” American Anthropologist 106, no. 3 
(2004): 443–58, http://www.jstor.org/stable/3567610; Hastings Donnan and Thomas M. Wilson, “Borders 
and Boundaries in Anthropology,” in Borders: Frontiers of Identity, Nation and State (London, U.K.: 
Routledge), 1999. 
100 Donnan and Wilson, “Borders and Boundaries,” 34. 
101 Ibid. 
102 Bashkow, “Conception of Cultural Boundaries,” 443. 
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article “Back to the Drawing Board: Creative Mapping Methods for Inclusion and 

Connection.”103 Further, Reitz cites how maps struggle to depict abstract qualities of 

experiences such as the passing of time, memories, interests so deep mapping is a 

creative method that looks to literature, stories, and art to fix this.104 Reitz advocates for 

these methods so that “all individuals and groups should have the opportunity to reflect, 

express, and opinionate about their territories and spatial practices; to have their stories 

told.”105 Even an artist named Cian Dayrit has this method to represent existing 

geographic regions and previously overlooked personal, spatial, and temporal narratives 

of the oppressed while challenging and subverting the hegemonic order within Philippine 

society; he calls it subversive cartography.106 

 Cultural mapping is the name for this tool employed by researchers such as Alys 

Longley and Nancy Duxbury in multiple disciplines to identify the resources, 

connections, and patterns of usage of a community, while also recording the 

“intangibilities of a place” that contributes to a sense of place for a group of people.107 

Cultural mapping has been adopted within the historic preservation field by scholars such 

as Erica Avrami in “Spatializing Values in Heritage Conservation: The Potential of 

Cultural Mapping” and Claudia Guerra in “Cultural Mapping: Engaging Community in 

 
103 Talitta Reitz, “Back to the Drawing Board: Creative Mapping Methods for Inclusion and Connection,” 
in Co-Creativity and Engaged Scholarship: Transformative Methods in Social Sustainability Research, ed. 
by Alex Franklin (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2022), 327, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-
84248-2_11. 
104 Reitz, “Creative Mapping Methods,” 327. 
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106 Marv Recinto, “How To Wipe Colonialism Off The Map: Cian Dayrit’s Subversive Cartography,” 
ArtReview, December 13, 2021, https://artreview.com/how-to-wipe-colonialism-off-the-map-cian-dayrits-
subversive 
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Society 7, no. 1 (2016): 1–2, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ccs.2015.12.006. 
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Historic Preservation." In her chapter, Avrami used cultural mapping by current residents 

to inform heritage decisions in the Hassan Fathy-designed village of New Gourna in 

Egypt.108 She makes a point to say that the cultural mapping was not asset driven because 

they did not ask residents to identify what had value, but that it sought to understand what 

values or other factors were driving the change in space and society.109 Scholars like 

Nadine Zammit and Lino Bianco address the subjectivity of laypersons, heritage 

professionals, and policymakers prescribing value to heritage and crafted a mathematical 

formula to try to compute the heritage value of a building in “a holistic, less subjective” 

way.110 Cultural historian Claudia Guerra with the San Antonio Office of Historic 

Preservation wrote an article for the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Forum 

Journal about how cultural mapping was used to further engage with the community of 

people who had lived in or were descendants of those who lived in the Mission San Jose 

during the turn of the twentieth century.111 Guerra writes that historic preservation as a 

field seeks to protect what is important to people and their past, but in order to do that, 

preservationists need to actually engage with the public about important resources instead 

of “leaving it to the so-called expert.”112 All of these sources inform my methods of 

survey where people were allowed to draw or speak freely on what aspects of their 

communities were important to them. 
 

108 Erica Avrami, “3. Spatializing Values in Heritage Conservation: The Potential of Cultural Mapping,” in 
Values in Heritage Management: Emerging Approaches and Research Directions, ed. Erica Avrami, et al. 
(Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2019), https://muse-jhu-edu.libproxy.clemson.edu/chapter/2593342. 
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Assess Built Heritage,” Heritage and Sustainable Development 4 (2):101-10, 
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The historic preservation field is at an important point in its history where 

communities are recognized as having the sovereignty to create their own boundaries and 

define their own significance. Researchers, both in the historic preservation field and 

related disciplines, have employed various methods to try to document these community-

defined boundaries and significance with as little bias as possible. Some methods such as 

Claudia Guerra’s and Erica Avrami’s cultural mapping have been more successful than 

others, while others such as New South’s interviewing from the Study of the Historic 

Stoney Community draft serve as a lesson of what mistakes to avoid. Charleston’s 

preservation field has mirrored this national and global trend, but not until recently and 

often is limited due to time and scope with projects such as the Charleston City Plan of 

2020 and Come Back to the Land: An Exploration of James and Johns Islands African 

American Settlement Communities.  

It is important to note that before the 2020 City Plan, African American 

settlement communities, with the exception of Red Top, Maryville/Ashleyville, and Sol 

Legare, were unknown to the decision makers and planners with the City of 

Charleston.113 The 2020 City Plan was the first to acknowledge many of these 

communities and formally recognize them by name and location in literature.114 Very 

little published literature, until recently with the Charleston City Plan of 2020 and New 

South’s Come Back to the Land, has been written specifically about Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut and Cross Cut as African American settlement communities on James 

Island. The Sol Legare community has worked to document their own history and 

 
113 Conversation between city official and author, October 20, 2022. 
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significance, but all three of these communities have been recognized for their cultural 

and historic significance and long been excluded from past historic surveys, plans, and 

studies.115 An important aspect of documenting and preserving the history and 

significance of settlement communities on James Island are the locations and boundaries 

of these communities.116 Boundaries can be used to document and demarcate the edges of 

the communities to include important historic resources, so the area and the resources 

therein can be protected from any further loss of areas with the continuing development 

occurring on James Island. As mentioned in the conclusion section of New South’s Come 

Back to the Land, change can occur very quickly today and it is important to continue 

“community-based and community-guided preservation efforts.”117 My thesis seeks to 

continue to fill the gap in the literature about the African American settlement 

communities of Ferguson Village/Down Cut, Cross Cut, and Sol Legare as well as 

community-based methods of documenting boundaries and significance in the historic 

preservation field. 

 

James Island: Community-Defined Boundaries and Significance 

The African American settlement communities of James Island have been 

overlooked by the historic preservation movement and underrepresented in federal, state, 

and local designations of significance until fairly recently.118 Even in history books 

 
115 City of Charleston, Charleston City Plan, 49. 
116 Tyson, et al., Come Back to the Land, 127. 
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written specifically about the islands such as Douglas W. Bostick’s A Brief History of 

James Island: Jewel of the Sea Islands, the history of the settlement communities is not 

mentioned nor are the community names mentioned.119 Bostick paints a vivid and 

detailed picture of James Island history including Native American settlements, European 

colonizers, the American Revolution, Antebellum, Postbellum, and even suburban 

developments and sports of the early to mid-twentieth century.120 Bostick briefly 

discusses the continued history of land ownership by the descendants of many freed 

people who were on or came to James Island after the Civil War and cites the specific 

names of these landowners.121 

Eugene Frazier, Sr. wrote a book specifically about the continuity of James 

Island’s past into descendants today in A History of James Island Slave Descendants and 

Plantation Owners: The Bloodline. Frazier writes about the lives of the descendants of 

enslaved people, plantation owners, and early settlers of James Island and its antebellum 

plantations from historic records and interviews of family members. Information about 

land ownership, lineages, marriages, and even church membership are helpful in 

 
Park Service, 2019, 5-8, file:///C:/Users/labuser/Downloads/S10817710199%20(1).pdf; Lavelle Tulla, 
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understanding the history that has brought James Island to the present.122 Frazier writes 

detailed paragraphs about individuals often mentioning that descendants still live in 

James Island. In these paragraphs, especially ones within the chapters titled “Dill 

Plantation” and “Sol Legare Plantation,” mention the names associated with African 

American settlement communities such as Turkey Pen, Ferguson Village, Cut Bridge,  

and Sol Legare as areas where descendants live today.123 

In James Island: Stories from Slave Descendents, Eugene Frazier, Sr. compiles 

information and retells interviews of people who were enslaved, descended from those 

enslaved, or relatives of those enslaved at Dill, Grimball, McLeod, Rivers, Seabrook, 

Legare, Clark, Ellis, Lawton, Hinson and Mikell Plantations on James Island. In the 

chapter titled “Dill Plantation Owners,” Frazier mentions “Turkey Pen/Cut Bridge 

Section” as the area of the Dill Plantation where hundreds of enslaved people lived and 

cabins were located along the edge of the woods.124 In addition, Frazier mentions Turkey 

Pen, Cut Bridge, Ferguson Village, and Cross Cut as areas where formerly enslaved 

people and the descendants of formerly enslaved people at Dill Plantation lived.125 Sol 

Legare community is mentioned as where formerly enslaved and the descendants of those 

formerly enslaved at the Legare Plantation lived and live today.126 The book provides 

 
122 Eugene Frazier, Sr., A History of James Island Slave Descendants and Plantation Owners: The 
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names and in-depth descriptions of the lives of the enslaved and enslavers on James 

Island plantations as well as their descendants and relatives. 

A project that combined oral history and archival research methods with a focus 

on an important period of history within African American settlement communities on 

James Island is A Journey to Equal Education: Stories from Historic African American 

Communities, W. Gresham Meggett High School, James Island, South Carolina by New 

South Associates. The project fills the gap about education history on James Island by 

documenting the history of equalization schools on James Island as described by primary 

documents and oral history interviews with former students and teachers.127 The African 

American settlement communities of Sol Legare, Beefield, Scotthill, and Honey Hill are 

all mentioned as areas where interviewees grew up.128 However, Ferguson Village/Down 

Cut, Cross Cut, or Cut Bridge were not mentioned as communities in which people grew 

up. Although these communities were not mentioned as where interviewees grew up, the 

community of Cut Bridge is mentioned as the location for the original Cut Bridge School 

from the late-nineteenth century until its eventual move to Riverland Drive in the mid-

twentieth century.129 The Sol Legare community is discussed over a few paragraphs in 

conjunction with the history of the Sol Legare school.130 

An archaeological report was written by TRC Companies about Ferguson Road, 

which is within Ferguson Village/Down Cut, in 2014, but it focused solely on material 

 
127 Jenna Tran, et al., A Journey to Equal Education: Stories from Historic African American Communities, 
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objects found in archaeological excavations as they relate to the general history outline of 

Native American occupation, European colonization, colonial settlement, antebellum, 

post-bellum, and then jumps to post-WWII.131 The report is useful because the historic 

maps cited from 1825 designated an area as “The Cut” and from 1863 depicts a 

settlement of houses at the end of Ferguson Road, which could prove useful to 

understanding Ferguson Village/Down Cut and Cut Bridge’s history.132  

Before the bridge was built across James Island Creek in the 1940s or 1950s, the 

communities of Ferguson Village/Down Cut and Cross Cut were one community 

geographically in the northwestern portion of James Island called Cut Bridge.133 Whether 

people live in the northern area above the creek, known as Cross Cut, or the southern area 

below the creek, known as Down Cut, most people had considered these communities as 

part of the unified Cut Bridge community first.134 The exact reason is not documented, 

but the area known as Down Cut was renamed Ferguson Village by September 1980.135 

The land associated with Cut Bridge encompasses most of what was the Dill Plantation 

from around Maybank Highway south to Grimball Road and from the Stono River east to 

Folly Road.136 Yet, the earliest mention of a name related to the Cut Bridge area was in 

the 1780 A sketch of the environs of Charlestown in South Carolina by Captain Geo. 
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Sproule, which included the phrase “New Cut” next to the creek.137 In Sketch of James 

Island done circa 1888, the old site of St. James Episcopal Church is referred to as being 

“on the Camp Road not much beyond a quarter of a mile from the ‘Cut Bridge,’” but 

refers to its formal name as “New Town Cut Bridge.”138 Further, the history described 

“New Town Cut Bridge” as being the location for one of three schools for black people 

on James Island.139 The Cut Bridge and Turkey Pen area of the Dill Plantation was where 

hundreds of enslaved people lived and cabins were located along the edge of the woods, 

but the cabins were torn down in the 1940s and 1950s.140 Cut Bridge is thought to contain 

features indicative of a Land Commission Platted community, which originated with the 

sale of plantation tracts supervised by the South Carolina Land Commission from 1869 to 

around 1890.141 Land Commission Platted communities typically have polygonal lots 

varying in size and shape with an orientation to the road.142 However, it should be noted 

that not all the families who owned and currently own land in the community received 

their land through land commission plats.143 

An impactful landscape change came from a retirement community at the end of 

the twentieth century. Twelve acres owned by St. James Episcopal Church were donated 

to the Bishop Gadsden Episcopal Retirement Community for their relocation from 
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downtown Charleston to James Island in 1983.144 By 1987, the retirement community had 

opened on fifty-four acres of land, which had expanded since the original twelve-acre 

donation.145 Although Bishop Gadsden engages and contributes to the surrounding 

community, much of the land it owns did belong to long-time community residents and 

historic resources such as the Richardson House are located on that land.146  

The Sol Legare community in the southeastern portion of James Island is thought 

to be one of the most intact African American settlement communities.147 Sol Legare 

used to be a geographically separate island from James Island, but changes in land and 

transportation have connected the two, which resulted in Sol Legare island becoming 

more of a peninsula.148 The 2.5-mile-long island remains an unincorporated section of 

Charleston County. The land encompassing Sol Legare is on the former lands of the Sol 

Legare plantation, which became the namesake for the community.149 After the Civil 

War, freedmen acquired and settled the land in the 1870s.150 The freedmen used long-lot 

farm parcels, or thin and deep lots, which afforded water or road frontage to most 
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residents, short distances between farmsteads, and increased socialization.151 The pattern 

of long-lot farm parcels can still be seen today, despite modern road and land 

development.152 Some modern developments have negatively impacted the Sol Legare 

community. The most notable was the east end of the island and Stem Point Memorial 

Cemetery, which is the primary burial place for community residents, being cut off from 

the rest of the island.153 Several buildings and sites within the community are listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places either individually or as contributing to a district 

such as the Seashore Farmers’ Lodge listed in 2007 and the Pine Tree Hotel, Laura’s 

Snack Bar, D&F’s, Jack Walker’s Club, and the sites of the Harborview Club, Boardwalk 

Club, and Irvin Singleton’s Pavilion as part of the Mosquito Beach Historic District in 

2019.154  

The communities of Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare were 

overlooked in the historic preservation movement of Charleston until very recently. The 

recent shift in engaging and collaborating with community members in the preservation 

field represents the evolution towards best representing how communities define their 

own boundaries and important places. In the next chapter, the methods used in this thesis 

to document and research community-defined boundaries and significance in Cross Cut, 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare will be outlined. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

METHODOLOGY 

These methods of data collection and data analysis sought to document and 

investigate how individuals in the African American settlement communities of Cross 

Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare on James Island, South Carolina view 

the boundaries and important sites of their respective communities. This study employed 

methods based on the interdisciplinary field of cultural mapping.155 The cultural mapping 

field draws inspiration from the social sciences, cartography, and humanism.156 The data 

collection methods for this thesis research were two-part - a study of historic maps and 

aerial photographs and a survey questionnaire recorded using a GIS-linked application. 

Each aspect of the methods served to systematically collect qualitative and quantitative 

data to best put the voices and the history of the community members in the forefront and 

explore the influence of factors such as age and time spent in the community had on the 

determination of community boundaries. The members of each respective community 

served as the primary source of data, while the information gathered from historic 

research acted as secondary data.157 The survey was open to members of each of the 

communities through outreach and attendance at meetings.158 The data analysis method 

consisted of compiling and comparing how the communities have been represented in 

maps in the past along with the aerial photographs showing the landscapes surrounding 

 
155 Nancy Duxbury, W.F. Garrett-Petts, and David MacLennan, Cultural Mapping as Cultural Inquiry 
(New York: Routledge, 2015), 3. 
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the communities. The second part of the data analysis method consisted of compiling and 

comparing the answers from the survey of each community to identify patterns in the 

boundaries defined and make empirical comparisons within and among communities 

through the spreadsheet of answers and ESRI’s ArcMap program. The methods chosen 

determined what will be seen and how it will be seen, so it was the desire that these 

methods best represent the information given by members of each community about the 

community’s boundaries and important sites.159 

 

Data Collection 

Due to the time constraints of this thesis, the scope of this study was limited and 

focuses only on the African American settlement communities of Cross Cut, Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare on James Island. Although each community is unique, 

these communities were chosen because of their shared location on James Island. 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut and Cross Cut are communities within the larger community 

of Cut Bridge, which is located in the northwestern portion of James Island.160 The Sol 

Legare community is located in the southeastern portion of James Island.161 Throughout 

this thesis, the word “community” was used, not only alone, but also as a part of the term 

“African American settlement community.”162 The term “community” is often misused as 

being representative of all the people who live or lived in Cross Cut, Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare, or really anywhere people come together to form a 
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connection to a place and to each other because it implies that everyone who lives there is 

one, homogenous entity.163 The truth is that there is not any single community voice; 

there are individuals and groups within a community that can have different interests, 

priorities, and experiences.164 It was not assumed that the survey would produce a single, 

unified community voice and that was expected and completely acceptable. It was 

especially valuable not to find a single unified voice within a community because it 

reflects the inclusivity of as many residents as possible.165 Initially, individuals selected 

to participate in the survey were identified as being actively involved in community 

organizing and the historic preservation movement. Then, individuals were identified by 

those participants as people who were interested in taking the survey. 

The initial part of my data collection methods included a study of relevant historic 

maps, which were maps prepared by the city, county, and federal governments as well as 

any remaining historic maps pertaining to Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut and 

Sol Legare. The annexation, or lack thereof, of parts of James Island by the City of 

Charleston beginning in the 1970s resulted in very few maps showing James Island until 

recently.166 Regardless, maps were examined for any information relating to these James 

Island communities, which included the community name, road names, and buildings. As 

mentioned, the maps of James Island were used as secondary sources of data as compared 

to the information provided by community members as primary sources of data. The map 
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study was employed as a method to understand the amount (if at all) and the rate at which 

the landscape of the communities has changed. Further, it was important to track the way 

each community was and is represented in these maps for any use by community 

members in the future. Through my review of published literature on James Island history 

and subjects related to the Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare 

communities, historic context was added to the buildings, features, and names being 

shown on the maps.  

The survey was considered the most effective method to collect both qualitative 

and quantitative data addressing how members of each community viewed their 

boundaries and important sites in a short amount of time. The survey was made using 

Survey123, which is an application in the ESRI Suite that allows users to create their own 

surveys, distribute via a link, and export the qualitative and quantitative data into a 

spreadsheet as well as ArcMap. Before the survey was taken, participants had to sign a 

consent form agreeing to participate in the survey. Then, the start date and time was 

generated automatically on Survey123. Although it was not on Survey123, the freeform 

draw question part of the survey was on paper for participants to answer the question 

about how they viewed the boundaries of their community. When the printed map was 

employed, then a code was given to the paper that corresponds to the start date and time 

of the digital survey by the participant. For example, if the date was January 1st, 2022 at 

1:00pm then the code was 010122100. The survey included forty-seven questions to 

gather information about the participant such as their age and address as well as about 

how the participant sees the boundaries of their community, what affected the boundary 
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drawn, important sites, and how the community has changed (if at all). Participants were 

asked for information such as their address and years of residence in the community 

before being asked to draw the boundaries of their community. Once the boundary was 

drawn, questions using Likert scales were used to measure how important certain features 

were in determining the boundaries they drew.  The survey finished with an open-ended 

question about if there has been change in the participant’s community and if so, what 

has changed. Not all the questions were required, except the questions about the consent 

for participation, the survey start date and time, the ages participants lived in their 

community, the Likert Scale questions, the ranking of factors question, and the final 

question about change over time. All the questions asked as part of the survey were 

included in Appendix A. 

One limitation of the survey was that it is not necessarily intuitive to complete on 

a tablet. To attempt to mitigate this limitation, especially with the freeform draw question 

of the community boundary, the author was present to help participants complete the 

survey and answer any questions about how to complete it. To further mitigate, printed 

ESRI basemaps were brought in with road names for Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down 

Cut, or Sol Legare on paper to attempt to avoid any technical difficulties with the tablet 

for the boundary question. The extent of the maps was based on the extent of the map for 

each of these communities from New South’s Come Back to the Land: An Exploration of 

James and Johns Islands African American Settlement Communities.167  

 
167 Tyson, et al., Come Back to the Land, 38, 41. 
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The responses to the map question on the survey were scanned to be represented 

digitally and then imported as a layer in ArcMap to be georeferenced. After the 

participant’s map was georeferenced, the boundaries drawn by the participant were traced 

to be represented as a part of a polygon layer. If any important features were demarcated 

on the map by participants, those were drawn within another shapefile layer such as 

points or polylines and the name was attached as metadata. After all participants’ maps 

were georeferenced and drawn within a polygon and point layers, the boundaries and 

important features were analyzed. 
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Figure 3.1: Map for freeform draw question for participants from Cross Cut community. 
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Figure 3.2: Map for freeform draw question for participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut community. 
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Figure 3.3: Map for freeform draw question for participants from Sol Legare community. 
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Data Analysis 

 To review the historic maps, the areas of Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, 

and Sol Legare were examined to look for the demarcation of the names of the 

communities, buildings, major roads, and any changes occurring such as an increase in 

the number of buildings and the names of the roads changing. After examining twenty-

four maps and eight aerial photographs, the information gathered was analyzed from 

them chronologically to best understand them in line with James Island history. To 

provide a list for future use and to show due diligence, a table is provided of the maps 

examined, information gathered from them, and whether they were used or not in 

Appendix B. 

The data gathered from participants in the Survey123 survey was analyzed to 

provide information that could be quantified in conjunction with qualitative information 

about boundaries and important sites. The quantitative analysis of boundaries was 

completed on ESRI’s ArcMap program to visually compare across participant. The first 

step in my analysis of the quantitative data was to compare the overlap and non-overlap 

between boundaries to make note of agreements and disagreements between boundaries 

within each community. The rate of overlap was analyzed not only between individuals 

within each community, but between all three communities. The next step in my analysis 

was to examine which features were considered the most important to defining 

boundaries for individuals within each community. This was done by averaging the 

Likert values for each feature question from the survey participants. The average number 

for how important each feature was in boundary definitions for individuals within a 
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community provides a number to compare to other communities that participated in the 

survey. The qualitative data analysis explored the factors that may have influenced 

participants' boundary definitions and which factors were the most important such as 

their current address, age, and time of their life spent in the community.  

ArcMap is a mapping and data analysis application produced by ESRI and 

available on the desktop. It allows users to create their own maps with metadata such as 

text and geographic location to make them accurate for documentation as well as 

analysis. Further, it has the capability to keep the data separate for analysis. The analysis 

method on ArcMap is drawn heavily from literature on Public Participatory Geographic 

Information Systems (PPGIS), which is defined as the combination of GIS and local-

level mapping to provide a “knowledge of place,” and Participatory GIS (PGIS), which is 

defined as participatory planning to map “local knowledge” and equip locals against 

plans by the government and businesses.168  

 The method of analysis for the participants’ boundaries and important sites in 

ArcMap focused on the calculable agreement and disagreement between participants 

coupled with narrative data from the rest of the Survey123 survey questions to provide a 

map of the community’s boundaries and important sites as told by participants.169 It is 

worth noting that it is recommended to have a minimum sample size of at least twenty-

 
168 Greg G. Brown, and David V. Pullar, “An Evaluation of the Use of Points Versus Polygons in Public 
Participation Geographic Information Systems Using Quasi-Experimental Design and Monte Carlo 
Simulation,” International Journal of Geographical Information Science: IJGIS 26, no. 2 (2012): 231, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/13658816.2011.585139; Diana Stuart Sinton, and Jennifer J. Lund, Understanding 
Place: GIS and Mapping Across the Curriculum, 1st ed. (Redlands, C.A.: ESRI Press, 2007), 63, 244-245. 
169 Rachael H. Carrie, et al., “Recommendations to Guide Sampling Effort for Polygon-Based Participatory 
Mapping Used to Identify Perceived Ecosystem Services Hotspots,” MethodsX 9 (2022): 101921, 2, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mex.2022.101921. 
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five participants to produce polygons with the highest accuracy.170 However, it is argued 

that measuring polygon overlap to analyze spatial agreement and triangulation of the data 

through narrative data will help battle any uncertainty with the data from low 

participation.171  

 To characterize variability in participant-drawn boundaries, each polygon was 

compared with another. Two polygons were combined with the Union tool in ArcMap. 

The Union tool creates a geometric union of the features inputted into it and writes the 

input features and their attributes into the output feature class. The resulting output 

feature class showed separate, but connected, polygons. The areas of overlap and non-

overlap between the polygons were calculated using the “Calculate Geometry” tool. 

Adding these areas resulted in a total area for the unioned polygons. The overlap and 

non-overlap areas were then divided by the total area of the polygons to equal the 

percentage of the total area. Calculating the percentage of overlap allowed a quantitative 

comparison of participant agreement in drawing boundaries. The percentages of overlap 

within a community were then averaged together to gain a quantitative insight into how 

participants, on average, are agreeing or disagreeing with each other on boundaries.  

These methods of data collection and analysis were chosen after an extensive 

review of the current literature surrounding cultural mapping (Chapter Two) to best 

document and reflect how members of the Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and 

Sol Legare communities view the boundaries of their respective communities. The data 

collection method of the Survey123 survey allowed for the connection between primary 

 
170 Carrie, et al., “Recommendations to Guide Sampling,” 2. 
171 Ibid., 3. 
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quantitative and qualitative data from community members in addition to the study of 

secondary data from historic maps and aerial photographs to make for strong data to be 

combined, compared, and analyzed to best answer the question of this thesis research - 

“How do individuals within a community define the boundaries and important sites of 

their community?” 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter outlines the results of the data analysis consisting of a historic map 

and aerial photograph study and a survey of community members to understand the 

boundary delineation of their community better. The first section describes the data 

collected from a historic map study addressing how the Cross Cut, Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare communities have been represented in maps in 

conjunction with U.S.D.A. aerial photographs showing the landscapes surrounding the 

communities through time. The next section reports on the results from the survey, which 

recorded how individuals from within these communities defined community boundaries 

and what features factored most significantly into their boundary drawing. The chapter 

will conclude with a summary of interpretations of the data collected.  

 

Historic Map and Aerial Photograph Analysis 

This analysis examines historic maps chronologically from the 1780s to the 1970s 

at the local, state, and federal levels as well as miscellaneous maps found for what 

information is being shown as well as what the information being shown can reveal about 

the Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare communities in the past and 

what the information provided can reveal about the maker of the map. A wide range of 

maps and aerial photographs found in digital collections such as the United States 

National Archives, the New York Public Library, and the University of South Carolina 

and the South Carolina Room at Charleston County Public Library were consulted to 
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gather information. Additionally, this analysis examines eight aerial photographs taken 

by the United States Department of Agriculture (U.S.D.A.) that ranged from 1939 to 

1979 to examine the landscape of the communities through time.172 Although eight of the 

aerial photographs were examined, only four of the aerials were included that are from 

nine to ten years apart because the other four were clustered in time and redundant (1939, 

1949, 1958, 1967). Due to the communities being located on James Island, the island 

itself was the primary study setting. James Island was shown in maps and photographs 

specific to the island and to Charleston County but does not seem to be shown in many 

City of Charleston maps until around the late 1950s before annexation efforts began in 

the 1970s.173 When James Island was shown on maps such as those surveying the entire 

Charleston County, cultural features and road names sometimes were identified but not 

always. A table of all maps and aerial photographs examined, information gathered, and 

whether they were used or not is in Appendix B. 

 

Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut 

The communities of Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut were studied in 

tandem due to their proximity to one another. In relation to the Cross Cut and Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut communities, the earliest known mention of their name was found in 

the A sketch of the environs of Charlestown in South Carolina by Captain Geo. (George) 

 
172 On the aerial photographs from the United States National Archives and Records Administration, the 
maps are sourced as from the Records of the Farm Service Agency, which was the U.S.D.A. agency created 
from merging multiple together. 
173 City of Charleston, “Incorporation and Annexations City of Charleston.” 
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Sproule in 1780. The phrase “New Cut” was attributed to the waterway running across 

James Island and through where the two communities reside today (Figure 4.1).174  

 
Figure 4.1: Detail view of 1780 A sketch of the environs of Charlestown in South Carolina map. 

 
 In a plat done for George Rivers in 1825, an area near what is today known as 

Ferguson Road was designated as “The Cut” (Figure 4.2). However, the map only 

attributes the name to the area north of the waterway.175 The “New Cut” and “The Cut” 

names most likely refer to the New Town Cut, a small canal constructed in the eighteenth 

century to connect the Stono River to James Island Creek.176 The canal allowed for a 

route from the western portion of James Island to the Charleston harbor.177 

 
174 Pincus and Map Division, "A sketch of the environs of Charlestown in South Carolina.". 
175 Norris, INVESTIGATIONS AT THE FERGUSON ROAD, 12. 
176 Debi Hacker and Martha Zierden, INITIAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE DILL WILDLIFE 
REFUGE, (Charleston, S.C.: The Charleston Museum, 1986), 6, https://www.charlestonmuseum.org 
/assets/pdf/ArchaeologyReports/Dill%20Santuary%20Survey-%20AC%2013.pdf. 
177 Hacker and Zierden, SURVEY OF THE DILL, 6. 
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Figure 4.2: 1825 plat drawn for George Rivers. Found in report by TRC Companies, Inc. 

 
In the Charleston District, South Carolina map from the Atlas of the State of 

South Carolina in 1825, the no names are attributed to the area near the waterway such as 

“New Cut” or “The Cut” (Figure 4.3). Instead, only the phrase “Cut Bridge” is found in 

the area north of the waterway.178 The name “Cut Bridge” is attributed to the Cross Cut 

and Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities, as is mentioned by one participant in the 

survey, as well as the Cut Bridge School that is identified in subsequent maps and survey 

participants’ answers.  

 
178 Charles Vignoles and Henry Ravenel, Charleston District, South Carolina., in Atlas of the State of South 
Carolina. Philadelphia: H. S. Tanner & Assistants, 1825. H.A.M. Smith Drawer, South Carolina Room at 
Charleston County Public Library. 
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Figure 4.3: Detail view of 1825 Charleston District map from Atlas of South Carolina. 

 
At least six settlements were identified with small squares for the areas of Cross 

Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut in the 1863 Caroline du Sud map done by Eduard 

Dumas-Vorzet (Figure 4.4).179 The same area designated as “New Cut” in the 1780 A 

sketch of the environs map and “The Cut” in the 1825 Rivers plat appears to be called 

“Newtown Cut” in the 1863 map, which is circled in red.180 

 
 

 
179 Eduard Dumas-Vorzet, Charleston, Caroline du Sud, (Paris: Michel Levy frères Éditeurs, 1863), Map 
No. 3, South Carolina Room at Charleston County Public Library. 
180 Norris, INVESTIGATIONS AT THE FERGUSON ROAD, 13. 
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Figure 4.4: Detail view of 1863 Caroline du Sud map. 

 
Compiled in 1932, 1933, 1934, the map done by the forest engineering firm J.T. 

Kollock, Inc. supposedly identifies major landowners during the 1860s in Charleston 

County (Figure 4.5).181 By georeferencing the map in ArcMap, the landowners for the 

area encompassing the Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities can 

potentially be identified. According to the map, landowners are identified as “Scott “TE,” 

“Negroes,” and Daniel Ellis for the Cross Cut area and Hannahan, “Geo.” George Rivers, 

 
181 J.T. Kollock, Inc., Property Map of Charleston County, SC (Charleston, S.C.: J.T. Kollock, Inc., 1932-
1934), South Carolina Room at Charleston County Public Library. 
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Dill, and St. James Episcopal “Church” for the Ferguson Village/Down Cut area. It has 

not been confirmed whether names such as Scott “TE,” Daniel Ellis, and Hannahan are 

associated with the family names associated with land ownership in Cross Cut and 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities after the Civil War, except in the case of 

George Rivers.182 Kollock only labeled “Negroes” for a section of the Cross Cut area and 

did not identify the black landowners in this area individually like their white 

counterparts, but this map demonstrates the historic land ownership of black families in 

Cross Cut to supplement any historic deed records.183 Although the map is supposedly 

identifying land ownership in the 1860s, it is not known for sure the time period the map 

was representing.184 It is unknown the exact purpose of the map, but considering the J.T. 

Kollock, Inc. was a forest engineering firm, it can be assumed the map was done to 

identify historic land ownership and “value” of certain tracts of land in Charleston 

County for possible estimation of the property lines and timber present.185 

 

 
182 Conversation between city official and author, October 20, 2022. 
183 Kollock, Property Map. 
184 This is according to the Charleston County Historical Maps document found at South Carolina Room at 
Charleston County Public Library. On page 16 of Dill Sanctuary Archaeology: The Catherine Parker Site, 
Ronald W. Anthony uses Kollock map in an investigation of land ownership for the Catherine Parker Site 
to explain its reference as the “Hanahan” property in the early-nineteenth-century on page 16. Described as 
a “clear record of James Island property owners” in relation to after the Civil War by Doug W. Bostick in A 
Brief History of James Island: Jewel of the Sea Islands on page 108. 
185 Charleston News and Courier (Charleston, South Carolina), August 21, 1938: 11, NewsBank: Access 
World News – Historical and Current, https://infoweb-newsbank-com.ccpl.idm.oclc.org/ 
apps/news/document-view?p=WORLDNEWS&docref=image/v2%3A13CCA871AD118D5A%40EANX-
1584BF87CC30E656%402429132-1584BD446DF76F67%4010-1584BD446DF76F67%40. 
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Figure 4.5: 1932-1934 property map showing general area of Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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On the reverse side of the Sketch of James Island done circa 1888 by Robert E. 

Mellichamp, the hand-drawn map demarcates the Union and Confederate forces’ 

positions, blockade runners, encampments, and names of often used roads and bridges 

(Figure 4.6).186 The map itself and text on the back side of the map mention “Cut Bridge” 

or the more formal name “New Town Cut.”187 The name “New Town Cut” resembles 

closely the name “Newtown Cut” mentioned in the 1863 Caroline du Sud map. In a 

transcribed history titled “Past Black Schools of James Island,” the creek known as “Cut 

Bridge” used to be much wider and was used as a boat path to Johns Island.188 Further, 

the undated history mentions the presence of a “higher humped bridge” to allow for boats 

to pass underneath, while also describing how students of the Cut Bridge School had to 

wade through the water at high tide.189 The map and text on the reverse side was done 

after the Civil War by Mellichamp as a history of James Island, albeit from his own 

perspective and experiences. 

 
186 Sketch of James Island. 
187 Ibid., 12. 
188 “Past Black Schools of James Island,” undated, Box: 1, Folder: 7. Seashore Farmers' Lodge 767 
collection, AMN 1150. Avery Research Center for African American History and Culture. 
189 Ibid. 
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Figure 4.6: Detail view of 1888 map on reverse side of Sketch of James Island. Courtesy of  

The Charleston Museum. 
 

It is not until the 1919 U.S.G.S. survey map that there is any sort of identification 

of the buildings and roads that make up Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut 

(Figure 4.7).190 No name is given to the area encompassing Cross Cut and Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut. Although the only road named for the area is Kings Road, which is 

 
190 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Charleston County, South Carolina, James Island Quadrangle,  
Washington, D.C.: United States Geological Survey, 1919. 
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now Riverland Drive, at least fifty buildings are identified in the map.191 It seems like a 

bridge is present that spans James Island Creek in this map, which could be the bridge 

mentioned in the “Past Black Schools of James Island” and a predecessor to the Cut 

Creek Bridge built in the 1940s or 1950s. The northern area of Cross Cut is cut off in this 

map. 

  

 
191 Ibid. 
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Figure 4.7: 1919 U.S.G.S. map showing general area of Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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The map done for Charleston County labels the twenty-two school districts and 

their respective schools in 1927 (Figure 4.8).192 James Island is labeled as district three 

with eight schools identified and labeled. Of those eight schools, seven are identified as 

“Colored,” including “Cut Br.,” “James Id.,” 3 Trees,” “Society Corner Br.,” “Society 

Cor,” “Society,” and “Sol Legare” and one identified as “Wht.,” or a white school, being 

“James Id.” “Cut Br.,” or the Cut Bridge School, is identified within the Cross Cut and 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities. The Cut Bridge School was near the edge of 

James Island Creek (previously identified as New Town Cut, Newtown Cut, and Cut 

Bridge) on Riverland Drive and served these communities from the late-nineteenth to 

early-twentieth centuries.193  

 
 

 
192 John Anderson, Map of Charleston County Showing School & School Districts, (Charleston, S.C.: 
Charleston County, 1927), Map No. 4, South Carolina Room at Charleston County Public Library. 
193 Tran, A Journey to Equal Education, 31. 
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Figure 4.8: Detail view of 1927 Schools and School Districts map for  

Charleston County. 
 

In the General Highway and Transportation map done for Charleston County in 

1938 by the South Carolina State Highway Department, there is a glimpse into the roads 

and buildings present at the time (Figure 4.9).194 Many of the homes in both the Cross 

Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities are listed as groups of tenant houses 

instead of individual dwellings, so the exact locations of each dwelling cannot be 

 
194 South Carolina State Highway Department and U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Public Roads, 
General Highway and Transportation Map: Charleston County, South Carolina, South Carolina State 
Highway Department and U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Public Roads, 1938, 
https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/collection/scrm/id/725/rec/1. 
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understood from this map.195 In the Ferguson Village/Down Cut community, groups of 

six, eight, and eleven tenant houses are identified, as well as the three farm units and the 

Cut Bridge School. There are groups of seven, eleven, thirteen, fourteen, and twelve 

tenant houses identified, in addition to around nine farm units and one church for the 

Cross Cut community. In total, that is around ninety-six buildings identified for the 

communities as a whole.  

Figure 4.9: Detail view of 1938 General Highway and Transportation map  
showing general area of Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 

 
195 South Carolina State Highway Department, General Highway and Transportation Map, 1938. 
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The 1939 U.S.D.A. aerial photographs show a rural James Island with numerous 

farm fields shown along the roads and throughout the island (Figure 4.12).196 It is 

difficult to see individual buildings in the photographs, so it is better to examine visible 

features such as the fields and roads. It is also notable that a bridge of sorts is shown to 

cross the creek and connects either side of Kings Road (now Riverland Drive). 

The hand drawn map done by William W. King about his time at Stono Plantation 

from 1923 to 1940 was an important look into a small section of the two communities 

during the early twentieth (Figure 4.10). King identifies Cut Bridge, a store and a home 

on the corner of Camp and Riverland Roads, and four fields.197   

 
196 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photography Index for Charleston County, South Carolina, 
Sheet 5, (Washington, D.C.: Farm Service Agency, 1939), Records of the Farm Service Agency, 1904 - 
1983, U.S. National Archives and Records Administration, https://catalog.archives.gov/id/148957587. 
197 William W. King, Stono Plantation During My Stay 1923-1940, No Scale, James Island, S.C.: William 
W. King, 1990. 
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Figure 4.10: Stono Plantation During My Stay 1929-1940 by William W. King. 
 

In the 1943 U.S.G.S. map, the same number of buildings are documented in Cross 

Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut as the 1919 U.S.G.S. map, but there are more roads 

documented (Figure 4.13).198 After World War II, James Island began to attract new 

people and development in the form of subdivisions, roads, and bridges.199 Although 

there was a post-World War II boom on the island, the Cross Cut and Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut communities seem relatively untouched.  

 

 
198 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Charleston County, South Carolina, James Island Quadrangle 
(Washington, D.C.: United States Geological Survey, 1943). 
199 Bostick, History of James Island, 125-127. 
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School districts are numbered and schools identified again in the Charleston 

County School District map from 1948 (Figure 4.11). In this map, only six schools are 

identified within James Island District Three. Cut Bridge School is still identified in the 

same area and as “Colored,” along with Society Corner, Three Trees, and Sol Legare.200 

Riverland Terrace has been added as a “White” school. The Cut Bridge Elementary 

School would have five rooms by 1955, but it would be replaced with a newer building 

after Cut Bridge’s principal Albertha Johnston Murray fought Charleston County School 

Board for a newer and better school building.201 

Figure 4.11: Detail view of 1948 Schools and School Districts in Charleston County map. 
 
  

 
200 Charleston County, South Carolina Showing State and County Roads and Schools and School Districts, 
Charleston, S.C.: Charleston County, 1948, Map No. 8, South Carolina Room at Charleston County Public 
Library. 
201 Tran, A Journey to Equal Education, 33. 
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Figure 4.12: U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1939, 1949, 1958, 1967 showing detail view of Cross Cut 
and Ferguson Village/Down Cut (moving clockwise beginning top left). 
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Figure 4.13: 1943 U.S.G.S. map showing general area of Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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The U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1949 show a similar rural landscape to that 

of the 1939 aerial photographs with larger farm lots organized around Kings Road, which 

is now Riverland Drive (Figure 4.12).202 

In the Charleston County Planning Board map done in 1956, road names are 

identified as well as school names and locations and schools on James Island (Figure 

4.14). Only major roads are identified, while seven schools are identified by name 

including Sol Legare Elementary School, W. Gresham Meggett Elementary and High 

School, Kings Highway Elementary School, James Island Elementary School, James 

Island High School, Murray-LaSaine Elementary School, and Riverland Terrace 

Elementary School.203 Murray-LaSaine Elementary School opened in 1955 and would 

replace the original one-room Cut Bridge School shown on the 1927 and 1948 maps.204 

The location of the school moved further north on Riverland Drive from its former 

location in the present-day James Island County Park.205 Murray-LaSaine Elementary 

School remains in its location on Riverland Drive and is now Murray-LaSaine 

Montessori School. W. Gresham Meggett Elementary and High School was designed by 

architect Augustus Constantine and built by the firm H.A. DeCosta with funds from 

South Carolina’s equalization program to be the only high school for black students on 

James Island at the time.206 The six-room elementary school had been built first in 1951 

 
202 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photography Index for Charleston County, South Carolina, 
Sheet 4 (Washington, D.C.: Farm Service Agency, 1949), Records of the Farm Service Agency, 1904 - 
1983, U.S. National Archives and Records Administration, https://catalog.archives.gov/id/148957603. 
203 Charleston County Planning Board, James Island (Upper) (Charleston, S.C.: Charleston County 
Planning Board, 1954), Map No. 11, South Carolina Room at Charleston County Public Library. 
204 Tran, A Journey to Equal Education, 31, 41. 
205 Ibid., 31. 
206 Ibid., 42. 
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as a consolidation of the elementary schools of Sol Legare, Society Corner, and Three 

Trees.207 In 1952, the large high school addition was to be added with “nine classrooms, a 

home economics room, a library and combination lunch room-auditorium.”208 Gresham 

Meggett Elementary and High School remained open until it became a vocational school 

in 1969.209 

 
Figure 4.14: Detail view of 1956 Charleston County Planning Board map. 

 
207 Ibid., 43. 
208 Charleston News and Courier (Charleston, South Carolina), November 7, 1952: 12, NewsBank: Access 
World News – Historical and Current, https://infoweb-newsbank-com.ccpl.idm.oclc.org/apps/news/ 
document-view?p=WORLDNEWS&docref=image/v2%3A13CCA871AD118D5A%40EANX-
158BEB60DE021AF7%402434324-158848DA65865E4C%4011-158848DA65865E4C%40. 
209 Tran, A Journey to Equal Education, 2. 
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In the U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1958, a similar scene can be seen to the 

1939 and 1949 U.S.D.A. aerial photographs, albeit blurrier (Figure 4.12).210 It seems as 

though the road connector present in the 1949 aerials are shown in these photographs as 

well. 

 As shown in the 1959 U.S.G.S. Map, Kings Road has become Stono River Road 

and the number of buildings continues to increase to over one hundred within the Cross 

Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities (Figure 4.15).211 Murray-LaSaine 

Elementary School is shown in the map as to document the transition from the former 

Cut Bridge School location and building. 

 In the 1960 and 1967 maps prepared by the South Carolina State Highway 

Department, highways and smaller roads are identified in addition to dwellings in some 

areas (Figure 4.16).212 There are no dwellings or buildings of any type identified for the 

Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities in either of these maps. A few 

roads are drawn, but no names are documented on the maps. 

  

 
210 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photograph Index, Charleston County (S.C.), Sheet 5 of 7 
(Washington, D.C.: United States Department of Agriculture, 1958). 
https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/collection/scai/id/627/rec/6. 
211 U.S. Geological Survey, Charleston County, South Carolina, James Island Quadrangle (Washington, 
D.C.: United States Geological Survey, 1959). 
212 South Carolina State Highway Department in Cooperation with the U.S. Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Public Roads, General Highway Map, Charleston County, South Carolina (South Carolina State 
Highway Department, 1960), Map No. 23, South Carolina Room at Charleston County Public Library; 
South Carolina State Highway Department in Cooperation with the United States Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads, General Highway Map, Charleston County, South Carolina (South 
Carolina State Highway Department, 1967), Map No. 24, South Carolina Room at Charleston County 
Public Library. 
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Figure 4.15: 1959 U.S.G.S. map showing general area of Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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Figure 4.16: Detail view of 1960 S.C. State Highway map showing general area of  

Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut.  
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In the U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1967, it seems as though more of the 

land that was forest in the 1939, 1949, and 1958 aerial photographs became cleared land 

(Figure 4.12).213 

 Although the map of James Island from 1977 does not offer any insight 

into the number and location of buildings, it does document the name change of Stono 

River Road to Riverland Drive as well as the name of Ferguson Road and McIntyre Road 

in the Ferguson Village/Down Cut community (Figure 4.17).214 The map names Lucky 

Road, Bradham Street, Central Park Road, Fleming Road, and Riley Road in the Cross 

Cut community.215 Further, Murray-LaSaine Elementary is identified in larger red text in 

Cross Cut area.216  

 
213 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photograph Index, Charleston County (S.C.), 1967, Sheet 2 of 5 
(Washington, D.C.: United States Department of Agriculture, 1967), https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/ 
collection/scai/id/457/rec/2. 
214 Map of James Island, 1977, provided to author by city official. 
215 Ibid. 
216 Ibid. 
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4.17: 1977 map showing general area of Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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Sol Legare 

There is no identification of Sol Legare in the 1780 A sketch of the environs of 

Charlestown in South Carolina map, but Folly Creek is named, which is an important 

waterway around the island (Figure 4.18).217  

 
Figure 4.18: Detail view of 1780 A sketch of the environs of Charlestown map. 

 
Sol Legare Island is not identified by name in the 1825 map done for the Atlas of 

the State of South Carolina, but Folly Beach and major landowners on the mainland of 

James Island are identified (Figure 4.19).218 In the 1863 Caroline du Sud map done by 

Eduard Dumas-Vorzet, there are seven buildings and roads identified on Sol Legare 

Island (Figure 4.20). The buildings are grouped together in the middle of the island and at 

the end of the road running parallel to the island.219 

 
217 Lionel Pincus, environs of Charlestown. 
218 Vignoles, and Ravenel, Charleston District, South Carolina. 
219 Dumas-Vorzet, Caroline du Sud. 
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Figure 4.19: Detail view of 1825 Charleston District map from Atlas of South Carolina. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.20: Detail view of 1863 Caroline du Sud map. 
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As with the Cross Cut community, the J.T. Kollock map did not identify 

individual land ownership on Sol Legare Island and only labels the island by its name and 

“Negroes.” (Figure 4.21).220 Kollock did not identify the black landowners individually 

on Sol Legare Island such as their white counterparts, but this map demonstrates the 

historic land ownership of black families on Sol Legare dating to the 1860s to supplement 

any historic deed records. 

 
  

 
220 Kollock, Property Map. 
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Figure 4.21: 1932-1934 property map showing general area of Sol Legare.  
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In Mellichamp’s map on the reverse side of Sketch of James Island, he labels Sol 

Legare Island as “Saul Legare’s,” which is probably indicative of Mellichamp assigning 

ownership of the island to the antebellum plantation owner Solomon Legare (Figure 

4.22).221 

 
Figure 4.22: Detail view of 1888 map on reverse side of Sketch of James Island. 

 
It is not until the 1919 U.S.G.S. survey map that there is any sort of in-depth 

detail of the buildings and roads that make up Sol Legare Island (Figure 4.23).222 The 

island is identified as “Sol Legare Island” with a road connecting it to James Island and at 

least fifty buildings identified as well.223 Most of the buildings seem to be evenly 

distributed in groups from around four to ten close to each other and spaced along the 

main road of the island. 

 
221 Sketch of James Island. 
222 U.S. Army Corps, Charleston County, 1919. 
223 U.S. Army Corps, Charleston County, 1919. 
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Figure 4.23: 1919 U.S.G.S. map showing general area of Sol Legare. 
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In the South Carolina Department of Transportation maps done for Charleston 

County in 1938, there is a glimpse into the roads and buildings present at the time as well 

as the island becoming more of an island within the larger James Island (Figure 4.24).224 

Many of the homes in the Sol Legare community are listed as groups of tenant houses 

instead of individual dwellings, so the exact locations of each dwelling cannot be 

understood from this map. For the Sol Legare community, there are groups of three, six, 

seven, eight, twelve, and thirteen tenant house groups. If the dwellings had been counted 

individually, that would add up to around fifty-seven buildings. That result is about the 

same number of buildings shown for the 1919 U.S.G.S. map. 

  

 
224 State Highway Department, General Highway and Transportation Map, 1938. 
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Figure 4.24: Detail view of 1938 S.C. State Highway map showing general area of Sol Legare. 
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The map of Charleston County schools and school districts from 1927 identifies 

“Sol Legare,” or the Sol Legare School, to the south of Folly Road as being one of eight 

schools on James Island and one of the seven “Colored” schools (Figure 4.25).225 This 

was most likely the smaller, single room schoolhouse located between Richardson and 

Roberts roads that pre-dated the newer school building that opened in the 1940s.226  

Figure 4.25: Detail view of 1927 Schools and School  
Districts map for Charleston County. 

 
The U.S.D.A. aerial photographs done in 1939 show narrow lots on the island, 

mostly north of the main road and oriented with the island (4.26).227 With most of the 

U.S.D.A. aerial photographs, it is difficult to parse out buildings and only visible features 

such as road and lots can easily be seen. 

 
225 Anderson, School and School Districts. 
226 Tran, A Journey to Equal Education, 31. 
227 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photography, 1939. 
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Figure 4.26: U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1939, 1949, 1958, 1967 showing detail view of Sol Legare 
(moving clockwise beginning top left). 
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In the 1943 U.S.G.S. map, one hundred and thirty buildings are identified on Sol 

Legare Island, which is more than double the number of buildings in the 1919 map 

(4.27).228 Considering there was a twenty-four-year gap between the last 1919 U.S.G.S. 

map and the 1943 U.S.G.S. map, it is not surprising an increase in building number 

occurred. It was also after World War II that James Island experienced a significant 

increase in new people and further development.229  

  

 
228 U.S. Army Corps, Charleston County, 1943. 
229 Bostick, History of James Island, 125. 
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Figure 4.27: 1943 U.S.G.S. map showing general area of Sol Legare. 
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In the Charleston County map done in 1948 to show school districts and school 

locations, there are six schools identified in District Three of James Island, including Sol 

Legare School (Figure 4.28).230  However, the Sol Legare School shown in the 1927 map 

was replaced with a newer one by the 1940s, and the 1940s school remains today as a 

community center.231 

 
Figure 4.28: Detail view of 1948 Schools and School Districts  map for Charleston County. 

  

The U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1949 show a similar sight of Sol Legare as 

the U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1939, with long, narrow lots organized around the 

main road (Figure 4.26).232 

 
 

 
230 Schools and School Districts, 1948. 
231 Tran, A Journey to Equal Education, 31. 
232 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photography, 1949. 
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The Charleston County Planning Board’s map from 1956 identified road names, 

school names, and locations of schools on James Island (Figure 4.29). Seven schools are 

identified by name including Sol Legare Elementary School on the island.233 

Additionally, Sol Legare Road is identified and King Flats Creek is misnamed “Kings 

Flat.” 

 
Figure 4.29: Detail view of 1956 Charleston County Planning Board map. 

 
In the U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1958, there is a similar view to the 1939 

and 1949 aerial photographs, again except blurrier.234 The long, narrow lots can still be 

seen organized around the main road (Figure 4.26). 

As shown in the 1959 U.S.G.S. Map, the number of buildings decreased to a little 

over one hundred buildings in the Sol Legare community from the 1943 U.S.G.S. map 

 
233 Charleston County Planning Board, James Island (Lower) (Charleston, S.C.: Charleston County 
Planning Board, 1954), Map No. 9, South Carolina Room at Charleston County Public Library. 
234 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photograph, 1958. 
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(Figure 4.30). Where there were buildings clustered together in 1943, they are now more 

linear and spaced out closer to Sol Legare Road.235 

In the 1960 and 1967 maps prepared by the South Carolina State Highway 

Department, highways and smaller roads are identified in addition to dwellings in some 

areas (Figure 4.31).236 Although there are no dwellings or buildings of any type identified 

for the Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut community, there are dwellings and 

business establishments identified on Sol Legare Island on these maps. The 1960 map 

identified around one hundred and fourteen dwellings and around eight business 

establishments on Sol Legare.237 The 1967 map identified the same number of dwellings 

and business establishments on Sol Legare.238 

The U.S.D.A. aerial photographs from 1967 show Sol Legare Island becoming 

even more connected with the greater James Island as well as the island becoming a bit 

more crowded (4.26).239  

 
235 U.S. Army Corps, Charleston County, 1959. 
236 State Highway Department, General Highway and Transportation Map, 1960; State Highway 
Department, General Highway and Transportation Map, 1967. 
237 State Highway Department, General Highway Map, 1960. 
238 State Highway Department, General Highway Map, 1967. 
239 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photograph, 1967. 
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Figure 4.30: 1959 U.S.G.S. map showing general area of Sol Legare. 
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Figure 4.31: Detail view of 1960 S.C. State Highway map showing general area of Sol Legare. 
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Although the 1977 map does not offer any insight into the number and location of 

buildings, the main road of Sol Legare Road is still identified and the transformation of 

the former island into more of a peninsula connected to the wider James Island can be 

seen (Figure 4.32).240 

  

 
240 Map of James Island, 1977, provided to author by city official. 
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Figure 4.32: 1977 map showing general area of Sol Legare. 
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 As seen through this study of historic maps and aerial photographs, the Cross Cut, 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and Sol Legare communities are shown through key 

features such as “The Cut,” houses, schools, and roads being demarcated. Yet, the 

communities are not formally mapped in any of the maps examined, except in the J.T. 

Kollock map where land ownership is identified for parts or all the communities. Even 

when areas of the communities were outlined such as in the case of Cross Cut and Sol 

Legare, there is demonstrated systematic racism embedded in maps such as the J.T. 

Kollock map demarcating areas of land owned by “Negroes,” instead of naming the 

families who owned the land like the white families shown on the rest of James Island. 

The 1927 and 1948 School and School Districts maps as well as the 1956 Planning Board 

map demonstrate this embedded racism during the segregation-era by demarcating the 

separate schools for black and white children in Charleston County. While there is a 

demarcation of geographic features tied to the communities, there is little official 

recognition of the distinct communities. When there is any identification of the 

communities, it is in derogatory terms or tied to a discriminatory past. Further, the 

geographic features like New Town Cut and Sol Legare Island are tied to a racist and 

discriminatory past as enslaved people likely built New Town Cut and Sol Legare Island 

was named after the plantation owner Saul Legare who owned land and enslaved people 

on the island. Despite the racism and discrimination tied with places such as the Cut 

Bridge School and New Town Cut for the Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut 

communities and the Sol Legare School and Saul Legare name for the Sol Legare 
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community, the communities have embraced the names and features as their own and as 

part of their community identity. 

Comprehensive Results of Survey Data Collection 

In addition to the historic map and aerial photograph study, this thesis involved 

the deployment of a survey to collect information about how members of these 

communities define the boundaries of their community. This section will describe the 

general results of data collection from the survey and the analysis of the data. It will 

provide the overall response rates and answers for each survey question. Then, the 

overlap between participants’ boundaries within each community will be discussed. The 

final section is an analysis of the data collected from the survey, focusing on participants’ 

boundary drawings, ranking of important factors, and whether change has occurred in 

their community, specifically within and across the three communities. 

The survey was taken by eleven individuals in-person and one individual 

virtually. These individuals were identified by their current or former residence in the 

communities of Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, or Sol Legare by contacting 

known community leaders about possible interested individuals. Individuals were also 

identified through recommendations of interest from faculty at Clemson University. Of 

the fifteen people contacted directly, twelve people were interested and participated in the 

survey. Based on that, 80% of the total number of people contacted chose to participate in 

the survey. Any data associated with participants' identity was removed from the 

responses to comply with the agreement between the participants and the surveyor. 
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 Twelve responses were collected from the survey and all of them were used for 

analysis. The responses came from individuals who identified as part of the Cross Cut, 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut, or Sol Legare community. Four of the responses came from 

Cross Cut, three of the responses came from Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and five of the 

responses came from Sol Legare. Only two out of the twelve participants provided 

addresses outside of their community. Based on the birth year, the age range of 

participants was from around fifty-two to eight-four. Since all twelve participants were 

over the age of fifty and eleven out of the twelve participants were over the age of sixty-

six, this resulted in a skew in the age variable for the data. There was variability in the 

time participants spent in their community, but half of the participants have spent their 

whole life in the community. For a complete record of all responses from participants, 

refer to Appendix D. 

 The survey data should not be considered representative of each of these 

communities, but instead representative of individuals within a community. The rate of 

participation from each community was not high and, therefore, cannot be considered 

representative of each community until further outreach is done for higher rates of 

participation. In the next section, the response rate and results of each question are 

addressed. The data should not be used to predict the importance of certain factors and 

sites outside of the communities surveyed. The results of the survey suggest that it would 

be beneficial to conduct a more comprehensive survey with a higher number of 

participants and a wider range in age. 
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Question One 

 Question one asked participants to provide their consent to participate in the 

survey as required by Clemson University’s Institutional Review Board standards. 100% 

of participants provided their consent to participate. 

 

Question Two: Date and Time 

 Question two asked for the date and time the survey was taken, which Survey123 

automatically generates when the survey is opened. This question was required and was 

used to generate a code that corresponded with the participant’s paper map. 

 

Question Three: Please draw the boundaries of your community on this map. 

 Question three asked participants to draw the boundaries of their community on a 

paper map as well as making any changes or adding information as they see fit. This 

question was required to see how participants visualize the boundaries and important sites 

of their community. An example of Participant 4’s boundary drawing can be seen in 

Figures 4.33. All participants boundary drawings can be found in Appendix C. 
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        Figure 4.33: Boundary drawing example by Participant 4 from 

Cross Cut community. 
 

The question of this thesis research sought to understand how individuals within a 

community define the boundaries and important sites of their community. Question three 

was integral to collecting data about how individuals define the boundaries and important 

sites and provided the basis for this comparison. Each participant in the survey drew a 

boundary for their community, whether just lines or a whole polygon. These drawings 

were recreated in ArcMap to try to compare participants’ boundary drawings within a 

community with one another and calculate the area of overlap between two participants. 

To calculate the area of overlap between participants within a community, each 
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participant was compared with another using the union tool and calculating the area of 

overlap for the two polygons. One participant’s boundary drawing was shown as a blue 

polygon and another participant’s boundary drawing was shown as a red polygon, so that 

the area of overlap between the two resulted in a purple polygon.  

For the Cross Cut community, three of the four participants were compared with 

each other.241 Table 4.1 shows the percentage of overlap between two polygons for the 

three participants from the Cross Cut community. Participant 1 from Cross Cut had the 

lowest percentage of overlap at 22% with Participant 3 as well as a low percentage of 

overlap with Participant 4 at 28%. The highest percentage of overlap between 

participants from Cross Cut was between Participant 3 and 4 at 76%. On average, there 

was an overlap area of 42% for participants from the Cross Cut community. The areas of 

overlap and non-overlap between each participant’s boundary drawing are shown in 

Figure 4.34.  

Participant 1 3 4 

1 
 

22% 28% 

3 
  

76% 

4 
   

Table 4.1: Matrix showing percentage of overlap between two participants 
at a time from Cross Cut. 

 

 
241 The analysis of the polygons was not as extensive as it could be because Participant 2 did not outline 
any edges for the boundaries, except Riverland Terrace as the northwest edge of the community (Appendix 
C). This participant instead encircled Folly, Riverland, and Riley Roads as well as underlined Bradham, 
Daniel Whaley, Allen Brown Roads and an asterisk by Hollings Road. Therefore, to not try to infer where 
the boundaries were from the drawing, the participant’s boundary drawing not included in the overlap 
comparison. 
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Figure 4.34: Maps showing overlap areas between three participants' boundary drawings from Cross Cut. 
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The three participants from the Ferguson Village/Down Cut community were 

compared with each other.242 Table 4.2 shows the percentage overlap between two 

polygons for the three Ferguson Village/Down Cut participants. Participants 1 and 2 had 

a 10% overlap between their boundary drawings, which was the lowest between any of 

the participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. The highest was a 54% overlap 

between Participant 2 and 3. There was an average overlap of 26% for all of the 

participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. The average was lower than that of Cross 

Cut and Sol Legare. The areas of overlap and non-overlap between each participant’s 

boundary drawing are shown in Figure 4.35. 

Participant 1 2 3 

1   10% 14% 

2     54% 

3       

Table 4.2: Matrix showing percentage of overlap between  
two participants at a time from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 

 

 
242 Note: Participant 1 from Ferguson Village/Down Cut drew boundaries for Cross Cut in addition to their 
boundary drawing for their community. Since they do not live in Cross Cut, their response was limited to 
their boundary drawing for Ferguson Village/Down Cut. Both of their boundary drawings can be found in 
Appendix C. 
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Figure 4.35: Maps showing overlap areas between three participants' boundary drawings from Ferguson 
Village/Down Cut. 
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For the Sol Legare community, the five participants were compared with each 

other. Table 4.3 shows the percentage of overlap between two polygons for Sol Legare 

participants. Participants 1 and 2 had a 77% overlap between their boundary drawings, 

which was the highest between any of the participants from Sol Legare. The lowest was 

43% overlap between Participant 4 and 5’s boundary drawings. There was an average 

overlap of 53% for all of the participants from the Sol Legare community. Not only was 

the average percentage overlap higher than that of Cross Cut participants, the range of 

overlap between the five participants was narrower than that of participants from Cross 

Cut, which could be attributed to Sol Legare’s geography as an island within the larger 

James Island. The areas of overlap and non-overlap between each participant’s boundary 

drawings are shown in Figure 4.36, 4.37, and 4.38.  

Participant 1 2 3 4 5 

1   77% 49% 57% 49% 

2     44% 63% 44% 

3       48% 53% 

4         43% 

5           

Table 4.3: Matrix showing percentage of overlap between  
two participants at a time from Sol Legare. 
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Figure 4.36:  Maps showing overlap areas between four participants' boundary drawings from Sol Legare. 
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Figure 4.37: Maps showing overlap areas between four participants' boundary drawings from Sol Legare. 
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Figure 4.38: Maps showing overlap areas between two participants' boundary drawings from Sol Legare. 

  

Question Four: What's the name of your community? 

 Question four asked participants what is the name of their community. This 

question was required to let participants identify the name of the community they 

considered themselves a part of. “Cross Cut” was the most common name given by 

participants from the Cross Cut community, but one participant did answer “Cut 

Bridge/Cross Cut.” One participant from Ferguson Village/Down Cut answered with 

“Down Cut,” while another participant answered with “Ferguson Village.” The third 

participant from the Ferguson Village/Down Cut community answered with both the 

names of “Ferguson Village” and “Down Cut” for their answer. All of the answers by 

participants from the Sol Legare community included “Sol Legare” in some form, but the 

most common name answered by three participants was “Sol Legare Community.” Table 
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4.4 shows the responses for each community and their frequency to this question by 

participants. 

 
Your Community Name Count 

Cross Cut Cross Cut 3 
Cut Bridge/Cross Cut 1 

Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

Down Cut 1 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut 1 
Ferguson Village 1 

Sol Legare Sol Legare 1 
Sol Legare Community 3 
Concerned citizens of Sol Legare 1 

Table 4.4: Overall responses to Question Four. 
 
 

Question Five: Does your community go by any other names? 

 Question five asked participants whether their community went by any other 

names other than the one identified in the previous question. 58% of participants 

answered this question. Two of those participants answered “No” and three participants 

gave no answer. “Cut Bridge” was the most common other name given by participants 

from the Cross Cut community. “Ferguson Village” was the other name given by one 

participant from the Ferguson Village/Down Cut community, but the other two 

participants gave no answer for other names. One participant from Sol Legare gave the 

other name of “Sol Legare Island.” Table 4.5 shows the responses and their frequency to 

this question by participants from each community.  
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Other Names for Community Count 

Cross Cut Cut Bridge 2 

Cross Cut 1 

Blank 1 

Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

Ferguson Village 1 

Blank/No 2 

Sol Legare Blank/No 4 

Sol Legare Island 1 
Table 4.5: Overall responses to Question Five. 

 
 

Question Six: What is your address? 

 Question six asked participants for their address. This question was not required 

to allow participants the option to not answer the question. It was asked to determine 

whether the participant still lived in the community or not and if it factored into their 

other answers. The addresses of the participants will not be published. 100% of 

participants answered this question. Three out of the four participants from the Cross Cut 

community provided addresses within the community. All of the participants from the 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut community gave an address from within the community. Of 

the participants who identified Sol Legare as their community, four out of the five 

participants provided addresses that are on Sol Legare Island.  

 

Question Seven: What is your birth year? 

 Question seven asked the participants what their birth year was. This question was 

not required to allow participants the option to not answer the question. It was asked to 

determine participants age and if it factored into their other answers. 100% of participants 
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answered this question. Table 4.6 shows the participants grouped by community and their 

responses to this question to be used for the analysis of their boundary drawing.  

 
1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 

Cross Cut 1 1 2 0 0 
Ferguson 

Village/Down 
Cut 

0 2 1 0 0 

Sol Legare 0 1 3 0 1 
Table 4.6: Overall responses to Question Seven. 

 

Question Eight: What ages you have lived in the community? 

 Question eight asked the participants what ages they have lived in their 

community and allowed for multiple age ranges to be selected. This question was 

required to identify what ages participants lived in the community and if it factored into 

other answers. For the Cross Cut community, all but one participant was born and lived 

in the community for most of their life. Two out of the three participants from Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut lived there most of their lives, except only one participant did not live 

there from age 30-50. All five participants from Sol Legare were born in the community, 

but two participants left the community after their 30s. One of those participants did not 

return to live in the community, while the other participant returned around their 50s. 

Table 4.7 shows the participants and their responses to this question grouped by 

community.  
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Life in Your Community Count 

Cross Cut 0-18 3 
19-30 3 
30-50 3 
50-70 3 
70-90 2 
90+ 0 

Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

0-18 2 
19-30 2 
30-50 1 
50-70 2 
70-90 2 
90+ 0 

Sol Legare 0-18 5 
19-30 4 
30-50 2 
50-70 4 
70-90 0 
90+ 0 

Table 4.7: Overall Responses to Question Eight. 
 

Question Nine: How much did houses factor into how you drew the boundaries of your 

community? 

 Question nine asked participants how much houses factored into how they drew 

the boundaries of their community on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. 1 was not very important 

and 5 was very important to the boundary drawing. This question was required to gain 

quantitative data about how important houses were to their boundaries. For houses, 

participants from the Sol Legare community all gave a value of 5. All the participants 

from Ferguson Village/Down Cut also gave houses a value of 5, but participants from 

Cross Cut gave houses a 4.75 on average. Table 4.8 shows the values all participants gave 
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for the eight boundary factors in the survey, and three other factors if participants created 

them, and the averages of those values for each community. 
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Table 4.8: Community averages for responses to Likert scale questions Nine, Thirteen, Seventeen, Twenty-

One, Twenty-Five, Twenty-Nine, Thirty-Three, Thirty-Five, Forty-One, Forty-Three, and Forty-Five. 
Likert scale was on a scale of 1 being not very important to 5 being very important. Other factors 

participants added are demarcated by an “OF” next to it. 
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Question Ten: What are the names and addresses (if possible) of the houses that may 

have factored into the boundaries? 

 Question ten asked participants what the names and addresses (if possible) of the 

houses that may have factored into their boundaries. This question was not required to try 

to shorten the survey time and sought to identify the names and locations of important 

houses to the participants’ boundaries. 100% of participants answered this question. 

Names and general location were often given by participants, but if both were not given, 

just the name or general location of the house or houses was provided. Only one 

participant answered “No” to the question, but another participant answered, “Not really” 

and that the important houses were where the neighborhood was located. A different 

participant replied that all of the houses were important to how they drew the boundary. 

Sol Legare was the only community to have two participants mention the same three 

houses, or names associated with the houses. Table 4.9 shows the participants’ responses 

to this question and the frequency of that answer across participants within the 

community. 
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Table 4.9: Overall responses for Question Ten. Houses identified as no longer existing are demarcated with an asterisk 
“*” next to it. 

Names of Important Houses Count

Grants House 1
Scipio and Mariah 1
Emmanuel Robinson on Riley Rd* 1

Mr. & Mrs. Josiah Watson on Riley Rd* 1
Mrs. Lotti Smalls on Riley Rd 1
Jacob & Wilhemena Washington on 
Riley Rd 1
Isaac & Florence Washington 1
Mrs. Bab / Haley Landing* 1
Mrs. Scott on Riley Rd 1
Mr. & Mrs. Felder on Riley Rd* 1
Ellis 1
House on corner of Riverland Dr and 
Woodland Shores Rd 1

Stores and buildings 1

Richardson House on Camp Rd 1
Smalls House 1
Hamilton House on Danny Rd 1
Jonas Smalls House on Joe Nash Rd 1
Grant Home 1

Easter Brown's House on Wilhelmina Rd 1

"Not really/Where neighborhood was"* 1
Cassandra Brown on Emily Brown Rd 1
Barbara Goss Brown at Franklin 
Gailliard Rd 1
Judith Richardson on Camp Rd 1
 J. Arthur Brown family home 1953 
Camp Rd* 1
Walker 2
Gaillard 2
Smalls 1
Wilder/Wilders 2
Old Man Grimball's Farmland/"Back the 
Field" 1
Old Oscar Rd 1
Holly Creek 1
Richardson 1
Backman 1
Wallace 1
Goss 1
Green 1
Singleton 1
Lafayette 1
Palmers 1
Brown 1
No 1
All of them 1

Ferguson 
Village/Down 

Cut

Sol Legare

Cross Cut
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Question Eleven: Are any of those no longer existing? 

 Question eleven was a yes or no question that asked participants if any of the 

houses identified in the previous question are no longer existing. This question was not 

required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify if any of the important 

houses are no longer existing. 83% of participants answered this question. Two 

participants did not answer this question because they did not name any houses in the 

previous question to identify whether they were any of the houses are no longer existing. 

Table 4.10 shows the frequency participants chose “yes” or “no” or did not answer. 

Any No Longer Existing? Count 

Yes 6 

No 4 

No Answer 2 

            Table 4.10: Overall responses to Question Eleven. 
 
 

Question Twelve: If you selected "Yes" in the above question, what were the names of 

houses that are no longer existing? 

 Question twelve asked participants what were the names of the houses that are no 

longer existing. This question was not required and only answered if participants selected 

“Yes” in the previous question. 42% of participants answered this question. Table 4.6 

identifies the houses that were named as no longer existing by participants. One 

participant simply said some houses, but did not identify any by name. Another 

participant identified that one family and their house still lived in the community, but had 
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moved. Table 4.9 identifies the houses that were named as no longer existing by 

participants. 

 

Question Thirteen: How much did churches factor into how you drew the boundaries? 

 Question thirteen asked participants how much churches factored into how they 

drew the boundaries of their community on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. 1 was not very 

important and 5 was very important. This question was required to gain quantitative data 

about how important churches were to their boundaries. The average value of churches 

given by participants from Cross Cut was 3.75, while the average value for participants 

from Sol Legare was 3.4. Two of the participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut 

thought churches were very important to their boundary drawing and answered with a 

value of 5, while the third participant gave churches a value of 1. 

 

Question Fourteen: What are the names and addresses (if possible) of the churches that 

may have factored into the boundaries? 

 Question fourteen asked participants what the names and addresses (if possible) 

of the churches that may have factored into their boundaries. This question was not 

required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify the names and locations 

of important churches to participants’ boundaries. 100% of participants answered this 

question. Table 4.11 shows the participants’ responses to this question and the frequency 

of that answer across participants within the community. 
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Names of Important Churches Count 

Cross Cut Greater Bethel A.M.E./Little Bethel 
on Central Park and Fleming Rd 

4 

Ferguson 
Village/Down 

Cut 

Meeting Hall on Riverland Dr 1 
No churches in community/Went to 

Meeting Halls* 
1 

First Baptist 1 
St. James/St. James Episcopal on 

Camp Rd. 
2 

Sol Legare No Churches on Sol Legare 3 
Sunday Schools*/Presbyterian 
opposite Jeff Gaillard Ln. and 

Baptist opposite Richardson Rd. 

2 

St. James Presbyterian on 
Seccessionville Rd.  

1 

First Baptist on corner of Camp Rd. 1 
Payne A.M.E. 1 

Beauty Chapel* 1 
Table 4.11: Overall responses to Question Fourteen. Churches identified  

as no longer existing are demarcated with an asterisk “*” next to it. 
 
 

Question Fifteen: Are any of those no longer existing? 

 Question fifteen was a yes or no question that asked if any of the churches 

identified in the previous question are no longer existing. This question was not required 

to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify if any of the important churches 

are no longer existing. 83% of participants answered this question. Two participants did 

not answer this question because they said there were no churches in their community. 

Table 4.12 shows the frequency participants chose “yes” or “no” or did not answer. 
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Any No Longer Existing? Count 

Yes 5 

No 5 

No Answer 2 

            Table 4.12: Overall responses for Question Fifteen. 
 
 

Question Sixteen: If you selected "Yes" in the above question, what were the names of 

churches that are no longer existing? 

 Question sixteen asked participants what were the names of the churches that are 

no longer existing. This question was not required and only answered if participants 

selected “Yes” in the previous question. 42% of participants answered this question. 

Table 4.11 identifies the churches that were named as no longer existing by participants. 

 

Question Seventeen: How much did schools factor into how you drew the boundaries?  

 Question seventeen asked participants how much schools factored into how they 

drew the boundaries of their community on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. 1 being not very 

important and 5 being very important. This question was required to gain quantitative 

data about how important schools were to their boundaries. The average value for schools 

was 3.5 for participants from the Cross Cut community, while it was an average of 4 for 

participants from Sol Legare. Two of the participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut 

gave schools a value of 5 for their boundary drawing, but the third participant gave it a 

value of 1.  
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Question Eighteen: What are the names and addresses (if possible) of the schools that 

may have factored into the boundaries? 

 Question eighteen asked participants what the names and addresses (if possible) 

of the schools that may have factored into their boundaries. This question was not 

required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify the names and locations 

of important schools to participants’ boundaries. 92% of participants answered this 

question. Cut Bridge Elementary, which was on Riverland Drive and Camp Road was the 

most often named school for participants from Cross Cut. Cut Bridge was also the most 

often named school, in addition to Murray-LaSaine, for the participants from Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut. Sol Legare School, whether it was the old one on the water side in the 

marsh or the new one on Sol Legare Road, was the most often named school for Sol 

Legare participants. There is some similarity in participants’ answers across communities 

such as Cut Bridge Elementary and Murray-LaSaine Elementary Schools in responses 

from Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut participants and James Island High 

School in responses from Sol Legare and Ferguson Village/Down Cut participants. Table 

4.13 shows the participants’ responses to this question and the frequency of that answer 

across participants within the community. 
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Names of Important Schools Count 

Cross Cut Cut Bridge Elementary on Camp Rd. and 
Riverland Dr. 

3 

Murray-LaSaine 2 
Ferguson 

Village/Dow
n Cut 

Cut Bridge Elementary/School across 
Creek Bridge* 

2 

Murray-LaSaine  2 
James Island High 1 

No answer 1 
No schools within neighborhood, kids 
went to meeting halls and community 

meetings* 

1 

Sol Legare Sol Legare School across from Jeff 
Gaillard Ln./Old School on water side in 

marsh/New School on Sol Legare Rd. 

3 

No Schools on Sol Legare 1 
James Island Elementary and High School 1 

W. Gresham Meggett 1 
Baptist Sunday School across from 

Richardson Rd. 
1 

Burke High School 1 
Table 4:13: Overall responses to Question Eighteen. Schools identified as no longer  

existing are demarcated with an asterisk “*” next to it. 
 
 

Question Nineteen: Are any of those no longer existing? 

 Question nineteen was a yes or no question that asked participants if any of the 

schools identified in the previous question are no longer existing. This question was not 

required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify if any of the important 

schools are no longer existing. 92% of participants answered this question. Table 4.14 

shows the frequency participants chose “yes” or “no” or did not answer. 
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Any No Longer Existing? Count 

Yes 7 

No 4 

No Answer 1 

        Table 4.14: Overall responses to Question Nineteen. 
 

  

Question Twenty: If you selected "Yes" in the above question, what were the names of 

schools that are no longer existing and were important to your community? 

Question twenty asked participants what were the names of the schools that are no 

longer existing. This question was not required and only answered if participants selected 

“Yes” in the previous question. 58% of participants answered this question. Based on the 

participants’ answers to the previous question, all the participants who did not answer 

were the participants who answered “No” or gave no answer. Table 4.13 identifies the 

schools that were named as no longer existing by participants. 

 

Question Twenty-One: How much did streets factor into how you drew the boundaries? 

 Question twenty-one asked participants how much streets factored into how they 

drew the boundaries of their community on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. This question was 

required to gain quantitative data about how important streets were to their boundaries. 

Streets were given a value of 5 by all of the participants from Cross Cut, while 

participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut had an average value of 3.67 and 

participants from Sol Legare had an average value of 4.8 for streets.  
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Question Twenty-Two: What are the names of the streets that may have factored into the 

boundaries? 

 Question twenty-two asked participants what the names of the streets that may 

have factored into their boundaries. This question was not required to try to shorten the 

survey time and sought to identify the names of important streets to participants’ 

boundaries. 100% of participants answered this question. Riverland Drive was in the 

answers of all four participants from Cross Cut, while roads like Central Park and 

Fleming were mentioned in three out of the four participants’ responses. Ferguson Road 

and Camp Road were mentioned by two of the three participants from Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut, but the third participant answered “No” to the question. One 

participant from Sol Legare also answered “No” to the question, while another participant 

answered with all of the streets on the map. Table 4.15 shows the participants’ responses 

to this question and the frequency of that answer across participants within the 

community. 
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Table 4.15: Overall responses to Question Twenty-Two. Streets identified 

as no longer existing are demarcated with an asterisk “*” next to it. 
 

 
 
 

Names of Important Streets Count
Riverland Dr. 4
Central Park Rd. 3
Riley Rd. 2
Fleming Rd. 3
Up on the Hill Rd. 1
Bradham Rd. 1
Bradham Rd. Extension 1
Flint St. 1
Lucky Rd. 1
Ferris & Cyrus Rd. 1
Hollings Rd. 1
Dawson Rd. 1
Whaley Rd. 1
Delaney Dr. 1
Camp Rd. 1
Unnamed Street where Nash's House is a 1
Ferguson Rd. 2
Franklin Gaillard Rd. 1
All Seymour Ln. 1
Jonash Rd. 1
Pally Man Ln. 1
Danny Rd. 1
Wilhelmina 1
Smith Brown (now Bryant) Rd.* 1
Henderson Rd. 1
Camp Rd. 2
McIntyre Rd. 1
No 1
No 1
Brown Pelican Ln. 1
McNeil Rd. 1
Wilder Rd. 1
Richardson Rd. 1
Willie Ln. 1
All of the Ones in Map 1
Road to Apple Landing 1
Mosquito Beach Rd. 1

Roads/Driveways to People's Houses 1

Ferguson 
Village/Down 

Cut

Cross Cut

Sol Legare
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Question Twenty-Three: Are any of those no longer existing? 

 Question twenty-three was a yes or no question that asked participants if any of 

the streets identified in the previous question are no longer existing. This question was 

not required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify if any of the 

important streets are no longer existing. 83% of participants answered this question. 

Table 4.16 shows the frequency participants chose “yes” or “no” or did not answer. Only 

one participant said that a road was no longer existing. 

Any No Longer Existing? Count 

Yes 1 

No 9 

No Answer 2 

     Table 4.16: Overall responses to Question Twenty-Three. 
 

Question Twenty-Four: If you selected "Yes" in the above question, what were the names 

of streets that are no longer existing and were important to your community? 

 Question twenty-four asked participants what were the names of the streets that 

are no longer existing. This question was not required and only answered if participants 

selected “Yes” in the previous question. 8% of participants answered this question. Since 

only one participant answered yes to the previous question, there was only one answer for 

this question. The participant identified Smith Brown Road as being no longer existing in 

the sense that the road name was changed to Bryant Road. Table 4.15 identifies the street 

that was named as no longer existing by the participant. 
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Question Twenty-Five: How much did farm lands factor into how you drew the 

boundaries? 

 Question twenty-five asked participants how much farm lands factored into how 

they drew the boundaries of their community on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. This question 

was required to gain quantitative data about how important farm lands were to their 

boundaries. The average value given to farm lands for participants from Cross Cut was 

3.75, while participants from Ferguson Village/ Down Cut gave a value of 3.67 on 

average and participants from Sol Legare gave a value of 4.2 on average.  

 

Question Twenty-Six: What are the names associated with the farm land or its owner(s) 

that may have factored into the boundaries? 

 Question twenty-six asked participants what the names associated with farm lands 

that may have factored into their boundaries. This question was not required to try to 

shorten the survey time and sought to identify the names of important farm lands to 

participants’ boundaries. 100% of participants answered this question. The Dill 

Farm/Plantation was the most often mentioned by participants from Cross Cut and 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut. In the participant from Ferguson Village/Down Cut’s 

answer for the question, they explained that land was leased for farming on the Dill 

Plantation. Table 4.17 shows the participants’ responses to this question and the 

frequency of that answer across participants within the community. 
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Names Associated with Farm 

Lands 
Count 

Cross Cut Dill Farm/Plantation 2 
Park Michael Potato Field on 
Central Park and Folly Rd. 

1 

Farm Land by Up on the Hill Rd. 1 
Land where James Island County 

Park is 
1 

Ferguson 
Village/Down 

Cut 

Dill Plantation 2 
Turkey Pen 1 

Farm where Riverland Crossing is 1 
Grimball land 1 
United States 1 

Sol Legare No 1 
Don't Have Any Anymore 1 

Wilder 1 
Chavis 1 

Whatever Family Owned It 1 
Table 4.17: Overall responses to Question Twenty-Six. Farm lands identified as no longer existing are 

demarcated with an asterisk “*” next to it. 
 

Question Twenty-Seven: Are any of those no longer existing? 

 Question twenty-seven was a yes or no question that asked participants if any of 

the farm lands identified in the previous question are no longer existing. This question 

was not required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify if any of the 

important farm lands are no longer existing. 83% of participants answered this question. 

The participant that answered no to this question had answered “No” to the previous 

question. Table 4.18 shows the frequency participants chose “yes” or “no” or did not 

answer. 
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Any No Longer Existing? Count 

Yes 8 

No 2 

No Answer 2 

Table 4.18:  Overall Responses to Question Twenty-Seven. 
 
 
Question Twenty-Eight: If you selected "Yes" in the above question, what were the names 

of farm lands that are no longer existing and were important to your community? 

Question twenty-eight asked participants what were the names of farm lands that 

are no longer existing. This question was not required and only answered if participants 

selected “Yes” in the previous question. 58% of participants answered this question. 

None of the farm lands specifically were named as no longer existing, but four 

participants answered that there were no more farm lands. Table 4.17 identifies the farm 

lands named as no longer existing by the participants. 

 

Question Twenty-Nine: How much did rivers or creeks factor into how you drew the 

boundaries? 

 Question twenty-nine asked participants how much rivers and creeks factored into 

how they drew the boundaries of their community on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. This 

question was required to gain quantitative data about how important rivers and creeks 

were to their boundaries. Rivers and creeks were considered very important and given a 

value of 5 by all but two participants across all three communities. The two participants 

from Ferguson Village/Down Cut gave rivers and creeks a value of 3 and 2. 
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Question Thirty: What are the names of the rivers or creeks that may have factored into 

the boundaries? 

 Question thirty asked participants what the names of the rivers and creeks that 

may have factored into their boundaries. This question was not required to try to shorten 

the survey time and sought to identify the names of important rivers and creeks to 

participants’ boundaries. 100% of participants answered this question. Stono River and 

the James Island Creek/Cut Bridge Creek were the most often answered rivers and creeks 

by two participants from Cross Cut, which were also mentioned by two of the 

participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. Two of the three participants from 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut mentioned Ellis Creek as important to how they drew their 

boundary. Four out of the five participants from Sol Legare answered that King Flats 

Creek and Holly Creek were important. Table 4.19 shows the participants’ responses to 

this question and the frequency of that answer across participants within the community. 
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Names of Important Rivers and 

Creeks 
Count 

Cross Cut Stono River 2 
James Island Creek/Cut Bridge 

Creek 
2 

Mariah 1 
Eda 1 

Creek 1 
Ferguson 

Village/Down 
Cut 

Stono River  2 
Folly River 1 

James Island Creek/Cut Creek 2 
Ellis Creek 2 

Wappoo Cut Creek  1 
Sol Legare King Flats Creek 4 

Birdkey Creek 1 
Holly Creek 4 

Folly Creek/River 2 
George Flat Creek 2 

Stono River 2 
Sissy Hole 1 

Sol Legare Creek 1 
Table 4.19: Overall responses to Question Thirty. 

 

Question Thirty-One: Are any of those no longer existing? 

 Question thirty-one was a yes or no question and asked participants if any of the 

rivers and creeks identified in the previous question are no longer existing. This question 

was not required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify if any of the 

important rivers and creeks are no longer existing. 100% of participants answered this 

question. Table 4.20 shows the frequency participants chose “yes” or “no.” 
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Any No Longer Existing? Count 

Yes 1 

No 11 

No Answer 0 

Table 4.20: Overall responses for Question Thirty-One. 
 
 
Question Thirty-Two: If you selected "Yes" in the above question, what were the names of 

rivers and creeks that are no longer existing and were important to your community? 

 Question thirty-two asked participants what were the names of rivers and creeks 

that are no longer existing. This question was not required and only answered if 

participants selected “Yes” in the previous question. 0% of participants answered this 

question. Although one participant answered “Yes” in the previous question of whether 

any of the rivers and creeks named are no longer existing, no answer was given for which 

one. 

 

Question Thirty-Three: How much did cemeteries factor into how you drew the 

boundaries? 

 Question thirty-three asked participants how much cemeteries factored into how 

they drew the boundaries of their community on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. This question 

was required to gain quantitative data about how important cemeteries were to their 

boundaries. Cemeteries were given an average value of 3.25 by participants from Cross 

Cut, while participants from Sol Legare gave them an average value of 3.2 and 

participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut gave them an average value of 2.67.  
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Question Thirty-Four: What are the names and addresses (if possible) of the cemeteries 

that may have factored into the boundaries? 

 Question thirty-four asked participants what the names and addresses (if possible) 

of the cemeteries that may have factored into their boundaries. This question was not 

required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify the names of important 

cemeteries to participants’ boundaries. 83% of participants answered this question. 

Greater Bethel A.M.E. Church and Brisbane were mentioned by participants from Cross 

Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut as cemeteries that were important to their boundary 

drawing. Stem Point Cemetery/Graveyard was mentioned by all five participants from 

Sol Legare as an important cemetery to their boundary drawing. Table 4.21 shows the 

participants’ responses to this question and the frequency of that answer across 

participants within the community. 

 
Names of Important Cemeteries Count 

Cross Cut Brisbane behind Greater Bethel A.M.E. 1 

Greater Bethel/Greater Bethel A.M.E 2 
Ferguson 

Village/Down 
Cut 

Dill Cemetery 1 
Bethel Church 1 

Brisbane 1 
Varied where people wanted to be buried 1 

No answer 1 
Riverland Drive near George Griffith 

Blvd./One past Meridian Place 
1 

Sol Legare Stem Point Cemetery/Graveyard 5 
Burn Church  on corner of Folly and Ft. 

Johnson Rd. 
1 

Baptist Church  1 
Presbyterian Church  1 

 Table 4.21: Overall responses to Question Thirty-Four. 
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Question Thirty-Five: How much did community gathering spaces factor into how you 

drew the boundaries? 

 Question thirty-five asked participants how much community gathering spaces 

factored into how they drew the boundaries of their community on a Likert scale of 1 to 

5. This question was required to gain quantitative data about how important community 

gathering spaces were to their boundaries. All participants from Sol Legare answered that 

community gathering spaces were very important to their boundary drawing and valued 

the factor as a 5. The participants from Cross Cut valued community gathering spaces at 

4.25 on average for how important it was to their boundary, while participants from 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut valued them at 4.67 on average.  

 

Question Thirty-Six: What are the names and addresses (if possible) of the community 

gathering spaces that may have factored into the boundaries? 

 Question thirty-six asked participants what the names and addresses (if possible) 

of the community gathering spaces that may have factored into their boundaries. This 

question was not required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify the 

names of important community gathering spaces to participants’ boundaries. 100% of 

participants answered this question. Two out of the four participants from Cross Cut 

identified Grant/Grants Store on Central Park Road, Porgy and Bess Night Club on 

Riverland Drive, and Lawder/Lowder Store on Riverland Drive as community gathering 

spaces that were important to how they drew their boundaries. One participant from 

Ferguson Village named a long list including Red and White Grocery Store at the corner 
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of Folly and Camp Road, Herbert Middleton Store in his house on Riverland Drive, Carol 

and Big Boy’s Grocery Store on Ferguson Road, prayer house, lodge houses, and Eloise’s 

Place on Riverland Drive to name a few (Appendix D). The second participant from 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut named Joe Blake’s as a juke box joint in the neighborhood 

and Eloise Cromwell, who had a candy store with her father Frank Gaillard, while the 

third participant named the “ball field.” Mosquito Beach was a community gathering 

space important to how three of the five participants from Sol Legare drew their 

boundaries, while places like the Sol Legare Community Center and the Seashore 

Farmers Lodge were mentioned by two participants. Table 4.22 shows the participants’ 

responses to this question and the frequency of that answer across participants within the 

community. 
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Table 4.22: Overall responses to Question Thirty-Six. Community gathering spaces identified as no longer 

existing are demarcated with an asterisk “*” next to it. 

Names of Important Community Gathering 
Spaces Count

Grant/Grants Store on Central Park Rd. 2

Porgy & Bess Night Club on Riverland Dr. 2

Lawder/Lowder Store on Riverland Dr. 2
Shady Grove Night Club 1
Murray-LaSaine School 1
Mobile Library 1
Greater Bethel 1
Other Communities 1
Red and White Grocery Store on corner of Folly 1
Herbert Middleton store (out of his house) on 
Riverland Dr. 1
Mary Anne Brown store (out of her house)on 
Ferguson Rd. 1
Village Grocery (Carol and Big Boy’s Grocery 
Store in 1960s) on Ferguson Rd. 1
Oil Store on Riverland Dr. 1
Prayer House on Riverland Dr. 1
Lodge houses (more in Cross Cut) 1
Eloise’s Place (community juke joint) on Riverland 
Dr. 1
Joe Blake, juke box joint in neighborhood* 1
Eloise Cromwell, candy store with father (Frank 
Gaillard)* 1
Ball field 1
Sol Legare Community Center 2
Mosquito Beach 3
Park 1
Library 1
Grocery Store 1
Seashore Farmers Lodge 2
Bubba Pinckney Store 1
Bubba Richardson Store 1
The Patio 1
Maxwell Store 1
Backman's Seafood/Seafood Store 2
Dan Brown Store 1

Ferguson 
Village/Down 

Cut

Sol Legare

Cross Cut
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Question Thirty-Seven: Are any of those no longer existing? 

 Question thirty-seven was a yes or no question that asked participants if any of the 

community gathering spaces identified in the previous question are no longer existing. 

This question was not required to try to shorten the survey time and sought to identify if 

any of the important community gathering spaces are no longer existing. 92% of 

participants answered this question. Table 4.23 shows the frequency participants chose 

“yes” or “no” or did not answer. 

Any No Longer Existing? Count 

Yes 7 

No 4 

No Answer 1 

Table 4.23: Overall responses for Question Thirty-Seven. 
 

Question Thirty-Eight: If you selected "Yes" in the above question, what were the names 

of community gathering spaces that are no longer existing and were important to your 

community? 

 Question thirty-eight asked participants what were the names of community 

gathering spaces that are no longer existing. This question was not required and only 

answered if participants selected “Yes” in the previous question. 67% of participants 

answered this question. The community gathering spaces of Grant/Grants Store, Porgy 

and Bess Night Club, and Lawder/Lowder Store, which were named as important to three 

out of the four participants from Cross Cut, were identified as no longer existing. The 

community gathering spaces of Joe Blake’s juke box joint and Eloise Cromwell’s candy 
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store were identified by one participant from Ferguson Village/Down Cut as important to 

their boundary drawing, but also as no longer existing. Around half of the community 

gathering spaces named by Sol Legare participants are no longer existing. The library 

was named as a community gathering space that was important, but the participant said it 

was moved in their answer for this question and it was demarcated with an asterisk as 

well. Table 4.22 identifies the community gathering spaces that were named as no longer 

existing by the participant.  

 

Question Thirty-Nine: Were there other factors important to how you drew the 

boundaries but were not included in this survey? 

 Question thirty-nine asked participants if there were other factors important to 

how you drew the boundaries but were not included in this survey. This question was not 

required and allowed participants to include important boundary factors that had not been 

included. 83% of participants answered this question. One participant from Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut answered that they did not include Bishop Gadsden Retirement 

Community since they were not there when the participant was growing up, but they are a 

“major point in the neighborhood.” 

 

Question Forty: What is the name of the factor that is important to how you drew the 

boundaries? 

 Question forty asked participants what is the name of the additional factor that is 

important to how you drew the boundaries. This question was not required and allowed 
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space for participants to include an important factor that was not included. 58% of 

participants answered this question. A participant from Cross Cut added the Municipal 

Golf Course as a factor, while another participant from Cross Cut added other 

communities like Riverland Terrace, Laurel Park, and Marlborough as a factor. All three 

of the participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut added a factor. One participant 

added the orientation of people’s houses as a factor, while another participant added 

where their parents and grandmother had homes as a factor. The last participant from 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut added safety, community, and the amount of land that 

plantation owners permitted African Americans to have post-emancipation all as one 

factor. One participant from Sol Legare added Backman Seafood as a factor and another 

participant from Sol Legare added how far people could afford to build out into the water 

or not. These other factors can be seen in Table 4.8. 

 

Question Forty-One: How much did this factor into how you drew the boundaries? 

 Question forty-one asked participants how much the factor identified in the 

previous question factored into how they drew the boundaries of their community on a 

Likert scale of 1 to 5. This question was required to gain quantitative data about how 

important the factor was to their boundaries. 58% of participants answered this question. 

Five of the participants who added a factor gave it a value of 5, but two of the 

participants gave the other factor a value of 4.  
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Question Forty-Two: What is the name of the factor that is important to how you drew 

the boundaries? 

 Question forty-two asked participants what is the name of the additional factor 

that is important to how you drew the boundaries. This question was not required and 

allowed space for participants to include an important factor that was not included. 25% 

of participants answered this question. One participant from Cross Cut named the bridge 

as a factor that was important to their boundary drawing. A participant from Sol Legare 

named Benny Brown Liquor Store, which is opposite Old Sol Legare Rd, as an important 

factor, while another participant from Sol Legare named infrastructure such as ditches 

and lighting as a factor.  

 

Question Forty-Three: How much did this factor into how you drew the boundaries? 

 Question forty-three asked participants how much the factor identified in the 

previous question factored into how they drew the boundaries of their community on a 

Likert scale of 1 to 5. This question was required to gain quantitative data about how 

important the factor was to their boundaries. 25% of participants answered this question. 

All the participants who added a second other factor gave it a value of 5.  

 

Question Forty-Four: What is the name of the factor that is important to how you drew 

the boundaries? 

Question forty-four asked participants what is the name of the additional factor 

that is important to how you drew the boundaries. This question was not required and 
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allowed space for participants to include an important factor that was not included. 0% of 

participants answered this question. 

 

Question Forty-Five: How much did this factor into how you drew the boundaries? 

 Question forty-five asked participants how much the factor identified in the 

previous question factored into how they drew the boundaries of their community on a 

Likert scale of 1 to 5. This question was required to gain quantitative data about how 

important the factor was to their boundaries. 0% of participants answered this question. 

 

Question Forty-Six: Please rank from most important at the top to least important at the 

bottom of what factored into how you drew the boundaries of your community. 

 Question forty-six asked participants to rank from most important at the top to 

least important at the bottom of what factored into how they drew the boundaries of their 

community. This question was required and allowed participants to identify the factors 

that had been valued individually to be valued collectively in the form of a ranking list. 

Figure 4.39, 4.40 and Figure 4.41 portray the respondent rankings of various features for 

each community in a ranking chart. Horizontal lines indicate agreement in ranking 

between two participants, while diagonal lines indicate a shifting in rank between 

participants. Numbers inside of the circles indicate the number spot where factors fell in 

participant’s ranking. Houses was the most important factor for one participant and the 
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second most important factor for two participants from Cross Cut (Figure 4.39).243 For 

the three Cross Cut participants, rivers and creeks remained in the top half of all their 

rankings. The participant from Cross Cut who added two other factors. Although 

participants within the Sol Legare community agreed closely upon Likert scale values for 

numerous factor individually, the ranking of factors varied significantly (Figure 4.41). 

Houses were considered the most important factor for two participants and the second 

most important factor for one participant from Sol Legare, but then dropped to third and 

seventh for the other participants in their rankings. Streets were considered the most 

important for one participant but were considered the least important by another 

participant from. The two participants from Sol Legare who added other factors ranked 

them in the bottom half. Figure 4.40 presents the ranking of factors for the participants 

from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. There is some relative agreement in the ranking of 

factors such as houses and rivers and creeks by participants within and across 

communities. Participant 3 from Cross Cut and Participant 1 from Sol Legare agreed on 

their top four most important factors to their boundary drawing – streets, houses, 

community gathering spaces, and rivers and creeks. However, their fifth most important 

factor differed.  

 
243 One participant from Cross Cut did not rank the factors, so the automated answer from Survey123 was 
excluded from the answers. 
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Figure 4.39: Ranking chart demonstrating variety in rankings of factors between Cross Cut participants. 
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Figure 4.40: Ranking chart demonstrating variety in rankings of factors between Ferguson Village/Down 
Cut participants. 
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Figure 4.41: Ranking chart demonstrating variety in rankings of factors between Sol Legare participants. 

 
 

Question Forty-Seven: In what ways has your community changed, if at all? Physical 

landscape, social gathering, population, demographics. 

 Question forty-seven asked participants in what ways has their community 

changes, if at all. This question was required and allowed participants to discuss whether 

or not they thought their community had changed and if it had changed, how. Although 

participants within communities discuss the same changes, those changes are also similar 

to changes discussed in the other communities. Table 4.24 presents major themes in 

participants’ answers and their frequency. 
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Table 4.24: Overall themes from responses for Question Forty-Seven. 

Meta Themes Themes Count
More houses 2
Better housing 1
More traffic 2
More development 1
More businesses 1
Not as many businesses 1
Former farm lands 2
Better roads/streets paved/more 
street names 3
In City boundaries or not 1
Population growth 2
Population  demographics 1
Families lost land 1
Physical landscape 1
Development 1
High taxes 1
Street names added/new streets 1
Used to be predominantly black and 
family community/now people 
coming in 1

Demographics 1

Not the same 1

No longer family community 1

Society always evolving from 
generation to generation 1

Bishop Gadsden 1

Communities inside community 1

Losing trees to flooding and erosion 1
Sinkholes 1
Less land 1
People selling land 2
Stores not here anymore 1
Boundaries 1
Folly saying Harris Teeter to Folly 
Rd. part of Folly 1

Taxes going up 1
Need for infrastructure like 
sidewalks and lighting 1

More people 1

Population demographics 3
Some familes and younger people 
leaving 1

Other Need for preserving history 1

Government

Demographics

Development

Government

Development

Government

Other

Demographics

Cross Cut

Sol Legare

Ferguson 
Village/Down 

Cut

Demographics

Development
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Discussion 

The data collected from the survey was meant to demonstrate how individuals 

within communities view the boundaries of their community and what factors were most 

important to those boundaries. The survey also sought to uncover if factors such as age, 

address, and time spent in the community might influence participants’ boundary 

drawings, which is discussed in the next paragraph.  

 

Boundary Overlap 

The areas of overlap were considered areas of agreement between two 

participants on what is considered a part of the Cross Cut community, while areas of non-

overlap were considered areas of further investigation into why there was difference. The 

average overlap of Cross Cut was 42% with the lowest being a 22% overlap and the 

highest being 76% overlap between participants. None of the participants included 

Riverland Terrace to varying degrees, with Participant 2 explicitly outlining it as separate 

from the boundary for Cross Cut and labeling it as “Riverland Terrace.” Participant 4 had 

even created an additional factor on their boundary drawing of “Other Communities” 

such as Riverland Terrace, Laurel Park, and Marlborough (Table 4.8). There were 

varying degrees of inclusion for areas such as James Island County Park, which was 

mentioned as where farm lands used to be by Participants 3 and 4. Participant 3 and 4 

included the park explicitly in their boundary drawing as shown in Figure 4.34. Another 

important edge defined by Participants 3 and 4 was the bridge that crosses the creek as 

well as the creek it crosses by Participant 4 as James Island/Cut Bridge Creek. Participant 
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4 included the Bridge as their second additional factor, said it was very important with a 

Likert value of 5, and placed it as the third most important factor in their boundary 

ranking.  

When compared to the boundaries done by the City of Charleston in the 

beginning of the COVID-19 Pandemic, the average overlap for Cross Cut goes up by one 

from 42% to 43%. The highest overlap was at 49% between Participant 4 and the City. 

Participant 1 had a higher overlap with the City at 36% than any of the other participants 

from Cross Cut. These boundaries were done over Zoom with community members and 

city officials and seem to align moderately with that of participants in this study.244 The 

visual representation of the overlap between participants from Cross Cut and the City’s 

boundaries can be seen in Figure 4.42. 

 
244 Conversation between the author and city official, October 20, 2022. 
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Figure 4.42: Maps showing overlap areas between participants' boundary drawings from Cross Cut and the 

City of Charleston. 
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The average overlap for participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut was 26% 

with the lowest being a 10% overlap and the highest being a 54% overlap. An area of 

agreement was Bishop Gadsden Retirement Community, which was not included in two 

out of the three participants’ boundary drawings. Participant 3 specifically said they did 

not include Bishop Gadsden because it was not there when they were growing up, but 

acknowledges they are a “major point” of the neighborhood today. Participants 2 and 3 

included a smaller area in their boundary drawing as compared to Participant 1. The two 

participants’ boundary drawings more closely align with the official neighborhood 

boundaries for Ferguson Village, as shown in Figure 4.43.245 

 
Figure 4.43: Detail view of Neighborhood Associations map for the City of Charleston Neighborhood 

Council in September 2022. 
 

The average overlap for Ferguson Village/Down Cut goes down from 26% to 

20% when compared to the City of Charleston’s COVID boundaries. However, 

 
245 City of Charleston Department of Information Technology, GIS Division, “Neighborhood Associations, 
City of Charleston Neighborhood Council, James Island” (Charleston, S.C.: City of Charleston, 2020), 
Neighborhoods-ByRegionSet-small.pdf (charleston-sc.gov). 
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Participant 1 aligned their boundary for Ferguson Village/Down Cut with these 

boundaries for the City and explicitly wrote that on their map. Therefore, the overlap 

between Participant 1 and the City’s boundaries was 100%. For the other participants, the 

overlap with the City was much lower at 10% for Participant 2 and 14% for Participant 3. 

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, a smaller area was outlined by Participant 2 and 

3 in their boundary drawing as compared to Participant 1 and the City’s boundaries. 

There is perfect agreement between Participant 1 and the City’s boundaries, but low 

agreement between the City and Participant 2 and 3’s boundaries. The visual 

representation of the overlap between participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut and 

the City’s boundaries can be seen in Figure 4.44. 
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Figure 4.44: Maps showing overlap areas between participants' boundary drawings from Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut and the City of Charleston. 
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 The participants from Sol Legare had an average overlap of 53% with the lowest 

being a 43% overlap and the highest being a 77% overlap between participants. It is 

valuable to examine the areas where participants from Sol Legare did not overlap and 

why that might be the case. For example, Participants 2 and 5 were the only participants 

that included the northeast end of the island. The participants cited their desire to 

incorporate Stem Point Cemetery/Graveyard, which was demarcated on the participants’ 

boundary drawings (Appendix C). Participant 2 was the only participant to rate 

cemeteries as very important, or a Likert value of 5, to their boundary drawing and 

Participant 4 was one of the two participants from Sol Legare to rate cemeteries as a 

value of 4. All the participants identified Stem Point as an important cemetery to their 

boundary drawing, but only Participants 2 and 5 chose to incorporate Stem Point into 

their boundary drawing (Figure 4.36, 4.37, and 4.38). These two participants also chose 

to draw their boundary past Folly Road, either as a whole polygon or simply citing Stem 

Point’s inclusion, while the other three participants stopped their boundary at Folly Road. 

Although the road seemed to be a definitive line in three participants’ boundary drawings, 

it was not named as a road important to how participants drew their boundary. One 

participant did cite all of the streets on the map as important, but participants focused on 

streets within their boundary related to families and on the way to important sites such as 

Mosquito Beach or Apple Landing. 
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Likert Values and Ranking of Factors 

 The Likert scale questions consisted of eight required and three “other” factors for 

participants to add to best understand how important factors of houses, churches, schools, 

streets, farm lands, rivers and creeks, cemeteries, and community gathering spaces were 

to participants’ boundaries. Houses were given a Likert value of 5 by all participants, 

except one participant from the Cross Cut community. Therefore, Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut and Sol Legare had an average Likert value of 5 for houses, while 

Cross Cut had an average value of 4.75. Churches had a lower average Likert value at 3.4 

for Sol Legare participants and 3.67 for Ferguson Village/Down Cut participants, while 

there was an average of 3.75 for Cross Cut participants. The reason for the average value 

was lower for Sol Legare can be attributed to two participants giving churches a Likert 

value of 1 for how important they were to their boundary drawing. The two participants 

both answered the reason they gave churches a 1 was because there were no churches in 

the community. The participant from Ferguson Village/Down Cut that gave churches a 1 

and named St. James Episcopal on Camp Road as important, while another participant 

from Ferguson Village/Down Cut that gave churches a 5 and answered that there were no 

churches in the community, but community members would attend the meeting halls 

during the week. The participants from Cross Cut who gave churches a value of 2 and 3 

both named Greater Bethel AME as an important church to how they drew their 

boundary. Schools had a lower Likert value average than churches for the Cross Cut 

participants at 3.5 and for the Ferguson Village/Down Cut participants at 3.67, while it 

had a higher average than churches for the Sol Legare community at 4. Streets had a high 
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average Likert value of 5 for Cross Cut and 4.8 for Sol Legare, but an average of 3.67 for 

Ferguson Village/Down Cut. One participant from Sol Legare gave streets a Likert value 

of 4, which resulted in the 4.8 average. Two participants from Ferguson Village/Down 

Cut gave streets a value of 3, while the third gave them a 5, which resulted in the 3.67 

average. Farm lands were given an average Likert value of 3.67 by the Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut participants, 3.75 by Cross Cut participants, and 4.2 by Sol Legare 

participants. Rivers and creeks were given a Likert value of 5 by all but two participants 

from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. Cross Cut and Sol Legare both had an average Likert 

value of 5 for rivers and creeks, but Ferguson Village/Down Cut had an average value of 

3.33. The two participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut gave rivers and creeks a 

Likert value of 3 and 2, which resulted in the lower average for the community. 

Cemeteries had the lowest Likert value average for all three communities. Participants 

from Cross Cut gave cemeteries an average of 3.25, while participants from Sol Legare 

gave cemeteries an average of 3.2 and participants from Ferguson Village/Down Cut 

gave cemeteries an average of 2.67. One participant from Ferguson Village/Down Cut 

gave all the factors a Likert value of 5, except cemeteries, which they gave a 3. The 

reason the participant gave for giving cemeteries a lower Likert value was because 

although they named Dill, Bethel Church, and Brisbane cemeteries, it varied where 

people wanted to be buried and was not very important to how they drew the boundaries. 

All the participants, except one from the Cross Cut community who gave it a 2 and one 

from the Ferguson Village/Down Cut community who gave it a 4, gave community 

gathering spaces a Likert value of 5. In turn, the average for the Sol Legare community 
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was 5, while the average for Ferguson Village/Down Cut was 4.67 and the average for 

Cross Cut was 4.25. 

Across all but two of the participants for all three communities, rivers and creeks 

were given a Likert value of 5, or very important. The two participants who did not give 

rivers and creeks a value of 5 were from Ferguson Village/Down Cut and they gave them 

a value of 3 and 2. These participants answered with rivers and creeks that had been 

named by the other participant from Ferguson Village/Down Cut and participants from 

Cross Cut like James Island Creek and Stono River, but Participant 2 named Ellis Creek, 

which had not been named before. Participants 2, 3, and 4 from Cross Cut included a 

portion of James Island Creek in their boundary drawing, which Participant 3 and 4 

mentioned James Island Creek/Cut Bridge Creek as a creek important to how they drew 

their boundary. Participant 2 from Cross Cut answered with just “Creek,” so it is possibly 

that they were referring to James Island Creek as well, but it cannot be confirmed. When 

asked about the names of important rivers and creeks to their boundaries, Participant 1 

named Mariah and Eda as water sources in the Cross Cut community. King Flats Creek 

was mentioned by four out of the five participants from Sol Legare and was included in 

three participants boundary drawings. Participant 3 did not mention King Flats Creek as 

an important river or creek to their boundary drawing and was one of the two that did not 

include it in their boundary. On the other hand, Participant 5 did mention King Flats 

Creek as an important river or creek to their boundary drawing but did not include it in 

their boundary drawing. Holly Creek was identified as many times as King Flats Creek 

by participants as important, but it could not be located on the map. In the nomination for 
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Mosquito Beach Historic District to the National Register of Historic Places, the narrow 

farming lots that had been parceled after the Civil War were described as running from 

King Flats Creek to Holland Island Creek.246 It is possible that the Holly Creek named by 

four participants is Holland Island Creek. 

 The average Likert value answered by each community was discussed earlier in 

this discussion section, but it is valuable to discuss the average value in conjunction with 

the answers for Question Forty-Six. Question Forty-Six asked participants to rank all of 

the factors from most to least important to their boundary drawing, which is important for 

understanding how the value given to the factor by the participant in the Likert scale 

questions might have changed when compared to others in Question Forty-Six. Houses 

were a factor that was given a high average value across all three communities and 

remained in the top three spot of all but one participant.  

The factor of rivers and creeks was given a value of 5 by all but two participants, 

but when compared to other factors, its value ranged from the most important at the top 

of two participants’ rankings to second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth in other participants’ 

rankings for importance to boundary drawings. It is possible that the reason for this was 

that it was about the overall importance of the rivers and creeks, not necessarily about the 

importance to their boundary drawings. For the African American settlement community 

of Phillips, the significance of creeks was discussed by Phillips Community historian Mr. 

Richard Habersham as being related to the self-sufficiency offered by the water, not the 

 
246 Tulla, “Mosquito Beach Historic District,” 5. 
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actual physicality of the creek.247 The importance associated with the rivers and creeks to 

the communities in general could be the explanation for the factor’s high value and 

variable placement in rankings.  

When the questions for the survey were being chosen, questions were included 

which asked about participants’ addresses, ages, and time of their life spent in the 

community. This was done to investigate if any of them affected participants’ answers. 

The two participants who provided addresses outside of the community did not seem to 

answer any differently than participants who provided addresses within the community. 

Although there was not a wide range of ages that participated in the survey, age did not 

seem to affect participants’ answers dramatically. Further, the time of participants’ lives 

they spent in the community did not seem to affect survey answers.  

 

Change 

An important aspect of the survey was the last question, which asked participants 

about change in their community. This question was included to allow a space for 

participants to talk about whether any changes have occurred and if so, what has changed. 

All participants in the survey said that their community has changed and alluded to 

several specific changes. One of the most often mentioned changes was population, 

which was in eight out of the twelve participants’ answers. Three participants mentioned 

population growth and five participants mentioned changing demographics, while the 

 
247 Darcy Elizabeth Neufeld, "Crossroads of Development: Considering Gullah Geechee Communities as  
Traditional Cultural Properties" (2021), All Theses, 3553, https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/all_theses/3553, 
105. 
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participant from the Ferguson Village/Down Cut community specifically discussed how 

their community used to be predominantly black and family community but now new 

people are coming into the community. After World War II, James Island experienced a 

significant increase in new people and development with people buying land in the 

already existing subdivisions of Riverland Terrace, Wappoo Hall, Woodland Shores, and 

Lawton Bluff.248 Many new people on James Island were white and by 1950, the 

population of white people had surpassed the population of black people; the total 

population of the island was 6,600 people.249 Charleston and its surrounding areas 

population has continued to rise substantially, especially in recent years, which relates to 

the growth and change in the population of the participants’ communities and the wider 

James Island. Another change that was mentioned by six participants across all three 

communities was in relation to land. Participants discussed how there was overall less 

land than there used to be, families are losing their land, people are selling their land, and 

the loss of many former farm lands. The gradual development of farm lands and the 

wider rural landscape surrounding the Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut 

communities can be seen in the aerial photographs taken by the U.S.D.A. (Figure 4.12). 

For the aerial photographs taken of Sol Legare, the rural landscape remains intact through 

the latest U.S.D.A. aerial from 1967 as well as into today (Figure 4.26). Although there 

were several other changes discussed by participants in the survey as well as needs of the 

communities, these were the most prominent themes in participants’ responses. 

 
248 Bostick, History of James Island, 125. 
249 Ibid. 
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The data collected and the analysis of the data has presented how three African 

American settlement communities have been represented in the past and how individuals 

within those same African American settlement communities represent the boundaries of 

their community. The historic map study found identification of the communities through 

schools, houses, churches, and road names in numerous maps of James Island. It also 

identified the importance of the geography in relation to the communities with features 

such as the Cut/Newtown Cut for the Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut and the 

island of Sol Legare. However, there was also lack of identification of the communities 

and family land ownership in comparison to their white counterparts such as in the 1932-

1934 J.T. Kollock map. The passage of time on James Island and changes such as less 

land discussed by participants in the last question of the survey can be seen in the study 

of the U.S.D.A. aerial photographs. The data collected from the survey demonstrated a 

few individuals within communities agree on the importance of certain factors in 

boundaries, the names of important sites to boundaries, and (mostly) boundaries of their 

community. It was difficult to make the comparison across all three communities and find 

complete agreement on the importance of factors in boundaries, except in the case of 

houses, streets, rivers and creeks, and community gathering spaces. Additionally, there 

was agreement between participants across all three communities when discussing the 

change they have witnessed in their communities. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis sought to answer the question of how individuals within the African 

American settlement communities of Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down Cut, and Sol 

Legare see the boundaries and important sites of their community. A historic map and 

aerial photograph study and a survey of individuals within the three communities sought 

to answer the question. The analysis of historic maps found that the communities were 

often not represented, except in key built features like houses, schools, and roads. In 

addition, the communities were represented in landscape features like “The Cut” for the 

Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut and the island for Sol Legare. When the 

communities were demarcated, it was indicative of racism embedded in the maps such as 

in the 1932-1934 J.T. Kollock property map or the 1927 and 1948 Schools and School 

Districts maps. The aerial photographs showed the communities through time beginning 

in 1939 and finishing in 1967 the beginnings of development and gradual disappearance 

of the island’s rural lanscape after World War II. The survey results showed that while 

individuals may not agree completely on the boundaries or the ranking of important 

factors for their community, they agree moderately on what factors are important such as 

houses, streets, rivers and creeks, and community gathering spaces.  

 

Study Significance and Implications 

This study is significant in providing information about how three communities 

have been represented in the past as compared to how individuals within communities see 
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their own boundaries and important sites. Further, this study showed the variety of 

boundaries and rankings of important boundary factors within individual communities, 

but also the slight similarities on how important factors are considered to boundaries 

between participants within the community and across the communities.  

While at a meeting to survey individuals from the Cross Cut and Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut communities, there were important discussions between participants 

within these communities and people like the author who were not from either 

community. Before taking the survey individually, a few participants knew each other 

and discussed what areas were considered a part of Cross Cut, part of Ferguson 

Village/Down Cut, and a part of entirely different communities. Those participants grew 

up in the area and still lived there, but they debated about what used to be a part versus 

what is no longer a part of the Cross Cut and Ferguson Village/Down Cut communities. 

One resident from Cross Cut explained it was important to use the official name, 

Ferguson Village, attributed to a part of the historic Down Cut community. According to 

the participant, the official name was important to use to benefit the Ferguson Village 

community for boundaries with the city, since that was the name the city had on record. 

The author of this thesis research could not capture this discussion since it was not a part 

of the methodology, but it is essential to understand the nuances of community identity, 

boundaries, and history that are difficult to capture by someone who is not from the 

community.  The author’s role as a person outside the community who documented how 

community members viewed the boundaries and important sites caused some participants 

to alter how they talked about their community, which was a distinct limitation of this 
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research. The implications of this research to the historic preservation and planning fields 

are that boundaries need to be defined by people who have lived within them with as little 

interference and translation as possible. Further, this research demonstrated that 

preservationists and planners should expect a fair amount of variability in boundaries 

when they are defined by people who have lived within them.  

 

Areas of Future Research 

Due to the time constraints of this study, only a small number of individuals 

within each community were represented for a total of twelve participants. For a more 

representative sample of how individuals within each community define their boundaries 

and important sites, a wider range of ages and more participants are recommended. It also 

would be valuable for there to be a further investigation of the features that are important 

and associated with each of the community’s identity. Important features were identified 

by participants, but an in-depth investigation was not done into how these features relate 

to community identity in this thesis. The representations of the important features 

identified by participants can be found in Appendix E. Although the historic map study 

examined the representation of the communities through time, a more in-depth historical 

investigation and analysis is recommended to better write about the history of when each 

community developed. Further, an investigation and analysis into when boundaries in 

terms of race began to develop for each community in relation to other neighboring 

communities. Another recommendation for future study would be to investigate a better 

practice of capturing how people view their community, their community’s boundaries, 
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and important sites in a way that would not make people alter how they talk about all of 

these things. As mentioned earlier, participants commented on having to say the official 

name of the community or define the community to a certain time period. It is important 

for individuals within a community to be able to speak as authentically as possible about 

the boundaries and important sites of their community, without any influence from the 

historic preservation or planning officials. This insight is valuable for future efforts in the 

historic preservation and planning disciplines to know that even when individuals within 

a community are engaged about their boundaries and important sites - you still are 

influencing how people define them.  

The historic preservation field has always sought to preserve places that are 

important to people, but as previously discusses, it was not until the late-twentieth-

century that places important to all people began to be included in the movement. 

Boundaries are one of the most important pieces to define what is a part of that place and 

what is not. Over time, those boundaries defining a place can change significantly. 

Especially in the cases of many African American settlement communities until recently, 

the boundaries had not been defined for protection and preservation on paper. The idea of 

boundaries for preservation can hold a negative connotation such as being a part of a 

historic district that is subject to scrutiny about changes to buildings and high property 

taxes. In reality, boundaries can act as a layer of protection for many communities with 

significant histories against rampant development. Whether for a local county, state, or 

federal designation, boundaries can trigger another level of review for a project that may 

have otherwise proceeded with no consideration. By having community members define 
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the boundaries and important sites, the definition of what makes a community a place is 

represented in the most accurate way possible. Through community-defined boundaries, 

African American settlement communities such as Cross Cut, Ferguson Village/Down 

Cut, and Sol Legare can protect and preserve the histories and places for past, present and 

future generations. 
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Appendix A 

Table of Survey Questions 

*=required 

Question 
Number 

Question Qualitative 
or 
Quantitative 

Information 
Gathered  

Form 

1* Required participant 
consent. 

N/A N/A N/A 

2* Date and time. N/A Date and time of 
survey 

N/A 

3* Please draw the 
boundaries of your 
community on this map. 
Feel free to draw lines, 
encircle different areas, 
write labels, and make any 
changes to the map as you 
see fit! 

Qualitative Individual 
perspectives on the 
boundaries and 
important sites of 
their community 

Freeform 
draw on 
paper 

4* What is the name of your 
community? 

Qualitative Which community 
participant lives 
in/what do they call 
it 

Singleline 
text 

5 Does your community go 
by any other names? 

Qualitative Any other names 
community may go 
by 

Singleline 
text 

6 What is your address? Qualitative Whether participant 
lives in the 
community still or 
not 

Singleline 
text 

7 What is your birth year? Qualitative How old the 
participant is 

Singleline 
text 

8* What ages have you lived 
in your community? 
Multiple answers can be 

Qualitative What ages of life 
participants have 
lived in their 

Multiple 
select 
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selected. community 

9* How much did houses 
factor into how you drew 
the boundaries of your 
community? 1 being not 
very important and 5 being 
very important. 

Quantitative How important 
houses were to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

10 What are the names and 
addresses (if possible) of 
the houses that may have 
factored into the 
boundaries?  

Qualitative Names and locations 
of the houses that 
were important to 
how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

11 Are any of those no longer 
existing? 

Qualitative Whether any named 
houses are no longer 
existing 

Yes/No 

12 If you selected "Yes" in 
the above question, what 
were the names of houses 
that are no longer 
existing? 

Qualitative Names and locations 
of the houses that are 
no longer existing 
and were important 
to how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

13* How much did churches 
factor into how you drew 
the boundaries? 1 being 
not very important and 5 
being very important. 

Quantitative How important 
churches were to 
how participants 
drew boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

14 What are the names and 
addresses (if possible) of 
the churches that may 
have factored into the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Names and locations 
of the churches that 
were important to 
how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

15 Are any of those no longer 
existing? 

Qualitative Whether any named 
churches are no 
longer existing 

Yes/No 

16 If you selected "Yes" in 
the above question, what 
were the names of 

Qualitative Names and locations 
of the churches that 
are no longer 

Multiline 
text 
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churches that are no longer 
existing? 

existing and were 
important to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

17* How much did schools 
factor into how you drew 
the boundaries? 1 being 
not very important and 5 
being very important. 

Quantitative How important 
schools were to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

18 What are the names and 
addresses (if possible) of 
the schools that may have 
factored into the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Names and locations 
of the schools that 
were important to 
how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

19 Are any of those no longer 
existing? 

Qualitative Whether any named 
schools are no longer 
existing 

Yes/No 

20 If you selected "Yes" in 
the above question, what 
were the names of schools 
that are no longer existing 
and were important to 
your community? 

Qualitative Names and locations 
of the schools that 
are no longer 
existing and were 
important to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

21* How much did streets 
factor into how you drew 
the boundaries? 1 being 
not very important and 5 
being very important. 

Quantitative How important 
streets were to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

22 What are the names of the 
streets that may have 
factored into the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Names of the streets 
that were important 
to how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

23 Are any of those no longer 
existing? 

Qualitative Whether any named 
streets are no longer 
existing 

Yes/No 

24 If you selected "Yes" in Qualitative Names of streets that Multiline 
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the above question, what 
were the names of streets 
that are no longer existing 
and were important to 
your community? 

are no longer 
existing and were 
important to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

text 

25* How much did farm lands 
factor into how you drew 
the boundaries? 1 being 
not very important and 5 
being very important. 

Quantitative How important farm 
lands were to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

26 What are the names 
associated with the farm 
land or its owner(s) that 
may have factored into the 
boundaries? If possible, 
what are the general 
locations of these farm 
lands? 

Qualitative Names associated 
with farm lands that 
were important to 
how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

27 Are any of those no longer 
existing? 

Qualitative Whether any named 
farm lands are no 
longer existing 

Yes/No 

28 If you selected "Yes" in 
the above question, what 
were the names of farm 
lands that are no longer 
existing and were 
important to your 
community? 

Qualitative Names associated 
with farm lands that 
are no longer 
existing and were 
important to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

29* How much did rivers or 
creeks factor into how you 
drew the boundaries? 1 
being not very important 
and 5 being very 
important. 

Quantitative How important 
rivers and creeks 
were to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

30 What are the names of the 
rivers or creeks that may 
have factored into the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Names of rivers and 
creeks that were 
important to how 
participants drew 

Multiline 
text 
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boundaries 

31 Are any of those no longer 
existing? 

Qualitative Whether any named 
rivers and creeks are 
no longer existing 

Yes/No 

32 If you selected "Yes" in 
the above question, what 
were the names of rivers 
and creeks that are no 
longer existing and were 
important to your 
community? 

Qualitative Names of rivers and 
creeks that are no 
longer existing and 
were important to 
how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

33* How much did cemeteries 
factor into how you drew 
the boundaries? 1 being 
not very important and 5 
being very important. 

Quantitative How important 
cemeteries were to 
how participants 
drew boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

34 What are the names and 
addresses (if possible) of 
the cemeteries that may 
have factored into the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Names and locations 
of the cemeteries 
that were important 
to how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

35* How much did community 
gathering spaces factor 
into how you drew the 
boundaries? 1 being not 
very important and 5 being 
very important. 

Quantitative How important 
community 
gathering spaces 
were to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

36 What are the names and 
addresses (if possible) of 
the community gathering 
spaces that may have 
factored into the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Names and locations 
of the community 
gathering spaces that 
were important to 
how participants 
drew boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

37 Are any of those no longer 
existing? 

Qualitative Whether any named 
community 
gathering spaces are 
no longer existing 

Yes/No 
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38 If you selected "Yes" in 
the above question, what 
were the names of 
community gathering 
spaces that are no longer 
existing and were 
important to your 
community? 

Qualitative Names of 
community 
gathering spaces that 
are no longer 
existing and were 
important to how 
participants drew 
boundaries 

Multiline 
text 

39 Were there other factors 
important to how you 
drew the boundaries but 
were not included in this 
survey? 

Qualitative Whether any 
important factors for 
boundaries were not 
mentioned 

Multiline 
text 

40 What is the name of the 
factor that is important to 
how you drew the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Name of important 
factor for boundaries 

Singleline 
text 

41 How much did this factor 
into how you drew the 
boundaries? 1 being not 
very important and 5 being 
very important. 

Quantitative How important 
factor was for 
boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

42 What is the name of the 
factor that is important to 
how you drew the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Name of important 
factor for boundaries 

Singleline 
text 

43 How much did this factor 
into how you drew the 
boundaries? 1 being not 
very important and 5 being 
very important. 

Quantitative How important 
factor was for 
boundaries 

Likert 
scale 

44 What is the name of the 
factor that is important to 
how you drew the 
boundaries? 

Qualitative Name of important 
factor for boundaries 

Singleline 
text 

45 How much did this factor 
into how you drew the 

Quantitative How important 
factor was for 

Likert 
scale 
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boundaries? 1 being not 
very important and 5 being 
very important. 

boundaries 

46* Please rank from most 
important at the top to 
least important at the 
bottom of what factored 
into how you drew the 
boundaries of your 
community. 

Quantitative How important 
factors were in 
relation to each other 

Ranking 

47* In what ways has your 
community changed, if at 
all? 

Qualitative Whether any 
changes have 
occurred within 
participants lifetime 
and if so, what are 
the changes 

Multiline 
text 
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Appendix B 

Table of All Maps and Aerial Photographs Consulted 

Map Location Information Used 

Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map 
Division, The New York Public Library. 
"A sketch of the environs of Charlestown 
in South Carolina." New York Public 
Library Digital Collections. Accessed 
January 20, 2023. 
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/2d7
7bc00-5397-0135-f822-0369c836d05d. 

New York 
Public Library 
Digital 
Collections 

Identified 
James Island 
Creek as “New 
Cut” and 
showed a 
bridge crossing 

  

Does not 
identify Sol 
Legare Island 
at all 

Yes 

Plat for George Rivers. Sean Norris 
and Ramona 
Grunden, 
ARCHAEOLO
GICAL 
INVESTIGATI
ONS AT THE 
FERGUSON 
ROAD 

SITES, 
38CH2105 
AND 
38CH2106 
CHARLESTO
N COUNTY, 
SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
(Columbia, 
S.C.: TRC 

Identifies “The 
Cut” in along 
James Island 
Creek 

Yes 
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Companies 
Inc., 2013). 

Charles Vignoles and Henry Ravenel, 
“Charleston District, South Carolina.” In 
Atlas of the State of South Carolina. 
Philadelphia: H. S. Tanner & Assistants, 
1825. H.A.M. Smith Drawer, South 
Carolina Room at Charleston County 
Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Termed area 
above James 
Island Creek as 
“The Cut” 

  

Does not 
identify Sol 
Legare, but 
does identify 
Folly Beach  

Yes 

Eduard Dumas-Vorzet. “Charleston, 
Caroline du Sud.” Paris: Michel Levy 
frères Éditeurs, 1863. Map No. 3, South 
Carolina Room at Charleston County 
Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified 
settlements in 
Cross Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut area and 
terms below 
James Island 
Creek as 
“Newtown 
Cut” 

  

Identified 
settlements and 
roads on Sol 
Legare towards 
middle of the 
island  

Yes 
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Map of James Island So. Ca., 1863-1864 
[map]. Scale not given. James Island, S.C.: 
Robert E. Mellichamp, 1888. The 
Charleston Museum Map Collection. 

The Charleston 
Museum Map 
Collection 

Identified “Cut 
Bridge” in 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut area 

  

Identified Sol 
Legare as 
“Saul Legare” 

Yes 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
“Charleston County, South Carolina, James 
Island Quadrangle.”  Washington, D.C.: 
United States Geological Survey, 1919. 

TopoView at 
United States 
Geological 
Survey’s 
website 

Identified at 
least fifty 
buildings and 
Kings Road 
(now Riverland 
Drive) for 
Cross Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

  

Identified 
around fifty 
buildings on 
Sol Legare 

Yes 

John Anderson. “Map of Charleston 
County Showing School & School 
Districts.” Charleston, S.C.: Charleston 
County, 1927. Map No. 4, South Carolina 
Room at Charleston County Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified Cut 
Bridge and Sol 
Legare as two 
of the eight 
schools within 
District 3 on 
James Island 

Yes 
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J.T. Kollock, Inc. “Property Map of 
Charleston County, SC.” Charleston, S.C.: 
J.T. Kollock, Inc., 1932-1934. South 
Carolina Room at Charleston County 
Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified 
generally 
landowners in 
1860s in Cross 
Cut, Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut, and Sol 
Legare 

Yes 

South Carolina State Highway Department 
and U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Bureau of Public Roads. “General 
Highway and Transportation Map: 
Charleston County, South Carolina.” South 
Carolina State Highway Department and 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of 
Public Roads, 1938. Map No. 6, South 
Carolina Room at Charleston County 
Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified 
around ninety-
six buildings 
for the Cross 
Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

  

Identified 
around fifty-
seven buildings 
on Sol Legare  

Yes 

E.D. Jervey. “Charleston County, South 
Carolina with Portions of Adjacent 
Counties showing State and County 
Roads.” Charleston, S.C.: Sanitary and 
Drainage Commission, 1939. Map No. 7, 
South Carolina Room at Charleston County 
Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Locations and 
names of 
Charleston 
County roads 
and major 
thoroughfares 

No 
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
“Charleston County, South Carolina, James 
Island Quadrangle.”  Washington, D.C.: 
United States Geological Survey, 1943. 

TopoView at 
United States 
Geological 
Survey’s 
website 

Identified at 
least fifty 
buildings and 
Kings Road 
(now Riverland 
Drive) for 
Cross Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut area 

  

Identified at 
least one 
hundred and 
thirty buildings 
on Sol Legare 

Yes 

“Charleston County, South Carolina 
Showing State and County Roads and 
Schools and School Districts.” Charleston, 
S.C.: Charleston County, 1948. Map No. 8, 
South Carolina Room at Charleston County 
Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified Cut 
Bridge and Sol 
Legare as two 
of the six 
schools in 
District 3 of 
James Island 

Yes 

Charleston County Planning Board, “James 
Island (Upper).” Charleston, S.C.: 
Charleston County Planning Board, 1954. 
Map No. 11, South Carolina Room at 
Charleston County Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified 
seven schools 
on James 
Island 

Yes 

Charleston County Planning Board. “James 
Island (Lower).” Charleston, S.C.: 
Charleston County Planning Board, 1954. 
Map No. 9, South Carolina Room at 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 

Identified 
seven schools 
on James 

Yes 
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Charleston County Public Library. Library (Main) Island 

U.S. Geological Survey. “Charleston 
County, South Carolina, James Island 
Quadrangle.”  Washington, D.C.: United 
States Geological Survey, 1959. 

TopoView at 
United States 
Geological 
Survey’s 
website 

Identified 
Stono River 
Road (formerly 
Kings Road 
and now 
Riverland 
Drive) and 
over one 
hundred 
buildings in the 
Cross Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut area 

  

Identified over 
one hundred 
buildings on 
Sol Legare 

Yes 

South Carolina State Highway Department. 
“Unincorporated James Island Area Map 
Showing State Highways Maintained by 
S.C. State Highway Department.” South 
Carolina State Highway Department, 1960. 
Map No. 22A, South Carolina Room at 
Charleston County Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Sol Legare has 
name of main 
road but not for 
others and the 
roads in Cross 
Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

No 
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South Carolina State Highway Department 
in Cooperation with the U.S. Department 
of Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads. 
“General Highway Map, Charleston 
County, South Carolina.” South Carolina 
State Highway Department, 1960. Map No. 
23, South Carolina Room at Charleston 
County Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified only 
major 
highways and 
no buildings 
for Cross Cut 
and Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut area  

  

Buildings 
identified for 
Sol Legare 

Yes 

Charleston County Planning Board. 
“Charleston County Section, Map 6.” 
Charleston, S.C.: Charleston County 
Planning Board, 1962. Map No. 31, South 
Carolina Room at Charleston County 
Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Sol Legare has 
name of main 
road but not for 
others and the 
roads in Cross 
Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

No 

Charleston County Board of Assessment 
Control. “Charleston County, 1967, Sheet 2 
of 5.” Charleston, S.C.: Charleston County 
Board of Assessment Control, 1967. 

South Carolina 
USDA Historic 
Aerial 
Photographic 
Collection at 
the University 
of South 
Carolina 

Aerial photos 
of James 
Island; does 
not lend 
information 
except overall 
landscape 
changes 

No 
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South Carolina State Highway Department 
in Cooperation with the United States 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
Public Roads. “General Highway Map, 
Charleston County, South Carolina.” South 
Carolina State Highway Department, 1967. 
Map No. 24, South Carolina Room at 
Charleston County Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified only 
major 
highways and 
no buildings 
for Cross Cut 
and Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut area  

  

Buildings 
identified for 
Sol Legare 

Yes 

South Carolina State Highway Department 
in Cooperation with the United States 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
Public Roads. “General Highway Map, 
Charleston County, South Carolina.” South 
Carolina State Highway Department, 1976. 
Map No. 42, South Carolina Room at 
Charleston County Public Library. 

South Carolina 
Room at 
Charleston 
County Public 
Library (Main) 

Identified only 
major 
highways and 
no buildings 
for Cross Cut, 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut, and Sol 
Legare 

No 
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Map of James Island. 1977. Provided to 
author by city official. 

Shared with 
author. 

Identified 
Riverland 
Drive 
(formerly 
Stono River 
Road and 
Kings Road) 
and Ferguson 
Road, but no 
buildings in 
Cross Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut area  

  

Showed 
transformation 
of Sol Legare 
into peninsula 
connected to 
James Island 

Yes 

South Carolina Department of Highways 
and Public Transportation in Cooperation 
with United States Department of 
Transportation. “General Highway Map, 
Charleston County, South Carolina, West 
Section.” South Carolina Department of 
Highways and Public Transportation, 1978. 
https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/collection/s
cai/id/525/rec/1. 

South Carolina 
Aerial 
Photograph 
Indexes, 1937-
1989 at the 
University of 
South Carolina 

Showed areas 
of James 
Island, but did 
not demarcate 
buildings or 
road names 

No 
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Stono Plantation During My Stay 1923-
1940. No Scale. James Island, S.C.: 
William W. King, 1990.  

Anthony, 
Ronald W. Dill 
Sanctuary 
Archaeology: 
A Descriptive 
Summary. 
Archaeological 
Contributions 
46. Charleston, 
S.C.: The 
Charleston 
Museum, 2012. 

Identified Cut 
Bridge as well 
as a store, 
home, and 
fields that are 
in the Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut area 

Yes 

Aerial Photographs Location Information Used 

United States Department of Agriculture. 
“Aerial Photography Index for Charleston 
County, South Carolina, Sheet 5.” 
Washington, D.C.: Farm Service Agency, 
1939. Records of the Farm Service 
Agency, 1904 - 1983, U.S. National 
Archives and Records Administration. 
https://catalog.archives.gov/id/148957587. 

U.S. National 
Archives and 
Records 
Administration 

Shows rural 
landscape of 
remaining rural 
landscape of 
Cross Cut, 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut, and Sol 
Legare on 
James Island 
before World 
War II 

Yes 
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United States Department of Agriculture. 
“Aerial Photography Index for Charleston 
County, South Carolina, Sheet 4.” 
Washington, D.C.: Farm Service Agency, 
1949. Records of the Farm Service 
Agency, 1904 - 1983, U.S. National 
Archives and Records Administration. 
https://catalog.archives.gov/id/148957603. 

U.S. National 
Archives and 
Records 
Administration 

Shows rural 
landscape 
remaining rural 
landscape of 
Cross Cut, 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut, and Sol 
Legare on 
James Island 
following 
World War II 
and around 
mid-twentieth-
century  

Yes 

United States Department of Agriculture. 
“Aerial Photography Index for Charleston 
County, South Carolina, Sheet 7.” 
Washington, D.C.: Farm Service Agency, 
1954. Records of the Farm Service 
Agency, 1904 - 1983, U.S. National 
Archives and Records Administration. 
https://catalog.archives.gov/id/148957623. 

U.S. National 
Archives and 
Records 
Administration 

Aerial photos 
of James 
Island; does 
not lend 
information 
except overall 
landscape 
changes 

No 

United States Department of Agriculture. 
“Aerial Photograph Index, Charleston 
County (S.C.), 1958.” Sheet 5 of 7. 
Washington, D.C.: United States 
Department of Agriculture, 1958. 
https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/collection/s
cai/id/627/rec/6. 

South Carolina 
USDA Historic 
Aerial 
Photographic 
Collection at 
the University 
of South 
Carolina 

Shows 
remaining rural 
landscape of 
Cross Cut, 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut, and Sol 
Legare on 
James Island 

Yes 
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United States Department of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 
Service. “Aerial Photograph Index, 
Charleston County (S.C.), 1963.” Sheet 6 
of 8. Washington, D.C.: United States 
Department of Agriculture, 1963. 
https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/collection/s
cai/id/508/rec/3. 

South Carolina 
USDA Historic 
Aerial 
Photographic 
Collection at 
the University 
of South 
Carolina 

Aerial photos 
of James 
Island; does 
not lend 
information 
except overall 
landscape 
changes 

No 

United States Department of Agriculture. 
“ Aerial Photograph Index, Charleston 
County (S.C.), 1967.” Sheet 2 of 5. 
Washington, D.C.: United States 
Department of Agriculture, 1967. 
https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/collection/s
cai/id/457/rec/2. 

South Carolina 
USDA Historic 
Aerial 
Photographic 
Collection at 
the University 
of South 
Carolina 

Shows rural 
landscape with 
some clearing 
of land for 
Cross Cut and 
Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

  

Shows Sol 
Legare 
becoming more 
connected to 
James Island 

Yes 

United States Department of Agriculture. 
“Aerial Photograph Index, Charleston 
County (S.C.), 1973.” West Section. 
Washington, D.C.: United States 
Department of Agriculture, 1973. 
https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/collection/s
cai/id/524/rec/1. 

South Carolina 
USDA Historic 
Aerial 
Photographic 
Collection at 
the University 
of South 
Carolina 

Aerial index of 
roads in James 
Island; does 
not lend 
information 
about names, 
buildings, etc. 

No 
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United States Department of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 
Service. “Aerial Photograph Index, 
Charleston County (S.C.), 1979.” Sheet 7 
of 9. Washington, D.C.: United States 
Department of Agriculture, 1979. 
https://digital.tcl.sc.edu/digital/collection/s
cai/id/519/rec/4. 

South Carolina 
USDA Historic 
Aerial 
Photographic 
Collection at 
the University 
of South 
Carolina 

Aerial photos 
of James 
Island; lots, 
buildings, 
features, etc. 
do not show up 
as well in this 
map 

No 
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Appendix C 

Boundary Drawings of All Participants 

      

Figure C.1: Boundary drawing of Participant 1 from Cross Cut.    
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Figure C.2: Boundary drawing of Participant 2 from Cross Cut.    
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Figure C.3: Boundary drawing of Participant 3 from Cross Cut.    
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Figure C.4: Boundary drawing of Participant 4 from Cross Cut.    
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Figure C.5: Boundary drawing #1 of Participant 1 from Ferguson Village/Down Cut.    
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Figure C.6: Boundary drawing #2 of Participant 1 from Ferguson Village/Down Cut.    
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Figure C.7: Boundary drawing of Participant 2 from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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Figure C.8: Boundary drawing of Participant 3 from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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Figure C.9: Boundary drawing of Participant 1 from Sol Legare.    
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Figure C.10: Boundary drawing of Participant 2 from Sol Legare.    
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Figure C.11: Boundary drawing of Participant 3 from Sol Legare.    
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Figure C.12: Boundary drawing of Participant 4 from Sol Legare.    
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Figure C.13: Boundary drawing of Participant 5 from Sol Legare 
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Appendix D 

Table of Participant Answers 

Participant Date 
and 
Time 

Your 
Community 
Name 

Other 
Names 

Your Address Your 
Birth 
Year 

Life in Your 
Community 

1 02/21/2
3 at 
10:47a
m 

Cross Cut 
 

Ferris and Cyrus 
Rd 

1952 0-18,19-30,30-
50,50-70 

2 02/25/2
3 at 
4:21pm 

Cut 
Bridge/Cross 
Cut 

Cross Cut Riley Road/Oats 
Lane/ Goose 
Creek 

1939 0-18 

1 02/25/2
3 at 
4:31pm 

Down Cut Ferguson 
Village  

Riverland Drive 1947 70-90 

1 03/01/2
3 at 
9:10am 

Sol Legare 
 

Sol Legare Rd 1971 0-18,19-30,30-
50,50-70 

2 03/01/2
3 at 
1:31pm 

Sol Legare 
Community 

No Chavis Rd 1957 0-18,19-30,30-
50,50-70 

3 03/01/2
3 at 
1:48pm 

Sol Legare 
Community 

No Rainbow Rd 1949 0-18,19-30 

4 03/01/2
3 at 
2:12pm 

Concerned 
citizens of Sol 
Legare 

 
Chavis Rd 1952 0-18,19-30,50-

70 

5 03/01/2
3 at 
3:38pm 

Sol Legare 
Community 

Sol Legare 
Island 

Sol Legare Rd 1955 0-18,50-70 

3 03/11/2
3 at 
12:37p
m 

Cross Cut Cut Bridge Lucky Rd 1951 19-30,30-
50,50-70,70-
90 

4 03/11/2
3 at 
1:13pm 

Cross Cut Cut Bridge Lucky Rd 1948 0-18,19-30,30-
50,50-70,70-
90 

2 3/16/23 
at 
2:04pm 

Ferguson 
Village/Down 
Cut 

 
Turkey Pen Rd 1959 0-18,19-30,30-

50,50-70 

3 3/20/23 
at 
5:22pm 

Ferguson 
Village 

 
Camp Rd 1948 0-18,19-30,50-

70,70-90 
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Houses Names of Houses No 
Longer 
Existing 

Names of No Longer 
Existing Houses 

5 Grants house (where store was); Great 
grandfather’s house Scipio (wife was 
Mariah) 

Yes Land still there but house 
gone where tide comes in so 
built new house 

5 Emmanuel Robinson - Riley Road - Mr. & 
Mrs. Josiah Watson 
Mrs. Lotti Smalls - Riley Road - Jacob & 
Wilhelmina Washington 
- Isaac & Florence Washington 
Mrs. Bab / Haley Landing 
Mrs. Scott - Riley Road 
Mr. & Mrs. Felder - Riley Road 

Yes Emmanuel Robinson 
Mrs. Haley 
Mr. & Mrs. Felder 
Mr. & Mrs. Josiah Watson 

5 Richardson house; Camp Rd; Smalls house; 
Hamilton house, Danny Road; Jonas Smalls 
house on Jonash Rd; Grant home; mag 
Easter Brown's house,  Wilhelmina Rd  

No 
 

5 No 
  

5 New people taking more land originally had 
pushing boundaries further 

  

5 All of them on Sol Legare No 
 

5 Houses on Walker; Gaillard; Smalls; Wilder;  
all further back by the dyke (used to called 
“back the field”/back of the properties where  
old man Grimball’s farmland with cows used 
to call Barnhill); Old Oscar Rd (access 
through Shrimp Rd); Holly Creek 

Yes Houses and families still 
live but Gaillard moved 
further up 

5 Walker; Richardson; Wilders; Backman; 
Wallace; Goss; Green; Gaillard; Singleton; 
Lafayette; Palmers; Brown; House location 
varies further in versus further out depending 
on how far want to build out over marsh 

No 
 

4 Stores and buildings Yes Some 

5 Ellis House; House on corner of Riverland 
and Woodland Shores  

No 
 

5 Not really, where neighborhood was Yes 
 

5 Cassandra Brown on Emily Brown Rd; 
Barbara Goss Brown at Franklin Gailliard 
Rd; Judith Richardson (?) on Camp Rd.;  J. 
Arthur Brown family home 1953 Camp Rd 

Yes 1953 Camp Rd 
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Churches Names of Churches No 
Longer 
Existing 

Names of No Longer 
Existing Churches 

5 Greater Bethel AME  No 
 

5 Greater Bethel AME/Little Bethel (Central 
Park Rd and Fleming Rd) 

No 
 

5 Meeting hall,  Riverland Drive; First Baptist; 
St James 

Yes Community building 
church house 

1 No churches 
  

1 No churches 
  

5 No church on Sol Legare; Two Sunday 
schools on island; St James Presbyterian 3 
miles away  

Yes Sunday schools are not 

5 Presbyterian sunday school, left side 
opposite Jeff Gaillard Ln; Baptist Sunday 
school, opposite Richardson Rd; During 
parents time, did not have cars to get to 
churches and had horse and carriage; Once 
had cars, drove; St James Presbyterian,  
seccessionville rd; Most people went to 
Presbyterian and Baptist; 
First Baptist, corner of Camp Rd; 
Payne AME (changed name), some people 
went to 

Yes Sunday schools 

5 Beauty Chapel, on water side Yes Beauty Chapel 

2 Greater Bethel AME No 
 

3 Greater Bethel AME No 
 

5 Meeting halls  
No churches in neighborhood, would go to 
meeting halls during week 

Yes Meeting hall, near 
Washington property on 
Riverland Dr. 

1 St James Episcopal on Camp Rd.  No 
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Schools Names of Schools No Longer 
Existing 

Names of No Longer 
Existing Schools 

5 Cut Bridge Elementary; Murray-LaSaine Yes Cut Bridge became LaSaine 

5 Cut Bridge Elementary School 
(Riverland Dr) 

Yes Cut Bridge Elementary 
School 

5 Cut Bridge Elementary;   
LaSaine; James Island High 

Yes Cut Bridge Elementary 

1 No schools 
  

4 James Island Elementary and High 
School, went to school there  

No 
 

5 W. Gresham Megget, went there rest of 
elementary and high school (now 
Septima P. Clark); 
Sol Legare School, went one year 

No 
 

5 Sol Legare School, across from Jeff 
Gaillard Ln, one big room; Baptist 
Sunday School, across from Richardson 
Rd 

Yes Sol Legare School; Baptist 
Sunday School 

5 Sol Legare School, on water side in 
marsh, built in 1911; Sol Legare School, 
built in 1950s (now Sol Legare 
Community Center);  
Burke High School, high school in 
Charleston  

Yes Sol Legare School first  

1 Murray-LaSaine  No 
 

3 Cut Bridge Elementary on Camp and 
Riverland Dr by bridge 

Yes Cut bridge Elementary 

5 No schools within neighborhood, kids 
went to meeting halls and community 
meetings; 
School across creek bridge;  
Murray-LaSaine Elementary School, 
mile away over bridge from 
neighborhood  

Yes Meeting; School across creek 
bridge 

1 
 

No 
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Streets Names of Streets No 
Longer 
Existing 

Names of No Longer 
Existing Streets 

5 Up on the hill; Flint; Riley; Fleming (also known 
Church and Middle); Central Park (main) runs into 
Riverland Dr; Bradham; Bradham Rd extension 
(unofficially); Lucky; Ferris and Cyrus; Hollings; 
Dawson; Whaley; Delaney; Unnamed street where 
Nash’s house is and goes to water  

No 
 

5 Central Park Rd; Riverland Dr; Fleming Rd; Riley 
Rd 

No 
 

5 Ferguson Road; Franklin Gailliard Rd; All 
Seymour Rd; Jonash; Pally Mane Rd; Danny; 
Wilhelmina Rd; Smith Brown (Bryant) Rd; 
Henderson; Camp; McIntyre Rd, only name knew 
back in day 

Yes Smith Brown changed 
to Bryant, Turkey Pen 

5 No 
  

5 Brown Pelican Ln; McNeil Rd No 
 

5 Wilder Rd, where lived; Richardson Rd; Willie Ln No 
 

5 All of ones on map, each one named after 
ancestors/family members; Blue private and green 
public 

No 
 

4 Road to Apple Landing; Mosquito Beach Rd; 
Roads/driveways to people’s houses 

No 
 

5 Fleming; Central Park; Riverland No 
 

5 Riverland Dr; Camp No 
 

3 No 
  

3 Camp Rd; Ferguson Rd No 
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Farm Lands Names of Farm Lands No 
Longer 
Existing 

Names of No Longer 
Existing Farm Lands 

5 Grant store; Everything was downtown; Mom 
and pop stores  

Yes Acuff last one on Dill 
Plantation farming  

5 Park Michael Potato Field, Central Park and 
Folly Rd; Dill Farm, beans and tomato 

Yes 
 

5 Dill plantation, leased about 1 acre on property 
and school there too; Turkey pen, good amount 
of people farmed there; Farm where Riverland 
Crossing is  

Yes All gone 

5 No 
  

3 Don’t have any anymore Yes Don’t have any anymore 

5 When lived here, grew everything; Wilder 
farm, on Wilder Rd where grew vegetables and 
fruits 

No 
 

5 Chavis, left side of Chavis rd from Folly Creek 
to Holly Creek; Rented property on rose bush 
and another property; Everybody farmed and 
lived from sea in winter 

Yes No more farms, people 
don’t farm anymore 

3 Just whatever family owned it Yes Small plots but no full 
fledged farms 

1 Land where James Island County Park is Yes James Island County Park 

4 Dill Plantation; Farm land by Up on the Hill 
Rd 

Yes Both no longer existing 

5 Dill property/plantation; Grimball land No 
 

1 United States 
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Rivers and 
Creeks 

Names of Rivers and Creeks No 
Longer 
Existing  

Names of No Longer Existing 
Rivers or Creeks 

5 Mariah; Eda No 
 

5 Creek Yes 
 

5 Stono River; Folly River; Cut 
Creek; Ellis Creek; Wappoo Cut 
Creek  

No 
 

5 King Flats Creek No 
 

5 King Flats Creek; Birdkey Creek, 
where go fishing; Holly Creek 

No 
 

5 Sol Legare Creek; Folly River; 
Holly Creek 

No 
 

5 Folly Creek, where everyone went 
fish (Folly own King Flat and 
George Flat Creek); Stono River; 
Holly Creek 

No 
 

5 Holly Creek; George Flat Creek; 
King Flats Creek; Stono River; 
Sissy Hole 

No 
 

5 Stono River; James Island Creek No 
 

5 James Island/Cut Bridge Creek, 
used to connect to stono river for 
people to go from johns island to 
Charleston harbor; Stono River  

No 
 

3 Stono River; Ellis Creek, ran into 
Stono River on backside of James 
island county park  

No 
 

2 James Island Creek No 
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Cemeteries Names of Cemeteries 

5 Brisbane (Behind Greater Bethel AME but not owned by church) 

5 Greater Bethel 

3 Dill Cemetery; Bethel Church; Brisbane cemetery; Varied where people wanted to be 
buried 

2 Stem Point Cemetery 

5 Stem Point Cemetery 

4 Stem Point Cemetery; Burn Church, corner of Folly and Ft Johnson Rd, family buried 
there 

1 Baptist Church Cemetery; Presbyterian Church Cemetery; Stem Point Cemetery, used 
to just be Sol Legare and now everyone 

4 Stem Point Graveyard 

1 Greater Bethel AME cemetery 

2 
 

4 Riverland Drive near George Griffith blvd; One past Meridian place  

1 
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Community 
Gathering 
Spaces 

Names of Community Gathering Spaces No 
Longer 
Existin
g 

Names of No Longer 
Existing Community 
Gathering Spaces 

5 Murray-LaSaine school (got land from Jack 
Delaney); Mobile Library during summer; 
Shady Grove Night Club; Porgy and Bess 
Night Club; Lawders store; Grant store 

Yes Lawders first building 
gone but new one there; 
Porgy and Bess 

5 Greater Bethel Yes None 

5 Red and White Grocery Store, corner of Folly 
and Camp Rd; Herbert Middleton Store, out of 
his house on Riverland Dr; Mary Anne Brown 
Store, out of her house on Ferguson Rd; 
Village Grocery, Carol and Big Boy’s grocery 
store in 1960s on Ferguson Rd; Oil Store, on 
Riverland Drive on land father leased; Prayer 
house, one-story second church for community 
on Riverland Dr where had meetings and 
prayer meetings and Easter speech aside from 
things at church; Lodge houses, more in cross 
cut; Eloise’s Place, community juke joint on 
Riverland Dr 

No Buildings still standing  

5 Sol Legare Community Center; Mosquito 
Beach 

No 
 

5 Community Center; Park; Seashore Farmers' 
Lodge 

No 
 

5 Library; Grocery store; Seafood store, across 
from most houses 

Yes Seafood place not there; 
Grocery store not there; 
Library changed location 

5 Mosquito Beach overall with boardwalk and 
pavilion Lil Bubber Chavis, Jimmy Lafayette, 
Jack Wilder all had places;  
Seashore Farmers' Lodge 

Yes Only building still there is 
Jack Wilders; Hugo blew 
down pavilion; Lil 
Bubber burned down; 
Jimmy Laffayette is 
parking lot 

5 Mosquito Beach; Bubba Pinkcney store; Bubba 
Richardson store; The Patio; Maxwell store; 
Backman seafood, all on water side; Dan 
Brown store 

Yes Dan brown structure there 
but store gone; The Patio; 
Richardson store; 
Pinckney store; Maxwell 
store 

5 Grants store on Central Park Rd; Lowder store 
on Riverland Dr; Porgy and Bess Nightclub on 
Riverland Dr 

Yes Grants store; Porgy and 
Bess; Lowder store 

2 Other Communities  
  

5 Joe Blake, juke box joint in neighborhood; 
Eloise Cromwell, candy store with father Frank 
Gaillard 

Yes Joe Blake; Eloise 
cromwell 

4 Ball field  No 
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Other Boundary Factors Name of Other Factor #1 Other 

Factor 
#1 

Name of Other Factor #2 

Municipal Golf Course (where 
people worked as caddy and 
only could play on Christmas) 

Golf Course 5 
 

    

Yes Orientation of People’s 
Houses 

5 
 

    

No 
   

    

Yes Backman Seafood, next to 
Benny Brown Liquor Store  

5 Benny Brown Liquor Store, 
opposite Old Sol Legare Rd, 
yellow building still 
existing, giving and 
entrepreneur 

Yes How far people could 
afford to build out or not, 
varied with height and 
relation to water, depended 
with family 

4 Infrastructure such as 
ditches, cable, lighting 
posts, internet and dealing 
with Federal to state of SC 
to local Charleston County, 
City of Charleston, Folly 
Beach) 

No 
   

Yes Other Communities 
(Riverland Terrace, Laurel 
Park, Marlborough/used to 
be wooded area) 

4 Bridge 

Yes Safety, community, and 
how much land plantation 
owners permitted African 
Americans to have after 
slavery 

5 
 

I didn’t include Bishop 
Gadsden Retirement 
Community because they were 
not there when I was growing 
up. They are certainly a major 
point in the neighborhood  

Where my parents and 
grandmother had homes 

5 
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Other Factor #2 Name of Other Factor #3 Other Factor #3 

   

   

   

   

   

   

5 
  

5 
  

   

5 
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Boundary Factors 

Houses,Rivers_and_Creeks,Schools,Churches,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Streets,Farm_Lands,Cemeter
ies,Other_Factor_#1,Other_Factor_#2,Other_Factor_#3 

Houses,Rivers_and_Creeks,Churches,Schools,Other_Factor_#2,Cemeteries,Community_Gathering_Spaces
,Farm_Lands,Other_Factor_#1,Other_Factor_#3,Streets 

Houses,Churches,Schools,Farm_Lands,Cemeteries,Rivers_and_Creeks,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Oth
er_Factor_#1,Streets,Other_Factor_#2,Other_Factor_#3 

Streets,Houses,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Rivers_and_Creeks,Farm_Lands,Cemeteries,Schools,Churc
hes,Other_Factor_#3,Other_Factor_#2,Other_Factor_#1 

Houses,Streets,Rivers_and_Creeks,Farm_Lands,Schools,Churches,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Cemeter
ies,Other_Factor_#3,Other_Factor_#1,Other_Factor_#2 

Houses,Farm_Lands,Churches,Schools,Rivers_and_Creeks,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Streets,Cemeter
ies,Other_Factor_#1,Other_Factor_#2,Other_Factor_#3 

Churches,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Houses,Schools,Farm_Lands,Rivers_and_Creeks,Other_Factor_#
1,Streets,Other_Factor_#2,Cemeteries,Other_Factor_#3 

Rivers_and_Creeks,Farm_Lands,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Schools,Churches,Cemeteries,Houses,Oth
er_Factor_#2,Other_Factor_#1,Streets,Other_Factor_#3 

Streets,Houses,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Rivers_and_Creeks,Churches,Cemeteries,Schools,Farm_La
nds,Other_Factor_#3,Other_Factor_#2,Other_Factor_#1 

Rivers_and_Creeks,Houses,Other_Factor_#2,Other_Factor_#1,Streets,Farm_Lands,Schools,Community_G
athering_Spaces,Cemeteries,Churches,Other_Factor_#3 

Houses,Streets,Community_Gathering_Spaces,Farm_Lands,Schools,Rivers_and_Creeks,Other_Factor_#1,
Churches,Cemeteries,Other_Factor_#3,Other_Factor_#2 

Houses,Other_Factor_#2,Churches,Streets,Other_Factor_#3,Other_Factor_#1,Community_Gathering_Spac
es,Cemeteries,Rivers_and_Creeks,Farm_Lands,Schools 
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Change in Your Community 

Better housing; Better roads; Still need traffic light at Central Park and Riverland Dr (people detouring 
from connector) but most were dirt road first (some still are like Ferris and Cyrus) and make it busy; People 
being in city or not (is but neighbor not) 

The streets are paved, some roads are paved, the dirt road are scraped occasionally so there are no longer 
muddy road; No more more ditches to cross mailbox are near the homes and on the roadways; Homes are 
brick and cinderblock, not board home; Much more people; Population are mixed; Where there were 
farmlands are now development and brick homes  

Changed tremendously; Street names added and new streets made, named after people in the community; 
Development is not cool; Used to be family community and no longer; Bishop Gadsden coming in, been 
good to us, call and let us know and ask neighborhood association how or what would like to see designed 
for what getting ready to do; Communities inside of community Bishop Gadsden, Chipley Terrace, 
Riverland Crossing, Habitat for Humanity; Working on getting streets paved and would like to see 
sidewalks; Want historical markers for Richardson house and Murray-LaSaine and Down Cut Elementary; 
Losing so much of trees, more of a flooding and erosion issue, used to not be as bad 
Sinkholes; McIntyre now Henderson Rd off of Riverland Dr; Working with Bishop Gadsden and 
Charleston Museum to improve flooding problems; Predominant black and family community and now 
people coming in and families have lost land because of financials and high taxes 

More people moving in 

More people selling land; Becoming more diverse community 

Boundaries have changed; have less land; More intergrated; Some of stores not here anymore, have to go 
further out; Some families and younger people have left 

Has changed because parents gone and kids don’t know what to to with property and selling it for little to 
nothing; Instead of selling to family member/keep in family, selling to someone else because taxes going 
up and so high; People don’t know the history and value of property, Always a black community and now 
it’s mixed; People need to sell rightly and pay rightly;  
People have been getting what they want and leaving; Folly saying Harris Teeter to Folly road is Folly 
Road 

Metamorphosis of Sol Legare in front of eyes, but good thing; Need to keep as historic as can be while 
looking to future; Still fighting 19th c. Battle, need infrastructure sidewalks and lighting 

Changed great deal; More houses and street names; Several businesses now; Police substation for county 
now 

Population changed and grown; More houses and has grown; Not as many businesses; County park now 
where farm lands used to be; More festivals like Festival of Lights with traffic 

Not the same; Society always evolving from generation to generation 

Physical landscape; Demographics  
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Appendix E 

Important Features Maps of Participants 

 
Figure E.1: Important Features map of Participant 1 from Cross Cut. 
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Figure E.2: Important Features map of Participant 2 from Cross Cut.  
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Figure E.3: Important Features map of Participant 3 from Cross Cut. 
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Figure E.4: Important Features map of Participant 4 from Cross Cut. 
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E.5: Important Features map of Participant 1 from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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E.6: Important Features map of Participant 2 from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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E.7: Important Features map of Participant 3 from Ferguson Village/Down Cut. 
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E.8: Important Features map of Participant 1 from Sol Legare. 
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E.9: Important Features map of Participant 2 from Sol Legare. 
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E.10: Important Features map of Participant 3 from Sol Legare. 
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E.11: Important Features map of Participant 4 from Sol Legare. 
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E.12: Important Features map of Participant 5 from Sol Legare.  
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